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ABSTRACT 

 
Around the world there exist programs of technological and economic 

development designed to improve the economic and social fortunes of particular 

locales. This thesis looks at the cultural bases of one such project through a study 

of the development of the 'new media' industries in Manchester, England. Whilst 

economic development programmes have been researched by people from 

various disciplines, this thesis explores the benefits of taking an anthropological 

approach to understanding the activities of people working on such projects. 

Through such an approach it becomes possible to engage with the cultural 

aspects of economic development and economic practice in what has frequently 

been termed the 'new economy', providing insight into the ways in which work is 

made meaningful in these contemporary Western workplaces.  

 

This thesis focuses on three organisations – a European Union funded business 

support and economic development project, a web design company, and an 

interactive advertising firm. As well as considering activities within these 

organisations the research also incorporates the practices and perspectives of a 

number of other people who were involved in the development of the new media 

industries in Manchester.  

 

Engaging with the cultural bases of such projects of change inevitably means 

acknowledging the cultural bases of our own work as ethnographers. 

Development projects frequently draw on social theory and ideas that are shared 

by anthropologists. Thus, one of the issues dealt with throughout this thesis is 

how we might reconcile the relationship between theoretical proposition and 
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situated practice. This involves reflexivity about many of the terms of analysis 

that ethnographers share with their research participants. Through reflexive 

engagement with such terms it is possible find novel insights into not only the 

practices of research participants but also into our own theories and assumptions 

as anthropologists. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In the summer of 1999 a new organisation was established in Manchester, which 

was to play a contributing role in the ongoing economic development of the city. 

One of many such projects to appear around the UK, this organisation would 

focus specifically on the development of one part of the local economy. Through 

a combination of economically oriented business development activities this 

project was to help ensure the emergence and ongoing sustainability of the highly 

educated and culture conscious high technology workers who constituted the 

“new media” industry.  

 

This thesis is the story of the local process of economic development in which 

this organisation was engaged. It is a story of local networks and self replication, 

of companies, of individuals and of projects of local development situated in a 

particular time and space where information and communication were isolated as 

the mechanisms through which change could be realised. It is the story of local 

inroads into global change and the ways in which the local becomes globalised 

and the global becomes localised. It is also an account of the discourses of 

development, which work to bring about the futures we envisage in light of the 

pasts that we have experienced and the reconfiguration of those pasts to achieve 

the future. Furthermore it is an analysis of the micro-manifestation of 

overarching idioms of our time - the economy, technology, information, 

communication and knowledge - and the way such idioms both come into being, 

and bring into being the conditions for their reproduction. 
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On 3rd December 1999, in a stylish bar on the edge of Manchester’s Gay village, 

a group of people gathered for the launch of a new website. Artist, musicians, 

designers, and public sector workers mingled in the darkened room, sipping large 

complementary glasses of red wine and chatting, getting to know one another 

and catching up with friends and acquaintances from the Manchester creative 

scene. A few invitees were sat at a row of i-mac computers at one end of the bar, 

browsing a new website (up until this point still a ‘beta site’1 and due to technical 

difficulties, to remain so for the next few days) that had been created for their 

purpose - as freelance creatives - whilst waiters circled the room with trays of 

canapés. From time to time groups of people would mill around the computers to 

catch a glimpse of the working web pages. This website was a “revolutionary” 

concept, a free online ‘portal’ designed for Manchester’s local community of 

artists, designers, photographers and other ‘creatives’ in the city who would be 

able to use the portal to ‘upload’ their work ‘remotely’, thanks to the innovative 

use of the latest database and web technologies. A well-known Manchester DJ 

had been commandeered to sing the praises of this artists’ portal site, quickly 

following his commendations with a hasty plug for his recently published book.  

A number of computers were set up to show off the site and the bar was lit with 

low lights as a projection of the name of the site, moved around the room 

…“53degrees”… (Manchester’s line of latitude) swinging across the walls.  

 

Although the event was predominantly promoting the launch of this 

“revolutionary” web site, another organisation, MediaNet, was to get a mention 
                                                 
1 A ‘beta’ site is a test version of a website that is shown to a sample audience for comments 
before being released. This term derives from software engineering where ‘beta testing’ is the 
second phase of testing that a piece of software goes through before release.  
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in a short presentation that was given to explain the purpose of this gathering. 

The director of the umbrella organisation of which both MediaNet and 53degrees 

were a part, a representative from the city council and the single member of 

MediaNet staff stood up in turn to promote the project through a brief outline of 

the work that it would do in the city and surrounding region.  

 

The vision of MediaNet displayed in this initial presentation represented a 

particular version of the work that was to come. A grand forecast of the future 

was constructed; MediaNet was to do for North West England what the New 

York New Media Association had done for the “Silicon Alleys” 2 of Manhattan. 

This link to New York was reiterated repeatedly and extended to build an image 

of Manchester and its surrounding region, as a globally interconnected locus of 

activity. Like its American counterpart, MediaNet would work to foster 

communication, collaboration, and the swapping of ideas, through knowledge 

sharing and mentoring. This would not only lead to the development of the local 

‘knowledge’ economy but would then spread out, incorporating links with 

Europe and the (British) Commonwealth. The audience were told with great 

aplomb that ten Manchester companies had already forged links with Malaysia 

through the Network and further international work would ultimately lead to the 

project becoming a gateway for the global dissemination of skills and talent.  

 

A representative from the city council with close links to the project stood up to 

add his support, giving further justification for its existence by outlining the 

financial support the city council would be providing and giving his assurances 
                                                 
2“ Silicon Alley” is the name given to the cluster of web development companies that were 
established in New York in the 1990s and mirrors the name of the better known “Silicon Valley” 
in California which is famous for the high tech industries that are located there.   
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that the project would be held accountable by the council and would be expected 

to provide value for money in the work that it did. 

 

The presentation was largely concerned with the construction of this image of the 

grand future which Manchester had to look forward to, and the ways in which 

MediaNet would help to bring it into being. A cursory description of the way this 

was to be achieved was little more than hinted at, with reference to the website 

which would act as a “news and intelligence service”, business support through 

“Action Learning” and a “Multimedia Demonstrator” for software and hardware 

manufacturers. Further explanation of these terms was not deemed important at 

this stage and with the vision of a future Manchester ringing in the audience’s 

ears the networking event was launched. 

 

During fieldwork I was located primarily with this European Funded support 

organisation called MediaNet where I spent nine months following project 

activities and looking at their attempts to nurture and develop the New Media 

Industries in Manchester and the surrounding region.  Following this my focus 

shifted to those companies they were working to support; small and medium 

sized enterprises (SMEs) in the North West of England. Towards the end of my 

fieldwork, I moved away from the activities of the support agency to spend time 

in two companies in Greater Manchester who had, through the course of their 

short histories, come into contact with MediaNet’s activities. 

 

MediaNet’s offices were located at Manchester Science Park, which is nestled 

between the oldest university in Manchester, and an infamously deprived area of 
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the city called Moss Side. The place is a typical example of similar business 

parks that can be found all over the world. Clean, landscaped, and surrounded by 

car parks, the low rise blocks are home to a range of small technology and 

science based businesses. Designed like so many other science and business 

parks, its appearance bares little resemblance to its surroundings, either the flats 

and run down terraces of Moss Side and Hulme, or the "red brick" and 1960s 

buildings of the University. The proximity of this deprived residential area is 

only hinted at by the extensive security measures, most noticeably CCTV 

cameras which surround the park. Proximity to the University is more obviously 

played upon, the names of many of the buildings making reference to important 

figures in the university's academic past; Rutherford House, Williams House, and 

Kilburn House, named after prolific actors in the world of computing and nuclear 

physics. 

 

MediaNet’s presence in the science park provides a good clue to the allegiances 

and perspectives that informed their work. MediaNet was oriented towards 

supporting a sector most notably recognised through reference to the 

technologies it employs. The technological emphasis of many companies within 

the park is no coincidence - the role of the Science Park is to provide a setting 

where technology (and also science) based companies can flourish3. The links 

between the park and the local universities was also mirrored in MediaNet's 

focus on knowledge and skills, and the place of the park as a location of 

                                                 
3 Of course science and technology are intimately linked and the boundaries between them 
inevitably blurred. Whilst scientific research is depended on highly specialised technologies the 
field of information technology is usually singled out as a separate field of activity to ‘science’. 
The former is concerned with creating tools for the management of information, whereas the 
latter is concerned in the first instance with the generation of knowledge. 
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enterprise and innovation was reflected in MediaNet’s commitment to local 

economic development. 

 

MediaNet was conceived by a group of people who were already working within 

the public sector on other technology focused European Funded projects. 

MediaNet was conceptualised with reference to a piece of academic work carried 

out by the director of the project. The report that came out of his research on 

Manchester’s New Media sector, addressed the way in which the new media 

industries were seen to be developing in Manchester and confronted certain 

perceived problems which Manchester was going to have to overcome if it was 

to nurture and develop a successful new media industry. Drawing on the 

experiences of the United States and analysing the UK industry infrastructure, 

Speake (1997) argued that Manchester had all of the elements to foster and 

develop a new media industry, which would inevitably be needed to create 

‘content’ to satisfy demand in the information age.  

 

Why Anthropology? 

 

The premise on which this thesis is founded is a deeply held belief that 

anthropological analysis has much to add to the understanding of technical and 

economic processes with particular emphasis on processes of technological and 

economic change. With extensive theorisation in the social sciences of global 

processes of change and widespread analysis of the current march of post-

industrial capitalism driven by new communication technologies, the past few 

years has seen much theorising about the current direction of global economic 
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development (Appadurai 1991, Appadurai 1996, Castells 1994, Kapferer 2000, 

Kearney 1995).  

 

Popular theorisation of the state of the world has come more and more to rely on 

ideas which construct the economy as a globalised phenomenon and markets as 

autonomous systems made up of millions of (asocial) transactions. Anti-

capitalists deride multinational companies as symbols of the destructive power of 

the world economy locating fault at the level of the monolithic monster that is 

capitalism.  Specific individuals and organisations may come to represent this 

monstrous entity and be seen as the controllers at the helm of the capitalist 

system – the IMF, the World Bank, the leaders of the eight major industrialised 

nations of the world for example. But whilst it is indisputable that these 

institutions and individuals hold a degree of power, the neo-liberal market 

economy and capitalist system are surely reproduced by the practices of 

everyday life of which even those who protest against it are ultimately a part.  

 

As well as being a source for disquiet, globalisation is at other times and by other 

people, seen as a source of potential optimism about the future. This is clear in 

the relationship between globalisation and development. Not wanting to be left 

out of this global process, cities around the world are being rethought and in turn 

reworked by diverse groups of people involved in a plethora of projects which 

cross academia, politics, economics, development, finance, architecture, planning 

and social welfare to mention a few. Policy makers at both local and national 

level are re-imagining and re-conceiving of cities in relation to their social, 

cultural, spatial, political and economic manifestations in order that they can 
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become powerful, successful, self sustaining and important entities in the ‘new 

global economy’ (Castells 1994, Sassen 2000). A plethora of writings from 

economics, to sociology, to urban planning are currently addressing the way in 

which we live in cities and the relationship between the localised city 

environment and global flows of goods and ideas around the world (Cochrane 

and Jonas 1999, Keil 1998, Yeoh and Chang 2001).  

 

I have sought in this thesis to find a place for anthropology in this discourse. 

Some anthropologists have made inroads into the study of development projects 

in different parts of the world, but the extent to which anthropology has really 

engaged with the kinds of economic practices that urban development projects 

draw on and reproduce has been limited.  

 

Organisations like MediaNet, which are engaged in the practical work of putting 

into place the macro visions of the European Union and central government, 

provide an intriguing context for anthropological analysis of modernity at work. 

Such development projects are sites where globalising discourses are mobilised, 

critiqued and interpreted in tension with the tangible material manifestation of 

local economic sectors and the micro-political and often very personal forms of 

justification, positioning and articulation of work practices within organisational 

settings. If anthropologists can hope to understand modernising processes at 

work, then an engagement with these quasi-grassroots, seemingly bottom-up 

organisations is a fruitful place to start. By retaining the classical anthropological 

attention to social relations in practice, to the processes by which people come to 

make sense of their social worlds through an understanding of the relational and 
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material aspects of social life, we can find new ways of understanding the 

shifting mobilisation of supra-national, national, regional, local, organisational 

and personal identities and subjectivities. Such an approach can be fruitful for 

example, in the analyses of the tension which exists within and between these 

stratified discourses in relation to ideas of ‘public’ activity located and 

sanctioned through public funding regimes and their associated accounting and 

evaluative procedures, and the ‘private’, arguably entrepreneurial, autonomous 

and self-determined activities of companies.   

 

Rather than focusing as many have on the global flow of objects or people to 

understand globalisation and the power relations embedded in uneven flows of 

commodities around the world, I concentrate here on the localised and situated 

emergence of an industry sector whose very nature is defined in relation to shifts 

in working practices, changes in communication and the development of new 

technologies that characterise the ‘new economy’. Like developers around the 

world, those who are involved in the improvement of Manchester particularly at 

policy level have been quick to see the potential of these ideas in raising the 

social and economic position of the city. From social welfare, to education, 

transportation, the environment and the economy, the city is engaged with a wide 

range of projects which aim to improve quality of life and make the city a “place 

of national and international significance where people choose to live and which 

companies want to invest in”4. It is through these discourses and their associated 

practices that a space is created for organisations like MediaNet. And yet these 

                                                 
4 Manchester City Council: Regeneration in Manchester. www.manchester.gov.uk/regen  
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discourses have remained largely unquestioned from an anthropological 

perspective.  

 

Much anthropology has considered the way in which capitalism and such global 

processes impact on people’s lives (Hall 1991, Wilk 1995). However most of 

these analyses tend to be at the peripheries, concerning themselves with the 

disenfranchised and the available means people have for dealing with the 

encroachment of power from outside, reconciling external ideologies with their 

way of life. My aim however has been to confront these ‘external’ ideologies 

head on, and consider the social relations, the values and aspirations, the 

productive activities and hopes and worries of those who should perhaps be seen 

as the handmaidens of the modern market economy, those who could be 

perceived as a powerful elite at the ‘core’, rather than the disenfranchised at the 

‘periphery’. Through this kind of analysis I hope to re-socialise the heart of the 

economic in such a way that these global processes can, even at the centre be 

seen as socially mediated and inherently cultural formations.  

 

Generalisation about the direction of economic change and theorisation as to the 

nature of the ‘new economy’ has dominated not just academic theory but has 

come to permeate the popular imagination. From the media, to government 

policy documents to the employees of the companies that make up the new 

media industries, localised actors are laying claim to a stake in the ‘new 

economy’ and developing ways of acting within this apparently ‘new’ economic 

setting in a way which utilises and re-creates a lived reality inhabited by 
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companies, computers and telecommunications, the objects and concepts of post-

industrial capitalism.  

 

Yet anthropological approaches which have attempted to explore the quotidian 

experience of work in the ‘new economy’ have been scarce5. This seems 

surprising, as the scope for ethnographic analysis of the ways in which people 

engage with and reproduce cultural understandings of their activities in relation 

to these perceived global changes is a rich and fascinating field of analysis for 

anthropologists. The study of periods of transition and change has been very 

successfully carried out by anthropologists in other settings, yet in this proximate 

arena anthropology has had relatively little to say. Instead economists, 

sociologists and human geographers have been left to dominate the study of such 

contemporary transitions (Burton-Jones 1999, Castells 1994, Cornford, Naylor, 

and Driver 2000, Cronin 2001, Feng et al. 2001, Leadbeater 1999, Sennett 1998, 

Thrift 2000, Wallace 1989). These studies have however generally reproduced 

the same evidence-based understanding of change that are mobilised by 

economic development practitioners. Such studies may provide insight into 

phenomena but they stop short of the cultural analysis that anthropology would 

offer to such a field of study, a perspective which would question the way in 

which people recognise certain kinds of practices as evidence of a ‘new’ 

economic formation.  It is my contention that an anthropological approach can 

reveal novel understandings of the phenomena of economic change by 

                                                 
5 There are a few notable exceptions to this, such as the some of the publications of the AAA 
subgroup on the Anthropology of Work, Eeva Berglund’s (Berglund 2003) recent work on 
Finnish information society, Applbaum’s work on cultures of management in transnational 
corporations (Applbaum 1999) Emily Martin’s (Martin 1994) work on managers in America and 
studies by Ourousoff (2001)  and Gellner & Hirsch (2001a). Considering however the abundance 
of literature on this topic which is being constantly produced for the business world, 
anthropological perspectives have been few and far between.  
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introducing a cultural and socially constructionist perspective. Such an approach 

need not reject the scholarly insights of other disciplines, but can draw on such 

studies as both ethnographic and theoretical material for understanding the 

experiences of work in contemporary capitalist formations.  

 

At the same time as conceptualising the economy as a field for anthropological 

attention by paying particular attention to the discourses which assist in its 

manifestation, I do not wish to negate the importance of practice. Indeed it is the 

tension that exists between the notions of discourse and practice, of the contexts 

for action and the activity of (re)creating those contexts which provides the basis 

of my argument for this thesis. Whilst separated at this stage for analytical 

purposes, I intend to disentangle some of the complexities that lie in the 

relationship between different actors within the new media industry. For this 

thesis provides not only an analysis of the producers of digital media products 

but also considers those working to effect globalisation in Manchester, to secure 

its place in the future of the new economy, and to make it an important entity in 

the new ‘knowledge based’, ‘information’ society.  

 

Manchester, whose past lies in the origins of industrial capitalism has embraced, 

like so many other locations, the possibilities of the post-industrial information 

age. But understanding the enthusiasm for development as embodied by the city 

it is all too easy to forget who is doing the embracing, and how indeed this 

enthusiasm for the future is played out in practice. It is my contention that the 

images and ideals that are associated with post-industrial capitalism and the rise 

of the new economy are not simply tools for communication and descriptors of 
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tangible phenomena but are being used in highly politicised ways within the local 

setting of ‘the city’, and are played out through and reproduced by the most 

quotidian and mundane of activities. Not only are these discourses used as 

descriptors for the activities of workers in the new economy but they come to be 

used as justification for particular ways of acting and are thereby reconstituted 

and reproduced according to localised circumstances and interpretations. These 

are influenced by what might seem at times like mundane and practical 

considerations. It is in understanding this that anthropological analysis can really 

make a difference to the work which has already been published about the new 

economy. Furthermore this focus on people who feel themselves to be shaping 

the future will provide an understanding of the practices and concerns through 

which powerful ideas are reproduced, ideas which are all too often mobilised to 

the detriment of the disenfranchised that anthropologists have so frequently 

studied.  

 

If the lives and concerns described in this thesis at times seem all too familiar it 

is no doubt because the experiences and concerns of those working in this field 

are not dissimilar to the world of academia. New media employees have an 

interest in originality of thought and in the production of artefacts to which the 

producer has an intimate and personal commitment; the rationale behind 

development projects depends on bolstering claims to knowledge with original 

and secondary research, and the frustrations that result from an intimate 

relationship with state driven directives might come very close to the concerns 

that academics may have found themselves grappling with in recent years as they 

have had to rework teaching and research activities in response to successive 
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changes to administration, admissions and funding (Fillitz 2000, Fuller 2001, 

Shore and Wright 1999, Strathern 2000). The closeness of the material to my 

own previous experiences and ideas was both source of inspiration and difficulty 

in carrying out this research.  

 

Despite being aware of warnings about the difficulty of doing anthropology ‘at 

home’ (Jackson 1987) before embarking on this work, the intricacy of the 

practice of separation for the purposes of analysis remained a key issue 

throughout. The tension surrounding this act of separation between myself and 

my research participants led me to consider such issues as the basis on which we 

claim academic authority, the relationship between the knowledge of research 

participants and the knowledge we as anthropologists might be seen to be 

producing and how to find a space for anthropological insights in a field which 

has been widely researched already by other academic disciplines. The people I 

was working with often had a deep theoretical and practical knowledge of the 

area they worked in. What could an anthropologist add to this incessantly studied 

world of business, management, marketing, economics, and development by 

“just watching and talking”? How, I was asked, could I know if my insights were 

“real” if I did not have statistics to base them on? The necessity on my part, to 

argue the case for a reflexive ‘anthropological’ perspective, whilst 

simultaneously taking on board the need that people had to define and fix a 

reality was an important and ultimately productive challenge in this piece of 

research.  
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An anthropological ambivalence towards the concept of ‘truth’, derived from a 

typically deconstructionist approach towards cultural categories and 

universalising models, assisted my attempts to relativise the seemingly familiar 

linguistic categories which my research informants used. But at the same time 

the professional basis on which such terms were justified also acted as a lens 

through which I began to critique my own anthropological gaze and wonder 

about the claims I could make about the professionalized knowledge that I was 

attempting to understand and interpret. Whether we call it ‘truth’ or not, 

anthropological writing requires a commitment to accurate or fair representation 

of the actions and ideas of research participants. Whilst I explore in this thesis 

the notion of evidence and different ways of understanding the construction of 

and location of knowledge, I am also aware of retaining through ethnography, a 

link to some kind of mutually comprehensible experience, some claim to a 

certain kind of reality. 

 

Anthropology is a discipline that is acutely aware of the value and status of the 

knowledge it produces (Barth 2002, Kahn 2001, Scheper-Hughes 1995, Strathern 

1995, Terrell 2000). Yet clearly we don’t have to abandon the anthropological 

project just because it is a cultural project itself. Through reflection on different 

forms of knowledge production anthropologists can be clearer and more honest 

about the potentials and limitations of anthropological knowledge.  A benefit of 

studies of fields of activities which have a resonance with anthropology is that 

the anthropological gaze can be focused on cultural categories and ideas which 

permeate academia without ending up appearing as simply an introspective 

exercise in ‘naval gazing’. Anthropology is one discipline among many which 
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produces particular kinds of contributions to the body of knowledge about social 

practice. It can be all too easy to critique the practices of other disciplines but this 

need not be denigratory, rather it can contribute to a greater understanding of the 

social processes through which our own cultural biases and tendencies are 

reproduced. As well as questioning the kinds of evidence that are produced by 

other disciplines it is possible for us to question the kinds of knowledge that are 

produced by our own, and the methodological implications this raises. 

 

A few months into my fieldwork I carried out a survey which I sent round to a 

number of new media companies, ascertaining such details as age of staff, 

previous employment, education and sex. Being in an environment where the 

data created by quantitative research methods was often seen as more valid or 

more useful than qualitative data had encouraged me to feel that I needed to find 

out this information, if only as a ‘baseline’ or context for the rest of my work. 

However this told me little about what I was interested in and served mainly as a 

reminder about the richness of the material I was getting by “talking and 

watching”. The most interesting thing about sending out the survey was the 

assistance and advice I got from the people I was doing participant observation 

with at the time and their supportive attitude towards my attempt to do something 

which they felt was necessary for ‘proper’ research. Their interest in helping with 

the content and tone of the questions, the layout, the covering letter and which 

companies I should send it to, was much more revealing than the information that 

the survey itself provided. 
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The proximity of doing anthropology in a field where the idioms and language I 

was critiquing and exploring were often one and the same as the vocabulary 

available to make that critique has made expression of some themes quite 

difficult. Knowledge, information, skills, communication, and networks, for 

example, were both central to the theory and practice of the participants in my 

research and also formed much of the vocabulary for my analysis. If theorisation 

of the material is arduous at times, it is due to an attempt to do justice to the 

power and meaning of the ideas I am exploring, without conveying the same 

meanings in my use of the same vocabulary in critique. An ethnographic 

perspective is in many ways the source of this problem in the first place as it 

highlights the contingent and powerful ways in which ideas and theory are 

intertwined with practice. But hopefully, it is also through grounded 

ethnographic examples that the similarities and differences between my uses of 

theories and abstractions, and the meanings of theory and ideas as they were used 

by informants might emerge. I therefore acknowledge, and at times focus on the 

role of theoretical abstractions and their power in economic practice. But I do not 

stop there. These theoretical abstractions inform practice, but they do not exist in 

some virtual sense as seems to be suggested by Carrier and Miller (1998). Rather 

they exist by virtue of their use in practice and the associated tools and 

mechanisms which surround such abstractions and make them valid.  

 

Economic theory is a body of knowledge, produced like any other scientific 

discipline within particular institutional settings, with tools that have been 

deemed reliable at indicating the validity of results and with numerous checks 

and measures from peer-reviewed journals to measurement in practice of the 
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effectiveness of applied economic theory. This has emerged in the context of 

competing professional competencies, pressure and support of particular interest 

groups and the black boxing of certain fundamental concepts on which economic 

thought is premised. Economic theory is not, as Carrier and Millar rightly note, 

the same as economic practice. But how and when it is mobilised as justification 

for international, state or local planning of the economy is of great importance. 

Furthermore theory has a complex relationship with practice neither able to 

endure without the other.  

 

One of the ways in which an anthropological perspective has provided a lens 

through which to explore economic action in terms of social practice is through 

the particular forms that the questions I was asking took. Most fundamentally, 

the notion of economic action was put into perspective by considering not only 

companies but also public sector workers whose activities were not generally 

seen as ‘economic’. The new media industry was generally seen as existing 

separately from the activities of those who were supposed to be supporting its 

development. By looking at both developers and new media employees it is 

possible to observe the complex relationship that lies between the givers and 

recipients of business support. The tension between the two lies in part in the fact 

that the people working in publicly funded support organisations are unable to 

act out in their day-to-day activities, many of the ideas which inform their work. 

This is most often put down to the externally imposed institutional and 

organisational barriers that they perceive to be restricting them from acting in 

ways that they feel are most productive. New media companies on the other hand 

were considered by those in the publicly funded settings to be much freer to 
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determine their own activities. Why this might have been the case became a key 

area of interest during the study. 

 

I felt that it was inadequate to accept this apparent separation between 

commercial companies and publicly funded support organisations at face value, 

as my ethnographic observations repeatedly showed that they existed in close 

relation to one another playing off each other. Each seemed to exist as an 

element in the reproduction of the other. I have attempted, during the writing of 

this thesis, to focus on some of the perceived differences between the 

organisational forms that MediaNet and the companies represented and this has 

led me to consider the continued tension between public, non profit-driven 

activities and private sector practices in the evaluation and categorisation of 

work. In the following chapters I therefore consider the bases on which these 

distinctions are reproduced in social practice and look at the ways in which value 

judgements about different kinds of work and different kinds of workers figure in 

the reproduction of this separation. 

 

This thesis considers the instituted differences between MediaNet and the 

companies it worked on behalf of as cultural as well as organisational forms. In 

order to operate successfully as part of the economy that they were supporting, 

the employees of MediaNet (the support organisation) had to be able to enact 

their assumptions about what it is to be successful in the new economy in their 

own practices. In attempting to support the new media industry they had a 

pressing need to have an understanding of the industry and more than this, to 

emulate it and to position themselves as exhibiting cultural competencies which 
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were necessary to engage with “the industry”. Emulation of the sector by 

MediaNet was a key means of access to the companies which they were working 

to support. However MediaNet were never able to fully emulate the practices of 

these companies although this often seemed to be their ultimate goal.  

 

On the other hand, neither could the private companies which made up the sector 

fully embrace MediaNet. MediaNet were limited in their ability to become like 

the private companies in terms of branding, imagery and generally the cultural 

capital which they exhibited. This was because they operated by definition 

outside and beyond ‘the sector’. Working within the rubric of development, from 

a developmentalist perspective which was applied through institutionalised 

procedures and bureaucratic structuration, MediaNet staff could not equate their 

activities with the seemingly flexible and self-determined forms of organisation 

that the companies they were supporting seemed to exhibit. I was told by a 

manager at MediaNet “on the next project we would all like to do what you did 

and go and spend some time in companies to understand them better”. However 

companies viewed support organisations like MediaNet as staid, slow, rigid, un-

innovative, hierarchical, bureaucratic, indeed all of the things that new media 

companies were working against in the creation of their identity as viable ‘new’ 

economic entities.  

 

The relationship between MediaNet and new media companies provides a 

fascinating example of the way in which certain kinds of economic practices 

come to be seen as acceptable and/or necessary for certain categories of person 

as defined by their position in a particular organisational context. This kind of 
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analysis can reveal the way in which work comes to be constructed in relation to 

particular ideas about the economy. How this comes to be the case, how this is 

reproduced in practice and the insights that an example such as this can give us 

into understanding the cultural aspects of economic action is one of the focuses 

of this study.  

 

In light of this stance whereby I attempt to relativise the relationship between 

work within different kinds of organisations, I also consider what it is that makes 

the activities of one group of people qualify as more ‘economic’ than another. I 

look at the way in which economic activities are ascribed value within the 

context of an emerging industry sector. In the ensuing chapters I look at the way 

that public sector organisations position themselves in relation to different 

industrial sectors and the way that these different categories are reconciled and 

reworked in a sector which, by definition, is supposed to bring together the 

artistic/creative, the technological and managerial/business perspectives. 

 

In the case of Manchester’s new media industry, the effect of a separation of 

activities into different domains of economic and non-economic, entrepreneurial 

or bureaucratic was that support organisations maintained their position as 

liminal actors in the new media industry. They are arguably a part of ‘the 

industry’6 as the funding requirements force ongoing relationships between 

MediaNet and the companies that constitute new media. However the close 

relationship between companies and local support organisations is by no means 

straightforward or unproblematic. The impact of business support organisations 

                                                 
6 The notion of ‘the industry’ is explored further in chapter two.  
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tends to be evaluated by local actors in utilitarian terms based on a logic of direct 

cause and effect. The logic of the measurable impact of their work on an industry 

sector is further solidified in the institutional regulations to which support 

organisations must adhere in order to be accountable to their funders. This 

deterministic understanding of the emergence of a new media industry rests on 

the notion that the progress of the global economy is both a technical and 

economic inevitability. If the correct technology and business support is provided 

then the emergence of the sector in the city is a foregone conclusion. Failure to 

provide the infrastructure for the industry would be catastrophic, leading to the 

impoverishment of the city and the lack of a new media industry. The director of 

MediaNet, the European funded support organisation which I focus on in this 

thesis, termed this possible scenario the “missing industry”(Speake 2000).  

 

A further central question that this thesis seeks to explore, through the example 

of the new media industry in Manchester, is how far we can gain an 

understanding of ‘the economy’ through an analysis of social practice. This has 

been a long running concern of anthropologists and whilst economists have often 

been derided by qualitative researchers for their functionalist focus, they too have 

sought to incorporate social practice into understanding how economies are 

reproduced for example in the fields of behavioural economics and game theory 

(Camerer 2003). The challenge facing anthropologists studying the economy in 

times of globalisation is how to produce a meaningful account of economic 

practice that can contribute to our understanding of an increasingly global 

economy on the basis of locally situated studies. Small scale studies of global 

phenomena run the risk of being dismissed because of their seeming tendency to 
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describe practices that stand out as “other” and unusual to the western eye. Some 

anthropologists have resolved this by exploring post-modern forms of writing in 

order to get away from more traditional kinds of “this is what they do” kinds of 

monologues. This thesis goes some way to resolving anthropology’s 

peripheralisation through an application of the same anthropological gaze on the 

seemingly familiar economic practices of contemporary Britain.  

 

One of the difficulties of writing about ‘capitalism’ is the fact that the term is 

used to encompass a huge variety of economic activities and yet it 

simultaneously suggests a very specific kind of economic rationality. The danger 

this creates is that all examples of seemingly ‘capitalist’ behaviour are explained 

by reference to a rigid idea of the rationality of the economic actors. Whilst it is 

eminently more insightful to consider capitalist economic practices as the result 

of a particular kind of rationality rather than the result of rational thought per se, 

this perspective requires that all cases of capitalist activities are considered as 

evidence of an adherence to the same cultural framework, and leaves little space 

for the incorporation of seemingly (to an entrepreneurial eye) irrational economic 

beliefs.   

 

Anthropologists have frequently turned their attention to household practices as a 

way of articulating alternative forms of economic decision making which deviate 

from classical western economists’ views of economic practice. Sahlins’ (1972) 

famous account of the domestic mode of production provides an alternative 

explanation of work practices in non-capitalist settings that undermines the 
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classical view that people produce according to their means rather than according 

to their needs. 

 

Narotzky (1999) eloquently critiques Sahlins’ view of the domestic mode of 

production in her theorisation of consumption as a core facet of economic 

practice. She shows convincingly the importance of household consumption 

practices and furthermore of gendered roles in understanding economic activity. 

Though a consideration of the household is beyond the scope of this research, I 

follow Narotzky in her focus on the socio-cultural basis of all economic practice 

and her view of economic activity as part of a wider process of social 

reproduction.  Ortner (1994) also proposes a focus on everyday life, but seems to 

maintain a separation between the economy (out there) and practice (in here). As 

Ong puts it “she seems to propose a view in which the anthropologist can 

determine the extent to which “Western Capitalism” as an abstract system, does 

or does not affect the lives of “real people””(Ong 1999:5). Ong’s (1999) study of 

transnational Chinese citizens provides a notable reprieve from anthropological 

approaches which avoid an engagement with the idea that quotidian daily 

practice is simultaneously economic practice by refusing to make such a 

separation between the two. 

 

Ortner’s perspective thus differs from that which I am proposing. Rather than 

focusing on the separation between economy and practice in order to understand 

the former in the context of the latter as Ortner does, I suggest that it is more 

fruitful to be sensitive to the mutually constitutive relationship between ‘the 

economy’ and daily practice. Firstly, this enables us to understand the economy 
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as a process which is manifested through daily practices, rather than an object 

which simply affects them. Secondly, by problematising the separation that 

Ortner makes, I believe that we enable ourselves to become aware of the ways in 

which an idea of the economy as an external object is mobilised in practice, thus 

encouraging us to be sensitive to the ways in which economic activity requires 

that people imagine themselves in relation to external organising principles and 

phenomena. 

 

Beyond studies of household based economics and the domestic mode of 

production, Anthropology has usually dealt with the local manifestation of 

economic practice by exploring examples of capitalism (as a particular form of 

economic activity) in settings where the basis on which people are dealing with 

capitalism rely on ‘different’ kinds of moral and social reasoning to those 

normally classed as capitalists. By doing so some very important studies have 

been written which explore what happens when capitalist practices conflict or 

become merged with non or pre-capitalist rationalities (Comaroff and Comaroff 

2001, Taussig 1980). The capitalist nature of the practices comes to be seen in 

these instances as something which has been imposed by outsiders, as a direct 

result of global forces, for example the introduction of particular kinds of wage-

labour relationships which are inherent for example in the opening of a factory or 

a mine. The ways in which the wage labourer experiences capitalism in these 

circumstances is dynamically affected by the local cultural setting.  

 

Humphries and Verdery’s work in post-socialist states shows the culturally 

specific ways in which people experienced the emergence of a capitalist market 
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economy, through studies of local social forms of economic practice. Verdery’s 

(1995) description of the pyramid scheme which swept Romania in the 1990s 

and Humphries’ (1991) analysis of institutions of barter in provincial Russia, 

illustrate very vividly the kinds of meanings that people ascribe to money and 

markets and the effects that these meaning have on their economic practices in 

transitional economies. 

 

From my perspective and in the context of this thesis, the main shortcoming of 

these kinds of studies is the lack of reflexivity that authors writing about the 

impact of capitalism display regarding the socio-cultural bases of the 

encroaching capitalism that they describe. One reason for this may be a general 

adherence on the part of the authors to particular political perspectives. For 

example, Taussig’s (1980) work on Bolivian tin miners accepts the functioning 

of capitalism by explaining it through Marxist theory. His interpretation of 

miners’ seemingly anti-capitalist beliefs is then based on their inability or at least 

reluctance to understand capitalist processes of accumulation through the Marxist 

notion of exchange value. It may be the continuing importance of Marxist theory 

in social sciences that has been a contributing factor in the paucity of critical 

cultural analyses of western free-market economic practice.  

 

Hart’s (2000, 2001) recent work deals directly with capitalist practices and on the 

whole does not suffer from a lack of reflexivity about the forms and effects of 

global capitalism. However Hart takes a resolutely and self-consciously political 

position which leads his analysis in a different direction to that which I am 

taking, inevitably tempering his analysis with the constraints of a political 
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project. Though I do not wish to deny the importance of politics, neither do I 

wish to put too much weight upon my own politics at the outset of this analysis. 

Rather I hope that the observations I make which have a political edge derive 

from the contexts and concerns of the people that this research is about rather 

than from my own assumptions of what the morality of certain activities are from 

the outset. The difference between my approach and that which Hart takes lies in 

intent. Whilst scholars like Hart identify certain phenomena, discuss their 

problems and propose a means by which they might be resolved, my intention is 

to explore the meanings that people attribute to their activities and the micro-

politics that this process involves. The irresolvable arguments surrounding the 

potential militancy of anthropology have been debated elsewhere (D'Andrade 

1995, Scheper-Hughes 1995) and need not be rehearsed here to make the point 

that my focus lies not in criticising the practices of the powerful, but rather in 

exploring the cultural bases of such practices. Whilst overtly political 

interpretations are one way of understanding contemporary economic practice, I 

suggest that more grounded practice-based studies of the experience of economic 

action in contemporary free market economies are needed if we are to understand 

the ways in which economic activities come to be manifested in practice. Rather 

than taking a structural, theory-led or systems-based view of economies, often 

favoured by those who study people who have borne the brunt of capitalist 

accumulation through exploitative working conditions which have arisen along 

with globalisation, anthropology has the potential to offer further insights by 

focusing on the practice of elite economic decision making processes at the level 

of everyday life. In this sense I take what is perhaps best described as a neo-
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Weberian approach to understanding economic practice (Billig 2000, Blim 

2000). 

 

As outlined above, one of the ways in which I attempt to answer the question of 

the utility of understanding social practice as a way of explaining economic 

action, is through an exploration of how powerful analytical and descriptive 

notions such as the knowledge economy, the new economy, and progress become 

re-appropriated to reinforce and legitimise particular ways of working and 

thinking, illustrated through the example of Manchester’s local new media 

industry. I consider how globalisation can be understood as an actor in its own 

making, a frame for and result of action which affects the possibilities for being 

in the world and acting on that world to change. My aim is that through this kind 

of close analysis of the locality of the global, the economy can no longer be seen 

as simply a descriptor for a tangible process of movement of goods and people 

(Appadurai 1991, Harvey 1990) but can become recognised as a particular way 

of thinking about and acting on the world which informs activities at the level of 

both interpersonal relations and state directives, social policy, fiscal regimes and 

legal structures.   

 

Apparently all-encompassing theories like ‘globalisation’ are taken on board and 

used to make activities socially meaningful in ways that further perpetuate the 

utility and resonance of the terminology. Terminology like “the knowledge 

economy” and the “information society”, is also used politically to ensure social 

reproduction of economic units be they private companies or publicly funded 

organisations. Considering the role of both support organisations and private 
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companies as concomitant aspects of a neo-liberal market system, I go beyond 

analyses of neo-liberal economics which privilege the private company as the 

ultimate economic entity to show how publicly funded institutions also work on 

an economic logic and work together with companies as mutually constitutive 

facets of the system within which they exist. Similarly, the very nature of local 

economic development which works to manipulate global processes to the 

advantage of a particular region is always going to be a challenge to the power 

ascribed to globalisation yet at the same time it requires that project staff work 

within something called a ‘neo-liberal’ market logic and in doing so, they are 

forced to perpetuate it. A consideration of the tools through which such 

abstractions as ‘globalisation’ and ‘the future’ are made real is also incorporated. 

In this respect I have been particularly informed by those studies of audit and 

accountability, which in turn have drawn on studies of science and technology to 

understand the ways in which regimes of measurement and inscription are 

implicated in the creation of particular kinds of knowledge about the world. 

Being aware of abstract notions of the market in research requires understanding 

the ways in which such abstract theories are made to seem real and tangible to 

the people who are using them. I explore this in particular, in chapters five and 

six, by looking at the effect that inscription and measurement have on 

consolidating and reaffirming ideas about the way in which the economy 

operates and how to operate within it.  

 

Another way in which I have tried to create a means of understanding economic 

practice as cultural practice is through a consideration of how people come to 

know how to act and the sociality of economic practice as a dynamic process 
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rather than an inevitable state of affairs. In order to understand how far economic 

decision making can be understood as a social practice I also focus on the various 

technologies that lie at the heart of this particular economic sector. Whilst 

people’s interaction with technologies has been a focus of anthropologists in 

recent years the ways in which technology is manifested in this particular 

ethnographic setting is of central importance to elucidation of many of the 

themes which I explore. Therefore, whilst I avoid a specific chapter or focus on 

technologies, their presence in the lives and minds of my informants pervades 

this study and provides at times important insights into how the materiality of 

work and consumption as a facet of economy can be understood by reference to 

people’s interaction with the technologies that they use. Technologies frequently 

become articulations of culturally meaningful concepts and in the case of new 

media they figure centrally in participants’ imaginations of their own practice. 

When researching a highly technologically literate group of people, technological 

determinism, techno-utopian / dystopian perspectives can become part of the 

research process rather than simply being a perspective which is produced in the 

final analysis.  

 

One of the key differences that anthropologists can make to understanding the 

extent to which economic practice is also social practice is through the 

incorporation of a notion of agency, which in turn leads to analyses of power and 

how it is manifested.  This approach is an alternative to those which either deny 

agency whereby people are seen to lack power in the face of global structures or 

alternatively put too much emphasis on the agent (as some economic approaches 

seem to do) which results in the obscuring of an understanding of the social 
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relations through which certain ideas and practices are reproduced. One 

advantage of anthropology at home is that that it can prove highly insightful for 

analysing our own approaches. The agent/structure approach, when considered as 

an ethnographic fact, requires an alternative way of understanding agency as a 

form of socially sanctioned action. Thus in a paradoxical twist, anthropology at 

home requires that we recognise agency as a social practice. The debate as to 

whether or not people ‘really’ do or ‘really’ don’t have agency is of less interest 

to me. This is not because there is nothing to be said there, but because this kind 

of approach obscures the power of the notion of agency to communicate ideas 

about freedom, happiness and emancipation that are also cultural terms. So this 

argument is more to do with the possible insights that an anthropology which 

recognises its own cultural specificity and is aware of the effects of its own 

meanings can have.  Anthropology at home, an anthropology which directly 

confronts tropes which are mobilised within the discipline itself can assist in this 

project.  

 

Finally these assertions must impact on the way that we as anthropologists can 

critically engage with objects of study that use the same discourses as the 

discipline itself. That is, in using such terms we must have an understanding of 

what these discourses do in addition to what they say, and to be sensitive to how 

they do different things in different places. Academic theories are not just 

derived from the conditions which they describe but can travel back to their 

origins and across to new places, where they may take on new meanings and be 

used for new ends. As ideas become ‘black boxed’ this does not make them 

immovable and un-contentious. Instead the ‘black box’ allows ideas to become 
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objects, which have the ability to cross professional boundaries and enter new 

domains. These notions therefore come to have a currency which leads to them 

being used in different ways not least for the achievement of political ends. 

 

Chapter Outline 

 

In Chapter two I provide a description of Manchester with an overview of those 

aspects of its history which were used to explain its past by those with whom I 

did fieldwork. The purpose of this overview is descriptive but should also be read 

critically as a discursive impression of the Manchester from which the new 

media industries can be seen to have arisen. I have important misgivings about 

using a historical trajectory as a causal explanation for the present, and as later 

chapters will demonstrate, the reason for my inclusion of this chapter is as a 

reference point for certain discourses about the city. It is also my intention to let 

the reader experience as far as is possible a sense of the city and the story of its 

past which is being created and experienced by those with whom I worked 

during my fieldwork. Maybe then, like the participants in my research, the reader 

will experience doubts, unease and questions about what the real Manchester is, 

or at least to what extent the Manchester I describe is a reality for anyone other 

than perhaps those employed in what Dicken has called “the Manchester Booster 

Industry” (Dicken 2002). Beyond this, this chapter situates my thesis in the long 

tradition of urban anthropology, and anthropology of cities to articulate what an 

anthropological approach might add to our understanding of the cultural logic of 

contemporary urban development. 
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Chapter three moves to consider the specific organisations where I carried out 

my fieldwork. Much has been made of the ways in which technological change 

has impacted on the modern workplace, and I therefore look at what it is like to 

work in the new economy for those employed in Manchester’s new media 

industry; what people do on a day-to-day basis, how people make money and 

what is it that makes people want to work in this area of employment. As noted 

above, there has been a great deal of commentary on the ‘new economy’ and the 

implications of this new economy for new forms of work. Following an overview 

of the rise of the new economy in the chapter two, this chapter looks at the 

working practices of people in Manchester’s new media industry through the 

organisational settings in which they worked. Through reference to the 

experiences of the people who I came to meet and know during my research and 

a consideration of some of the most powerful and forthright commentators on the 

new economy I introduce the problematic facing many anthropologists of the 

interweaving nature of one’s own theoretical and cultural understandings of the 

world and those of one’s participants. How can we trace the trajectories of our 

own theories and those of our informants, how does one come to know what it is 

we know about the world in which we live and how far does what we are told 

about our setting condition us to see and experience it in the way we do? 

 

I engage with this question in chapter four, which focuses on the way in which 

the future is envisaged and brought into being both by those who are involved in 

publicly financed projects of city development and people whose job it is to work 

in the commercial sector, where the primary focus is on gaining profit through 

the sale of some kind of object, service or commodity. Taking the idea of 
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convergence as my focus, I explore the ways in which imagining the future, like 

imagining the past, is a way of articulating the present, and a way of making 

calculable decisions about the world. Rather than seeing economic development 

as a process whereby external players act out their ideas for the future on a 

tangible pre-existing context, I consider that in the practice of doing 

development, not only is the future brought into being but so is a particular past 

and a particular present which acts to support and bring about the idea of a 

particular kind of future. It is only in this kind of analysis that we can attempt to 

move away from a naively progress-oriented approach. My purpose of critiquing 

and questioning the seemingly ubiquitous progress oriented approach is to open 

up the way to ask what it is that is achieved by looking at the world from a 

progress oriented approach and why it works in practice and holds such power. 

 

In chapter five I start to look at some of the explicit ways in which a more 

sustainable and better future for companies was being realized. I focus on the 

way in which a widespread emphasis on skills and learning has become hugely 

pervasive in the remit of organisations like MediaNet that are charged with the 

job of economic development. Rather than taking a classic anthropological 

approach towards enskillment, which looks closely at the kind of technical know-

how that skills represent I look at the recent emphasis on enskillment as a 

symptom of a way of thinking which requires flexible work practices, 

individualistic conceptions of the person and the way in which it puts the 

responsibility and risk for the kinds of technological change championed through 

practices of future building and convergence, on the individual rather than the 

state. I then go on to explore how people who are the recipients of offers of 
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training have developed their own forms of enskillment which they consider 

more successful, more economically viable and more personally satisfying than 

state sponsored forms of support.  

 

Chapter six considers the place of networks as another way in which local 

economic development is enacted and its close relationship with the new media 

industries and the new economy more generally. Once again the metaphor of 

flexibility is evident as we recognise the way in which a demonstrable ability to 

change, find new employees, find new niche markets and deal with technological 

obsolescence is dealt with through the notion of social networks. Yet the 

network, despite its ubiquity, takes many forms and has many functions. In this 

chapter I critique the ways in which it is seen to function as a mechanism of 

commercial success based primarily on a metaphor of communication. Rather I 

focus on what else embeddedness in a network might be about, what might not 

be communicated, and in doing so I introduce the idea of traces. Whilst 

communication is a metaphor which has been widely used in descriptions of the 

usefulness of social networks, I utilise another metaphor to suggest that perhaps 

we can understand more about the importance ascribed to involvement in 

networks not so much by looking at the act of communication but understanding 

the power of the trace.  

 

I follow this up in chapter seven with an example of advertising and publicity 

which permeates so much of local development. This is so closely tied to the 

creation of networks and the leaving of traces and illustrates why it might be 

useful to think about networks as the traces we leave behind rather than 
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predetermined paths that we follow. In this chapter I move towards an 

understanding of the way in which categorisation of others into markets, publics 

and audiences is integral to the means by which economic practice is made 

meaningful. I also consider the way in which marketing and publicity activities 

might be tied to wider ideas about agency and how people make sense of their 

actions on the world.  

 

This study aims to take an anthropological bent on a field which is already highly 

theorised by other disciplines. I have attempted to provide a critique of totalising 

theoretical perspectives by looking at the interactions and practices, the feelings 

and sentiments, the micro-politics and daily concerns of people who see 

themselves as closely intertwined with the phenomenon of late modernity. To be 

at the “cutting edge” of the development of technological artefacts is for many 

people a source of considerable pride. To make money doing this can provide 

people with a profound sense of satisfaction and many people working in this 

field recognised themselves to be enormously privileged. Anthropologists have 

explored globalisation through the experience of oppression, poverty, and 

marginalisation. Maybe now it is time that we had something to say about late 

modernity and its sibling the “new economy” as phenomena which are mobilised 

by people striving to make their life one they can be proud of.  Economies are 

inherently cultural entities and economic choices are also invariably moral 

choices. This thesis is a testament to the fact that this is just as much the case in 

contemporary Britain amongst the “creative class” (Florida 2002) as it has been 

shown to be in non-capitalist or transitional economies around the world.  
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CHAPTER 2 

THE STUDY OF CITIES - MAKING “MANCHESTER  

 

In order to situate the following chapters it is important to first of all make some 

attempts to understand why it was that an organisation like MediaNet was in 

existence at this time and in this place. What were the conditions that meant that 

a city like Manchester was seen as an ideal location for the development of a new 

media industry? In this chapter I give an overview of some of the structural and 

historical arguments that were given for the location of the new media industry in 

Manchester and discuss the contribution anthropology can make to the study of 

such projects of urban development. I present this picture in part to give the 

reader a sense of the city although during the ensuing chapters it will become 

clear that the kinds of stories that are told about a place’s past, the interpretations 

which are made about the present on the basis of these ideas about the past and 

the imaginations of the future, are entangled in complex and meaningful ways 

and become re-appropriated in certain ways for certain purposes. Any history I 

provide here is entangled with particular discourses about the emergence of the 

contemporary city, an interpretation of the past which has already been analysed 

and investigated in order to provide reasoning and justification, understanding 

and theorisation of the present activities of local development. I am under no 

illusion that I too am intertwined in this process; my description of Manchester’s 

past is a necessary tool for the production of a thesis, a certain kind of literary 

text, which assumes to provide an authoritative account of a particular 

occurrence or phenomenon. My experiences of Manchester, as both manifested 

in my imaginations of the city before arriving in there in September 1996 and my 
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experience in the city as an undergraduate student, as a researcher and worker in 

the city, and as a doctoral student will affect the story I tell about the city where I 

did my research. In this chapter I explore the justification for MediaNet’s work 

and that of other local development projects whilst simultaneously exploring the 

ways in which anthropology can provide original contributions to the study of 

urban contexts.  Drawing on Ingold’s work on the temporality of landscapes 

(1993c), I suggest that practices of economic development that organisations like 

MediaNet were engaged in required the transformation of ‘the city as landscape’ 

into a conceptualisation of ‘the city as space’. I argue that this was done through 

various activities that created the city as a context of activity. The result of this 

transformation was to render the city external to the practices of development, 

thus making it possible for people to engage in the activity of ‘development’ in 

order to bring about change. 

 

Views of the City 

 

One of the key questions for an urban anthropologist is how does one incorporate 

“the city” into the analysis of local practice?  Should we see the city as a 

background to the situated social practices in which people engage on a day to 

day level? On the other hand, should we focus our attention on the ways in which 

the spaces of the city are interpreted symbolically through the activities which 

take place there? Alternatively we might see the city as the material 

manifestation of particular kinds of social processes through which spaces 

emerge over time.   
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One key way in which anthropologists first theorised the city, was by considering 

the ways in which the urban context differed from rural or small scale societies. 

At the beginning of the 20th Century Simmel, taking a socio-psychological 

approach, suggested that that people living in cities, and those living in rural 

settings had a different mental constitution to one another. City dwellers or 

metropolitans, as he referred to them, had minds which had developed “with the 

tempo and multiplicity of economic, occupational and social life”, and contrasted 

with the “slower more habitual, more smoothly flowing rhythm of the sensory-

mental phase of small town and rural existence” (Simmel 1971:324).  

 

Referring explicitly to Manchester both Engels and J.S. Lowry explicitly 

contrasted the city with the rural idyll of the countryside, Lowry through his 

paintings and Engels in his work on the Conditions of the Working Class in 

England (Engels and Kiernan 1987). Describing the pre-proletarian condition 

Engels wrote in his introduction:  

“They were ‘respectable’ people, good husbands and fathers, led moral 

lives because they had no temptation to be immoral, there being no 

groggeries or low houses in their vicinity, and because the host, at whose 

inn they now and then quenched their thirst, was also a respectable man, 

usually a large tenant farmer who took pride in his good order, good beer 

and early houses.” (Engels and Kiernan 1987:51)  

 

This view of urban life saw the condition of urbanity to be differentiated from the 

rural not only by differences in practices but also by differences in morality. 

Wirth (1938) further developed the idea of “urbanism” in his famous essay on 
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“Urbanism as a Way of Life”, focusing on the size, density and anonymity of the 

city as its defining features. Redfield (1949) drew on Wirth’s work in positing 

urbanism as the inversion of folk society which he saw as characterised by 

shared values and beliefs (Hannerz 1980:61).  

 

The city as a place defined by the social organisation of those who dwelt there 

was developed by Manchester School anthropologists of the Rhodes Livingstone 

institute (Mitchell 1969) who looked at the processes of rural to urban migration 

in Southern and Central Africa. These studies explored the ways in which people 

manipulated the city or area of the city in which they lived through the 

incorporation of customs from rural settings into the urban context. Such studies 

thus challenged those which had gone before that had posited a fundamental 

opposition between the experiences of urban and rural life.  

 

The way in which the city is incorporated into an analysis is dependent on what it 

is we are trying to understand. More recent analyses of the city in anthropology 

have called for anthropological accounts of the city rather simply in the city as a 

means of comprehending the city as a place in itself rather than as a context for 

practice (cf. Low 1996:384). However as Low notes, these studies can be 

criticised for reifying the city and institutionalising it. Low calls for an approach 

which looks at “the social relations, symbols and political economies manifest in 

the city,” an approach which “view[s] the “urban” as a process rather than as a 

type or category.” (Low 1996:384).  This is an approach which has been 

successfully achieved by Stoller (1996) in his work on the informal economy of 

North African traders in New York. Stoller’s ethnographic account provides rich 
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and highly sensory depiction of the politics of public space, and vividly 

illustrates the problems of taking the meaning or depiction of space for granted. 

In doing so he follows Gupta and Ferguson’s claim that “the fictions of cultures 

as discrete, object like phenomena occupying discrete spaces becomes 

implausible for those who inhabit borderlands” (Gupta and Ferguson 1992:7).  

 

This claim echoes Ingold’s (1993c) explanation of the difference between 

landscape and space. Drawing on Saussurian linguistics, Ingold argues that the 

way in which geographers and anthropologists usually think about space is to see 

the meaning of spaces to be tied to discrete areas of land, in the same way that 

the meanings of words are tied to discrete sounds. Like Ingold, Stoller argues 

against this kind of approach which ties particular meanings to particular spaces, 

and comes much closer to Ingold’s conception of ‘landscape’ as a place that 

“owes its character to the experiences it affords those who spend time there – to 

the sights, sounds, and indeed smells that constitute its specific ambience” 

(Ingold 1993c: 155).  

 

Whilst Stoller shows how city spaces are given meaning through politicised 

practices involving contestation and struggle over the meaning of and access to 

space, my focus in this chapter is on the ways in which political elites in 

Manchester worked to transcend the complexities of place. In doing so they 

engaged in a reification of economically oriented ideas about the city of 

Manchester and the North West of England. In this sense I argue that the people 

working on projects like MediaNet worked to transform the city as a landscape 

into an idea of the city as a space. The landscape of the city can be seen as “the 
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world as it is known to those who dwell therein, who inhabit its places and 

journey along the paths connecting them”. The space of the city on the other 

hand was created through a process through which meanings were “attached to 

the world” in ways which I discuss below.  

 

My choice of analysis can be seen as simultaneously an analysis of and in the 

city. As a study of the city and region, my intention is not to institutionalise a 

particular place in my analysis, but rather to acknowledge and interpret the 

processes by which the participants in my research found it necessary to reify a 

particular idea of Manchester and the North West in order to carry out their work 

of local economic development. The study is an analysis in the city, inasmuch as 

the people who were working to support the development of the new media 

industries in the region all lived and worked in and around Manchester and thus 

experienced the landscape of the city in the course of their daily lives. 

 

From Landscape to Space 

 

Greater Manchester is the third largest conurbation in England with a population 

of 2,482,3527. The city of Manchester is located 190 miles north west of London 

and the Metropolitan County is made up of ten boroughs8, of which Manchester 

is the largest, with a population of 392,819 people9. In September 2002, just after 

Manchester held the Commonwealth Games, a nationwide survey carried out by 

an organisation called Marketing Manchester claimed that the British public 
                                                 
7 Population Report of 2001 Census (2001). Greater London, followed by the West Midlands are 
the largest conurbations in the UK.   
8 Bolton, Bury, Manchester, Oldham, Rochdale, Salford, Stockport, Tameside, Trafford and 
Wigan. 
9 Population Report 2001 Census. 
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considered Manchester to be Britain’s ‘Second City’, although officially this title 

is held by Birmingham. 

 

This description of what Manchester is provides a picture of a city which is 

simultaneously all encompassing and completely divorced from the experiences 

of the citizens of the city.  The population of the city is, in experiential terms, a 

meaningless number, Manchester’s distance from London can only be ‘known’ 

in practice through the journeys people make between those two places. But in 

the activities of local economic development the city must be evoked in these 

quantified and non-experiential terms.  The activity of economic development 

requires that a sphere of influence or field is conceptualised upon which the 

practices of development can be enacted.  

 

It is necessary to understand the ways in which the region and the city were 

conceptualised in spatial terms if we are to gain an ethnographic insight into 

processes of development and economic practice. Place was frequently evoked in 

talk of local economic development, and the local ‘context’ of such activities was 

posited as existing in tension with national, international and global happenings. 

Yet we might ask why it was that the locale was so relevant to development 

practices?  How did place feature in people’s ideas about their own work? 

Through what processes did Manchester and the North West become segmented 

into discrete places? And what was the effect of these place-making activities? 

 

MediaNet was engaged in a regional, national and European remit to bring about 

economic change to differentially impoverished regions of Europe. MediaNet 
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had come into existence as the result of a successful bid to the European Union 

(EU) for funding to set up a project to support and ‘nurture’ the new media 

industry in Manchester and the North West of England. This original bid for the 

project had been theoretically inspired by research carried out by the director of 

MediaNet’s parent organisation, IRBS. The recommendations to come out of this 

research had been that Manchester was the ideal location for the development of 

a new media industry but that in order to ensure the emergence of new media 

companies, business support had to be provided. It was on the basis of this 

argument that a bid for funding for a business support organisation had been 

submitted and subsequently, with the allocation of funding, MediaNet had been 

created. The initial justification for the project thus rested on a concept which 

made explicit links between locality and economic prosperity and was tied into 

the way in which place was conceptualised by the European Union.10  

 

European funded projects have a very specific remit to support companies or 

individuals who reside within geographically defined areas of 'need'. The area of 

'need' which MediaNet was set up to work within was the Greater Manchester 

Lancashire and Cheshire (GMLC) Objective Two area (fig. 1). The boundaries of 

the Objective 2 area had been decided at the level of the European Union on the 

basis of social and economic indicators of prosperity and incorporation of places 

into the area was decided on the basis of postcode.  

                                                 
10 For a more in depth analysis of the relationship between the European Union and place making 
see the edited editions by Shore (2000) and Macdonald  (1993). 
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Fig. 1 GMLC Objective 2 Eligible Area (in grey) 

 

The above map, given to MediaNet by the funders, illustrated the geographical 

areas of eligibility in spatial terms. This map was stuck to the office walls and 

served as a visual reminder of where the boundaries of MediaNet’s activities lay. 

On the map, the Objective 2 area was shown in relation to the more commonly 
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understood county boundaries which were also included on the map. What was 

the purpose and effect then of this spatial representation of the region in the form 

of a two dimensional map? What role did it play in the creation of an idea of a 

locale within which economic development practices could be enacted?  

 

The role of mapping was central to the articulation of the region and the city by 

MediaNet staff. The effect of mapping was to render "the region" and "the city" 

meaningful in terms of criteria of “eligibility” for assistance. These activities are 

similar to those described by Scott (1998) who identifies such practices as the 

means by which the state enforces its power. Scott is interested in the reasons 

why programs of social engineering and state planning based on these forms of 

measurement and legibility so often fail, and argues that these practices act as 

forms of simplification which deny the importance of ‘Métis’ or situated, 

processual and non-scientific forms of knowledge. I am less interested in 

understanding these practices as part of “a political struggle for institutional 

hegemony by experts and their institutions” (Scott 1998:311) and the denial of 

certain kinds of situated knowledge that this implies; instead I am more 

concerned with the ways in which people are able to reconcile different forms of 

representation of place in order to make sense of the value and effects of their 

work.   

 

The success of the MediaNet project in achieving its stated aims and objectives 

was determined, like all publicly funded projects, by various different measures 

of audit for the purposes of accountability. In order to prove that the money that 

the project had been given was being spent appropriately, MediaNet was 
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expected to demonstrate a certain number of “outputs”. Every time a company 

was assisted in some way they would be asked to fill out a form which would 

then count as one “output” of the project. In order for the assistance which 

MediaNet gave, to be transformed into the status of an “output”, the company or 

individual who was being assisted had to conform to certain criteria of eligibility. 

Companies could not have over 250 employees, could not have a turnover of 

more than £27 million, could not have received more than £60,000 of state aid 

over the past three years and had to be located in the GMLC Objective 2 area. In 

this respect the spatial demarcation of the Objective 2 area was central to the 

ability of MediaNet staff to demonstrate the success of the project. One of the 

problems however, was that the boundaries which demarcated MediaNet’s 

sphere of influence did not parallel common understandings of the boundaries of 

either Manchester as a city or the North West as a region. Thus when MediaNet 

described the business support that they offered in their publicity materials, on 

their website or in the local press they articulated their area of activity as 

encompassing Manchester and the North West. If companies requested assistance 

or turned up at events who were not eligible for assistance because they fell 

outside the Objective 2 area they were usually still counted as an “output”. 

Although the map provided a spatial representation of the area that was being 

supported by EU monies it differed from more meaningful demarcations of 

space.  

 

Whilst MediaNet gained their funding from the European Union Regional 

Development Fund (ERDF) which conceptualised the region according to ‘need’ 

they also had to position themselves in relations to organisations which used 
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alternative socio-spatial indices to indicate their ‘spheres of influence’. One such 

organisation was the North West Development Agency (NWDA). In 1999 a 

series of Regional Development Agencies (RDAs) were set up to take on the task 

of developing the different regions of the UK according to their need. The 

NWDA was established and as well as being an advocacy organisation was also 

a potential source of funding for organisations like IRBS and MediaNet. Its 

sphere of influence was not economically but geographically determined, and 

covered all of the counties which were normally considered to be part of the 

North West region. When short term research projects or funding for events was 

obtained from the NWDA, difficulties arose in the decision of who could attend 

the event, and which of the attendees could be counted as an “output” for what 

purpose. The importance of spatial categorisation thus created a tension between 

different ideas of what constituted the region. The fact that such differences in 

regional definition were considered a point of contention highlighted the general 

importance ascribed to the representation of the region and city through mapping.  

 

The process of mapping was not limited to the spatial representation of the land 

on which eligible companies needed to be situated, but was also enacted by 

mapping companies, organisations and activities themselves. Creating a ‘picture’ 

of the region by identifying other business support projects, developing a 

database of new media companies, or locating the business networks which 

existed in the North West were all activities which the project staff saw as 

important if they were to achieve an understanding of the region in which they 

were working. One effect of these activities of mapping was to provide 

“evidence” of phenomena on the basis of which people could justify their 
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activities. I found myself drawn into this process of evidence making in my own 

research. The people with whom I was doing research attributed a great deal of 

importance to generalisable “evidence” and in order to legitimate my own 

research activities amongst MediaNet staff I created a map of the new media 

industries in the city (fig.2). My aim at the time was to show the way in which 

new media companies were clustered around the city centre. This was something 

that Caroline, one of the project staff, had wanted to do throughout the project, 

but she had not had access to the right software to do it. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Distribution of New Media companies in Greater Manchester 

 

As I realised in the process of graphically representing new media companies in 

this way, these kinds of mapping processes have a powerful effect as tools 

through which aspects of a place are rendered visible or kept invisible. As de 

Certeau notes, the city (as an urbanistic discourse) produces its own ‘space’, 

which represses the “physical, mental and political pollutions that would 

compromise it” (de Certeau 1984: 94).  Such mapping processes flatten the 

complexity of social life, simplify the vagaries of meaning that different spaces 

hold at different times and for different people, and act to posit a kind of ‘truth’ 

outside the ‘messiness’ which they act to represent and simplify. Furthermore 
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they deny the effect that the activity of mapping might itself have on the 

imagination and the meaning of place (Gell 1985). 

 

Another important effect of and reason for positioning the region in spatial terms 

is to render it comparable to anywhere else regardless of location. Here I return 

to Ingold and his observations of the "peculiar and specialised project of the 

surveyor or cartographer" (Ingold 1993c:155). Representations of the world 

through mapping create a view of the land as if it were being "apprehended by a 

consciousness capable of being everywhere at once and nowhere in particular" 

(Ingold 1993c:155). Maps created a vantage point from which a 

conceptualisation of the region could be shared regardless of personal experience 

or understanding of place. As Ingold (1993c) argues, the experience of the 

landscape of places is inter-subjective and perspectival, dependent on location 

and situate-ness. The process of translating the landscape as it is experienced in 

multifaceted ways, into a projected space which could be viewed from nowhere, 

was that a view of the city was created that could be shared with those who had 

experienced the city as well as those who had not. Furthermore it meant that the 

city could be compared with other cities in the UK and beyond. This is 

exemplified by Christie and Hepworth’s (2001) argument that more mapping 

must be done if regions are to position themselves in competition with other 

regions.  
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Competitive Spaces 

 

The effect of mapping as a means of imagining the city and region as spaces 

rather than as landscapes in Ingold’s terms, that is as places created in the 

process of dwelling, was thus to create a quantifiable and measurable means 

through which one locale could be compared to another. One of the main ways in 

which this became evident during my fieldwork was in the ways in which the 

‘North West’ was mobilised in opposition to the ‘South-East’ which is where 

London is located and in the UK is considered very much the main locus of 

power both politically and economically. As well as providing business support, 

part of the role of organisations like MediaNet was to provide a promotional 

platform on which the region would become recognised in a National, European, 

and Global stage as a desirable place to live, work and invest as an alternative to 

the “South East”. I discuss further the pervasive importance of branding and 

imagery in Chapter 7, but it is important to note here that the city and region 

were considered objects to which commercial value could be given. This was 

only possible because of the practices through which people’s experiences of the 

city in terms of their inter-subjective relationship with the landscape could be 

transformed into a spatial notion of place. 

 

One of the main observations that can thus be made of these different socio-

spatial configurations is the way in which they come to be mobilised through an 

ideology of competition (Malecki 2002). In economic terms it makes little sense 

to argue that cities compete however it is increasingly clear that one of the main 

ways in which places like cities and regions figure in local development projects 
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is through their constitution as entities which are able to engage in competition 

with one another.  Malecki suggests that the competitiveness of a city lies in its 

“ability to provide an increasing standard of living for its inhabitants” (2002:930) 

however the competitiveness of Manchester seemed to be much more than a 

straightforward indicator of desirability. City dignitaries were just as aware of the 

importance of image building and marketing as they were of providing the 

necessary infrastructure to make Manchester a desirable place to live. It is no 

longer, it seems, just individuals or organisations that can be located as units of 

competition, places too are increasingly incorporated into a market-oriented 

imaginary with the ability to compete with one another for financial gain. In 

order for regional development projects to operate successfully and prove their 

efficacy they too must work to reproduce this notion of the city as an object in 

competition with other urban regions. I would argue that this is only possible if 

the city can first be transformed into a space through mapping processes like 

those which I have described above. 

 

It might be argued that this kind of competition is tied to the rising importance of 

cities as the core locus of change and transformation. Various people have 

suggested that there has been an erosion in the role of the nation state in favour 

of cities and regions (Castells 1994, Downey and McGuigan 1999). Castells 

posits cities as highly important entities in the “network society”, claiming that 

“major European cities have become nodal centres of the new global economy” 

(Castells 1994). Globalisation, in Castells’ terms, as brought about by the 

introduction of new information technologies has been cited as a key reason for 

the re-organisation of the importance of cities. On the other hand Holston and 
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Appadurai (1999) point to the difficulties in generalising the role of cities 

through reference to the relationship between cities and notions of citizenship. 

 

In local development settings it certainly seemed that the city and region acted as 

more potent forms of identification than the state in terms of the promotional 

activities of projects like MediaNet. Funded by the European Union and focused 

on the development of the region, their work, like the work of many other such 

development agencies had the effect of positioning the region as if it was in 

competition with other regions in both the UK and in Europe (Malecki 2002). 

For example, despite being two cities which lie only 35 miles apart, Manchester 

and Liverpool were at least until recently considered by local politicians to be in 

competition with one another. In 2001 an agreement was signed between 

representatives of the cities of Manchester and Liverpool clarifying their relative 

identities within the North West. The agreement signified a move away from 

competition between the two cities for status in the region, to a more 

collaborative relationship, which it was hoped would strengthen the identity of 

the North West as a spatially demarcated unit which could be opposed to other 

such spaces. A research project had been carried out to investigate the links 

between the two cities and their contributions to the economy of the region. In a 

press release about the signing of the agreement the leader of Liverpool city 

council was quoted: 

 

“We must retain our particular identities, but the civic rivalry 

between the North West’s two great cities of Liverpool and 

Manchester is a thing of the past. In a rapidly shrinking 
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world, it is ridiculous for our two cities – just 30 miles apart – 

to be competing for Government and European grants, tourist 

development, inward investment or even a media profile. We 

have complementary assets and a shared interest in working 

together to help bring success for our cities – and for the 

North West as a whole. Liverpool and Manchester together 

can also help our region become a strong counterweight to 

the power and influence of the South East. The Concordat is a 

step forward – but we must make sure that our united 

approach is worth more than just the paper it is written on.”  

  

Whilst Liverpool was given the opportunity to bid for European City of Culture 

2008, Manchester was officially recognised as the regional capital.  

 

Regional development functions have been increasingly devolved towards local 

level in the UK and recent plans to instigate a regional assembly in the North 

West is further evidence of the move away from central government control over 

what are perceived to be locally specific issues. A regional strategy, spearheaded 

by the NWDA, was being put in place during the time of my fieldwork which 

paralleled work being done by the city council to find ways of turning 

Manchester into a  “a city of national and international significance”, “a city of 

investment choice”, and “a city where all citizens can benefit from 

regeneration”.11 

 

                                                 
11 http://www.manchester.gov.uk/business/eig/  
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As in other European regions a large number of public support organisations 

exist in the North West which are funded by the European Union. During the 

time of my fieldwork these organisations were attempting through various 

different means, to find ways of achieving an improvement in the social and 

economic conditions within the region through an engagement with IT policies in 

the form of community access centres, regional training initiatives and business 

support activities. A proliferation of such organisations existed at the time of my 

fieldwork, to name a few: Gemesis in Salford, the Advanced Telematics Centre, 

the Creative Industries Development Service, ISAware, North West New Media 

Network, Manchester Technology Management Centre, New Media Forum, First 

Tuesday, Second Tuesday (Man-Entrepreneurs), MIDAS, ICDC in Liverpool, 

and so on. As Cawood and Simpson have observed (2000) “A culture of EU 

funding has grown up in the North West of England”. Furthermore “In order to 

be in the running for financial support, grass roots actors have to learn the 

European Union game and jump through the requite hoops”. Deas and Ward 

make much the same assertion in their study of another public funded 

organisation in the city, “on first inspection MIDAS represents merely another 

agency in a succession of economic development bodies established during the 

1990s, reflecting Manchester City Council’s recently discovered predilection for 

dedicated economic development agencies” (Deas and Ward 2002). 

 

Whether this is evidence of the erosion of state power is not the remit of this 

thesis, but it is perhaps worth suggesting that the increased devolution of 

activities to regional level is not so much evidence of a reduction in state power 

as a reorganisation of the structural forms through which the state exercises its 
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power. For example, the allocation of European funding to projects in 

Manchester was organised not through a direct relationship between 

development projects and the European Union, or even simply in a triangle of the 

city council, the European Union and the project, but rather was directly 

mediated by the regional government organisation Government Office North 

West.  The importance of regionality was certainly created in part by state driven 

means through which regions could be imagined as discrete and bounded entities 

that existed in mutual exclusivity to other regions.  

 

The spatial objectification of locality which I have described so far in this 

chapter was a necessary part of making the region an entity which could be 

posited as being in competition with other regions. However the competitiveness 

of the region was not made through this process of spatialisation but through the 

creation and mobilisation of a particular identity for the region, and in particular 

for the city.  

 

One of the ways in which the creation of an external identity of place was 

achieved was through an appeal to the past. The historical antecedents that were 

brought into view as part of the process of place-making came to create a life-

history for the place, a coherent story through which its present day personality 

or identity could be contrasted to other cities with different life histories. This 

was only possible because the city was identified as a single thing with a single 

point of view which was reified through the processes of spatialisation. The city 

was positioned as “out there” and objectified as an entity through which 

MediaNet staff could justify and legitimate their work. Deeply embedded in the 
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audit culture of public funding and required to produce tangible evidence of their 

effect on this thing called “the city” and in relation to that “the region”, projects 

like MediaNet needed to be attuned to the particular ways in which “facts” about 

their geographical sphere of influence might be used as justification for the 

project’s activities. 

 

Historical Stories 

 

One of the ways in which such facts were created to give credence to economic 

development practices was through the discussion of various different pasts that 

the city was seen to have had. This provided a means through which people 

working for projects like MediaNet could create a justification and context for 

funding which they received from the European Union. This history of place was 

constructed through reference to various different events which were considered 

to have a direct impact on the suitability of the present day city as a location for a 

new media industry. This conceptualisation of the past can be categorised as an 

example of what Gell (1992) calls the “B-series” in which “events are strung out 

in time like beads on a thread”. Through reference to certain isolated historical 

events, the present day activities in the city were justified. This historical view 

which posits the past as having a causal relationship with the present is 

contrasted by Gell with what he calls the A-series, an alternative view of 

temporality which sees time as “imminent in the passage of events” (Ingold 

1993c), rather than something outside the events, through which we can 

understand their significance in an post hoc manner.  
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In terms of local economic development practices, certain historical events were 

given a particular meaning in the justification of present day activities. The most 

obvious way in which this occurred was the references made to the role that the 

city played in the industrial revolution. Through allusion to the power of the city 

in its historical heyday, present day attempts to bring about economic 

development could be articulated in terms of returning to Manchester the 

importance it was afforded in the past. Agar et al (Agar, Harvey, and Green 

2002) argue that the antecedents to contemporary imaginations of Manchester as 

the original industrial city derive from 19th Century activities which solidified 

this image of the place. Their ethnographic analysis of the recent reconstitution 

of Manchester as an ‘information city’ reveals the ways in which present forms 

of historicisation are the contemporary facets of a long running process of 

linkage between place and ideas of technological development which revolve 

around the concept of the “technical fix”. 

 

Manchester is famous as the ‘birthplace’ of the second Industrial revolution in 

the 19th Century. As Agar et al (2002) have illustrated, certain aspects of this 

industrial past have provided a particular identity for the city and recent 

regeneration projects have attempted to incorporate some of the city’s industrial 

history into the modern cityscape. Hence, the old cotton warehouses, rather than 

being torn down, have been converted into apartments and offices, the canals 

have been repaired and reopened for leisure cruises and the industrial wasteland 

of Salford Quays has been transformed into a tourist area where the Lowry 

Centre, an art gallery and theatre, was opened in April 2000 and the Imperial 

War Museum of the North opened in July 2002. The area around Salford Quays 
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has also experienced redevelopment as a business centre and residential area with 

extensive building of new residential and business property. In these 

development projects the past is simultaneously recalled, re-imagined and 

(partially) remembered in the name of heritage. As with much of Manchester’s 

past, the glory of industrial success was tempered by the dark side of this 

prosperity. Immortalised in paintings by the artist J.S. Lowry and Engels’ 1844 

treatise on the lives of Manchester’s working class (Engels and Kiernan 1987), 

Manchester, like all of the large Northern cities was not only known as the heart 

of industrial capitalism but also as a grimy, dirty and impoverished city. 

Manchester was also recognised as a place of political action and social protest 

of the Chartists, the Poor Law reformers and an emerging class consciousness. In 

local regeneration projects however, these locations of intense drudgery and 

poverty have become romanticised symbols of lost power for a city whose 

heyday has passed. This selective remembering of the past has been noted as a 

feature of urban development (Gdaniec 2000, Norkunas 1993, Sieber 1990) and 

Low situates it specifically as a feature of the post modern city (Low 1996:396). 

 

Another significant event to mark the industrial landscape and be mobilised in 

economic development discourses and practices was the success of two 

Manchester scientists in running the first stored computer program in 1948. 

Professor Sir F.C. Williams and Tom Kilburn had developed a small prototype 

computer that represented a significant technological development which 

numerous scientists had been working towards during the previous decade 

(Tweedale 1992). Williams and Kilburn had accomplished in practice Alan 

Turing’s idea of the universal machine which could run stored programmes to 
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carry out mathematical calculations. The role Manchester played in the 

beginnings of the “computer age” has not been forgotten by the city dignitaries. 

As the contemporary global economy has come to be interpreted in terms of the 

importance of information technologies and the rise of a knowledge economy 

and information society (Castells 1996), the significance of fact that Manchester 

was the ‘birthplace’ of the first programmable computer has not been lost on the 

promoters of the city (Agar 1998, Agar, Harvey, and Green 2002). Although the 

early computing industry did not take off in Manchester and emerged in the 

USA, the legacy of the first computer is positioned as an important event in 

Manchester’s history and has been remembered in the naming of two buildings at 

Manchester Science Park in 2000, “Kilburn House”, the home of MediaNet, and 

“Williams House”. The 50-year anniversary of the invention of the first computer 

was celebrated in the city with a public digital arts festival which was held during 

June 199812. A city councillor made the link between this event and the present 

day city in stating “fifty years later, Manchester is still at the forefront of 

innovation as the UK’s prime site for Internet related business development 

outside London”13. 

 

The work of Agar et al (2002) is revealing in the way in which it situates these 

contemporary claims in a historical light. Through a description of the 

deployment of various kinds of technical systems in the city throughout the 19th 

and 20th century, the authors provide a number of insights which helps us 

understand why it might make sense for Manchester to be situated “at the 

forefront of innovation” in contemporary development discourses. These include: 
                                                 
12 See Agar et al (Agar, Harvey, and Green 2002)for an ethnographic account of the relevance of 
these celebrations.  
13 Personal Communication 
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the role that public bodies have played in the deployment of city-wide technical 

systems over time; the role of such technologies in bringing about political 

connections between disparate municipal authorities; the ways in which 

technologies were able to embody liberal ideals of self-governance which were 

promoted by Manchester’s elites in the past; and the means by which 

technologies came to be seen as a “tool of local power, and a symbol and 

example of urban order”(Agar, Harvey, and Green 2002:274) in the context of a 

growing local bureaucracy. The many examples that the authors give of 

technological development projects which have occurred in the city, show very 

clearly how the idea of the technological fix and the role of technology as 

emancipatory has become institutionalised within the city of Manchester.  

 

The reference to historical events in the redevelopment of the city has not been 

inconsequential. The recent and very tangible regeneration of Manchester’s city 

centre arose in large part from an awareness of a general deterioration in the 

economic fortunes of former industrial regions during the 20th Century. With the 

decline of manufacturing and the loss of the industrial glory of former years 

Manchester, like many former industrial towns went through a long period of 

industrial desolation. This came about at a time when significant shifts were 

being recognised in the world economy, which were bringing about a move in 

emphasis away from the production and manufacture of raw materials and a 

Fordist mode of production in industrialised economies, towards what has come 

to be known as post-Fordism (Kyankya 1999, Mole 1996, Reinhardt 1999), 

characterised by the decline of mass production, flexible forms of manufacture 

through ‘just-in-time’ production (Harvey 1990), global shifts in patterns of 
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production and the rise of the service industries in industrialised economies. This 

well rehearsed history of industrial fortunes has become another means through 

which the present activities of local economic development are made 

meaningful. Sociologists like Castells (2000) have played an important role in 

contributing to the ways in which the fortunes of the city have been imagined.  

Through an articulation of social and economic change by reference to pivotal 

historical events, the city is now being conceptualised by development 

practitioners as a place which can “choose” whether to be connected or excluded 

from the global economy. Globalisation theories are informing the work of 

people who are developing the city and provide a framework within which they 

might envisage the benefits that different activities might bring.  

 

The effects of these processes through which the city is imagined and objectified 

as a certain kind of space, have been evidenced through very visible processes of 

‘regeneration’ in Manchester city centre in the past few years. The particular 

form that the development of the urban landscape has taken in Manchester was a 

response to the devastation of the city centre in the summer of 1996 by a massive 

terrorist bomb. On 15th June 1996 Manchester was targeted by the IRA, as part of 

their campaign against British occupation of Northern Ireland, who detonated a 

bomb which destroyed a huge area of the city centre. Whilst this was devastating 

for the city, the subsequent process of rebuilding which inevitably ensued gave 

Manchester’s developers the opportunity to create a design for the heart of the 

city centre which could play on the idea of maintaining the old and marrying it 

with the new. The rebuilding of the Royal Exchange Theatre and the old Corn 
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Exchange buildings were examples of this project which combined ‘traditional’ 

architecture with modern emphases of glass and chrome.  

 

 

Fig. 3 Urbis – a new city centre development in Manchester next to the old Corn Exchange 

 

The impetus to improve Manchester’s image had come two years earlier in 

February 1994 when the city had made a successful bid to host the 2002 

Commonwealth Games, an athletics event where countries that are members of 

the British Commonwealth compete in an Olympic style competition. The 

potential that the Commonwealth Games presented for the re-branding and 

repositioning of the city on a global stage, coupled with a necessity to rebuild a 

large part of the city centre, resulted in a highly publicised programme of urban 

redevelopment which has built upon the very noticeable construction of new 

edifices in the centre of the city.  Steel skeletons rose expeditiously from 

muddied building sites and progressively the landscape of the city centre became 

dotted with outcrops of chrome, glass, sandblasted brick and landscaped 
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concrete. Derelict railway arches found new residents in the form of fashionable 

bars seeking out the latest in industrial ‘chic’, as the manufacturing history of the 

city was swept out, scrubbed down and re-clad for the imagined demands of a 

21st century city lifestyle.  

 

With this change in the face of the city, it seemed that the visitor and resident 

alike had to be reminded by Manchester’s promoters that “This is Manchester”. 

Like all of the old Northern industrial towns, Manchester is very different from 

the dark, industrial vistas it used to conjure up, and promoters of the city are 

eager to reinforce the ‘new’ image of the city, dispensing with the old. According 

to this advertising campaign, the city is being changed to make it a metropolitan 

hub, rivalling, we are led to imagine, Barcelona, Milan, Paris, New York, Hong 

Kong and Vienna. Increasingly comparisons are made between Manchester and 

other European cities, thus having the effect of avoiding a comparison between 

Manchester and London. The promoters of Manchester frequently invoked 

Barcelona as a model for a Manchester of the future, pointing out the similarities 

between the urban renewal that Barcelona has experienced and the renewal that 

Manchester was attempting to effect. 

 

 

Fig. 4 One of the posters which was part of the “this is Manchester advertising campaign”  
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This kind of description of the city was one which was widely used by 

development projects like MediaNet to situate their activities and to make them 

seem meaningful. Similar processes of “imagineering” (Rutheiser and Thornton 

1997) have been documented in relation to the Olympic Games in Atlanta 

(Rutheiser 1997) and Barcelona (McDonogh 1991).   

 

As well as relating their activities to positive events in the city’s past, 

development projects necessarily have to engage with problems of “social 

exclusion” as justification for their activities. Although famous in some respects 

for its successes, Manchester is also renowned for its poverty and deprivation, for 

violence and in particular for gun crime that the city has experienced in recent 

years.  Local development has been oriented towards both the promotion of a 

positive image of Manchester as a European city as well as the eradication of 

poverty in the city through various attempts at wealth creation and education, 

although some people have questioned whether or not “the city” has really put as 

much effort into the latter as it has the former (O'Connor and Wynne 1996). At 

times the relationship between economic development projects and their ability 

to bring about positive change for socially excluded communities seemed very 

tenuous. MediaNet’s remit to support a sector of the local economy which 

employed people who had a high level of education, specialist skills, and a large 

amount of cultural capital meant that their primary form of justification of their 

activities in terms of social exclusion came in the form of the ‘trickle down 

effect’. By generating and supporting a new media industry in the city, there 

would be increased inward investment in the city as a whole, a higher standard of 
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living would be achieved as new leisure facilities were opened to cater for the 

new urban elite, and the effects of the spending of these individuals would filter 

down to the poorer sections of the community.  

 

Creative Places 

 

In the original bid submitted by IRBS for funding from the European Union, the 

‘justification for the project’ section described the growth of the creative industry 

sector in the city as one of the reasons why Manchester was a logical site for the 

emergence of a new media industry. This claim was supported with the evidence 

that 18,058 jobs in the city existed in the creative industries sector. The existence 

of the creative industries and the identification of Manchester as a creative city 

was an integral part of the processes of positioning described above whereby 

people working in economic development attempted to create a competitive 

niche for the city based on its past experiences. An attempt to create an image of 

Manchester as a creative and “bohemian” city was at the heart of development 

activities that I witnessed during fieldwork, and this was achieved largely 

through reference to the creative industries resident in the city as a necessary 

component of an emerging new media sector. Once again this was achieved 

through creating links between historical events in the city, and the contemporary 

concerns of economic development practice. In the 1980s the city rose to fame in 

the UK through the success of its music and night-clubs, earning the name 

“Madchester” and in recent years this has contributed to the cities claims of a 

distinct cultural heritage.  The establishment of the newspaper the Manchester 

Guardian in the city in the 19th century, the existence of television production 
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facilities which have been based in Manchester during the 20th century and the 

number of subsidiary media, design, advertising and public relations firms based 

in the city all contributed to the claims that Manchester was a creative city.   

 

The relationship between these ‘cultural’ aspects of Manchester’s past, and the 

rise of a new media industry were explained through the fact that new media was 

itself a part of the creative industries. In the UK at the time of my research the 

new media industry was estimated to employ some 25,000 people, mostly in 

organisations which employed less that 50 people (e-MORI 2001). Over half of 

those had been in business for less than five years. Describing their activities in a 

range of different ways, new media was considered to incorporate anything from 

“digital communications agencies”, “interactive marketing communications 

agencies”, “e-business architects” to web designers, and videogames companies.  

 

The emergence of companies that might have considered their activities to come 

under the title of “new media” in Manchester occurred around 1995/1996. 

Paralleling the rise in the usage of the Internet, and facilitated by the installation 

of high-bandwidth cables around the city, companies began to appear who could 

create and provide mixed media content – graphics, sound, and text - that could 

be put onto the web. Before this time, similar work had been occurring to a more 

limited degree in the creation of multimedia products such as CD-ROMs and in 

computer games and software development. However it was the Internet which 

caused the shift to re-conceptualise the work of these companies as “New 

Media”. 
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The backgrounds of the people working in new media are diverse. Some 

companies experienced a gradual shift from traditional creative backgrounds in 

design, animation, and film, and found a new market in producing content for 

websites. Their move from ‘traditional’ media to ‘new’ media did not represent a 

complete alteration in the form of their work, for Computer Aided Design (CAD) 

had been around for many years before the expansion of the Internet and many 

employees of the ‘creative’ professions - architecture, design, television, 

advertising etc. - were already utilising computer technology in their work. For 

others the choice to embark on the production of new media content was a more 

conscious decision to break from their pasts either in creative professions or in 

completely unrelated disciplines, and embark on a totally new form (for them), of 

productive activity. These companies were invariably small, just one in the city 

centre had over 100 employees and most were made up of teams of ten people or 

less.  

 

The criteria for defining whether or not a company could be considered as 

working in new media varied according to the perspective of the person being 

asked, and according to when they were asked. One company director described 

new media companies to me as those companies who were at the bottom of a 

technological pyramid which was divided into hierarchical layers with a small 

number of multinational IT companies and consultancies at the top and a 

proliferation of new media companies at the bottom. “You’re looking at two ends 

of a stick really. At one end you’ve got the IT companies who are not small. And 

also, it’s a pyramid, also you’ve also got the influencers that are the Arthur 

Andersen’s and the Price Waterhouses and the consultancies. That’s at one end 
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and they are looking to do e-business with corporates on an enterprise wide 

basis. And at the other end, as you quite rightly say, you’ve got the New Media 

companies that tend to be small, and I mean they are both working towards the 

centre of the stick, to where the customers are. Because the customers at one end 

are you know are just dipping their toe in the water and just using the small 

company and then you’ve seen the IBM ad. You know, so you can make the logo 

twirl but what does it actually do for my company?” 

 

New media was considered by the director of MediaNet to be a result of the 

convergence of the fields of computing, design and telecommunications. The fact 

that the city already housed a division of the British Broadcasting Corporation 

(BBC), and was the home to Granada Television and several successful design 

and advertising companies acted as proof of the suitability of the city as a site for 

the development of such companies.  

 

It was argued by development organisations that this merging of the ‘high 

technology’ industries and the ‘cultural’ or ‘creative industries’14 to create ‘new 

media’ would create considerable wealth within the city. At the same time as the 

competition between cities was being emphasised, the competitiveness between 

companies existing within the city was, through allusions to different industry 

                                                 
14 The terms cultural and creative industries were used interchangeably amongst people I did 
fieldwork with. O’Connor’s (2000) lengthy definition of “cultural industries” notes that even the 
UK government’s Department for Culture Media and Sport (DCMS) conflate the two. Originally 
avid promoters of the cultural industries the DCMS now refers to them as creative industries 
though O’Connor states that the reason for this is unclear (O'Connor 2000). He suggests that the 
distinction may go back to the activities of the Greater London Council (GLC) in the 1980s. The 
GLC used the term ‘cultural industries’ to emphasise the economic (i.e. wealth creating) benefits 
of activities which could be termed as ‘cultural’ and to stress the separation between the 
consumption of cultural goods such as television, books, magazines, radio, and concerts as 
separate from the public funding system. Thus the ‘industry’ around cultural production and the 
arts was given a clear economic rationale and linked explicitly to localised development projects 
as a way of bringing about greater employment through a trickle down effect. (O'Connor 2000). 
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sectors, also being refigured. The focus that MediaNet had on industry support as 

opposed to individual business support suggests that the companies which 

constituted “an industry” were expected to engage in some level of non-

competitive, collaborative activities for ‘the greater good’ of their industrial 

sector. One way in which this came to be argued was through the notion that 

individual companies who could not do all of their work in-house would be able 

to draw on the services of other companies in the same sector. Industry cohesion 

and the sense of collaborative effort that was supposed to be engendered among 

companies in a particular locale was articulated by MediaNet through the need 

for business networking facilities both in the form of networking events and 

online portals as discussed in future chapters.  

 

According to Florida (2000) one of the leading public commentators on urban 

development, “cultural” activities, under whose rubric the creative industries 

tend to be included, are a central feature of competitive cities. Since the demise 

of Manchester’s former industrial ‘glory’, the city’s identity as a creative location 

has been a key point of self-promotion and the emergence of the new media 

industries is closely tied to this ideology of creativity. A city councillor who I 

spoke to made the claim “Creativity is continually taking new forms and is part 

of the experience of Manchester today: the conversion of redundant warehouses 

by innovative property developers and local architects into accommodation for 

design, software, and multimedia companies: the clubs where many of the UK’s 
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leading music groups have emerged the Café bars and restaurants fitted out by 

young designers”15. 

 

A number of people who worked at the city council were closely involved with 

much of the new media development in the city, and encouraged the emergence 

of a new media industry as a key feature of local economic development. City 

councillors were instrumental in putting together bids for European funding 

which would bring money to the city and contribute towards the local 

development agenda. Rather than engaging directly with the process of 

supporting the local economy, councillors delegated this work to short-term 

development projects like MediaNet which would address particular issues 

concerning certain social or economic groups. Thus there were several 

organisations in the city which had been brought into existence through the 

efforts of a number of well connected and well placed individuals at the city 

council and their backing of particular funding opportunities. The short-term 

projects which resulted, although funded by discrete pots of money, were highly 

connected with myriad organisations in the city, as well as with the projects 

which had gone before them. Although funding was only ever provided on for a 

limited amount of time (usually three years) changes in staff at these projects did 

not follow the time cycle of the projects themselves. People would come and go 

throughout each project, and some would stay beyond the length of one project.  

 

Manchester is not alone in having claims made for it as a creative city. Claims 

that cities are creative are tied to wider discussions concerning the importance of 

                                                 
15 This is a quote from a paper written by a city councillor entitled “Manchester – the role of a 
networked city and region” that he gave to me during an interview.   
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creativity in contemporary economies (de Berranger and Meldrum 2000b). 

Across the UK cities such as Glasgow, Huddersfield and Sheffield, have been 

billed as creative centres and the concept of the creative city has been the basis of 

a great deal of discussion leading to a number of international conferences and 

publications (Chatterton 2000, Landry 2000). In Manchester. the music groups, 

record labels and nightclubs which brought Manchester fame in the 1980s 

(Haslam 1999) have provided a means through which claims could be made for 

the city as a cultural and creative centre. Furthermore a ‘creativity index’, based 

on criteria from Richard Florida’s book “The Rise of the Creative Class” (Florida 

2002) was applied to UK cities, and Manchester was identified as the most 

“bohemian” city in the UK, much to the delight of people who were working in 

new media development16.  

 

Within MediaNet an interest in the development of the new media industries as 

part of the ‘creative industries’ was also tied to the particular interests of 

individuals working in the project. The director, for example, had previously 

worked for the graphic design unit at the BBC and Caroline, one of the project 

support managers, had previously been employed on various projects to support 

the creative industries in Manchester and Liverpool before coming to work for 

MediaNet. It was impossible to separate these personal occupational histories, 

people’s interests and the more generalised rhetoric surrounding the importance 

of creative industries, but all of these aspects came together in the process by 

which the city was made to emerge as a place which was ‘ideal’ for the 

development of new media.  

                                                 
16 The measure was based on three criteria – the gay population, the number of patents per head 
and ethnic diversity. 
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Conclusion 

 

In this chapter I have attempted to provide an analysis of ‘the city’ in which I did 

my research, which does justice to the way in which the city was mobilised and 

made meaningful through the practices of economic development. Through a 

discussion of the difference between a phenomenological idea of the city as a 

landscape which is dynamically created through the process of dwelling, and an 

objectified notion of the city as it was mobilised during my fieldwork, I have 

explored some of the contemporary means through which places come to be seen 

as sites of ‘development’.  

 

I have argued that in order for the city or region to be posited as a competitive 

entity, the locale was not only transformed from a subjectively experienced place 

into a spatial category but was also created, through the identification of 

historical events, as a concept through which contemporary economic 

development activities were rendered meaningful. By making reference to 

historical events in the justification of present day activities, people who were 

working in the field of local development were able to create a logical link 

between isolated but significant events in the past, and their practices in the 

present. In this way, the city was translated from a place that these people 

experienced through inter-subjective processes of dwelling into one which could 

become invoked in other locales, could be posited in competition with other 

specific demarcations of space and could be attributed a seemingly agentive 

identity for example in terms of being attributed the qualities of ‘creativity’ and 
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‘competitiveness’. The working practices characteristic of certain kinds of 

creative and technical ‘industries’ or companies were explained as part of the 

city’s identity in relation to these historical events.  

 

It is through these processes of imagining the existence of a place beyond the 

personal or even social experience of being there, that it was possible for a region 

like the North West of England, or a city like Manchester to be identified as a 

place in need of ‘development’. However I would argue that these processes by 

which a vision of the city is made through the identification of historical events 

and the mapping of its spatial constitution are, despite their seeming divergence 

from the landscape of the city, in fact part of the lived experience of the city for 

the people who are engaged in its development.  

 

As I noted at the beginning this analysis is not only an anthropology of the city 

and region, but must necessarily be a study of practices in this locality. The 

process by which the city is made meaningful is, after all, part of the situated and 

inter-subjective activities of those people who are working for local development 

projects like MediaNet. Furthermore, the processes of city-making actually goes 

far beyond the organisational walls of local development projects to incorporate 

other people who are situated in positions of power and responsibility within the 

geographical space of the North West, not least managers and employees of the 

new media companies for whose benefit projects like MediaNet are created17.  I 

do not wish to suggest that the meaning of the spaces which these development 

projects created was ‘wrong’, for this would imply that there was a more ‘real’ or 

                                                 
17 For a discussion of the importance of political and business leaders as promoters of a city 
environment see Peck (Peck 1995). 
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truthful city which could be identified by better forms of measurement or more 

in-depth or personalised forms of historical research. Rather my analysis 

suggests that this particular conceptualisation of the city was in itself a socially 

constituted reading of the city, produced through particular forms of engagement 

or ‘storytelling’ which, rather than being laid on top of, or hiding the ‘real city’, 

provided a way into it (Ingold 1993c:153). 

This chapter has not focused in detail on the description of those activities and 

practices through which the city is made meaningful in a deeply ethnographic 

sense. Rather, I have attempted to give the reader a feel for “the city” that was 

being created through these practices of place making, and the purposes and 

effects that these practices had in the kinds of imaginations of place that were 

being created.  It is to people’s situated activities, and more specifically to ways 

in which certain activities are formed into the category of work that I turn to in 

the next chapter.  
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CHAPTER 3 

NEW MEDIA WORKPLACES 

 

In the last chapter, I looked at the means through which Manchester and the 

North West were constructed as spatial entities upon which development 

practices might be enacted. This was shown to draw on certain theories of 

globalisation and historical change. Through the mobilisation of these theories in 

practice it became possible for people who were hoping to bring about greater 

economic prosperity to imagine the city as simultaneously a context for work and 

a place defined by the working practices of those within it.  

 

However this view of the city drew on and created a generalised and 

homogenous picture of work practices which were explained by their constitution 

as part of the new media industries. This chapter attempts to engage with the 

ways in which the new media industries were being imagined as the site of 

certain kinds of activities, by providing a situated analysis of the organisation 

and interpretation of particular practices as ‘work’. One of the issues that this 

kind of analysis raises is the relationship between theories and descriptions of 

practice and the practices themselves. Whilst this is a wider concern of the whole 

thesis, my intention in this chapter is to explore the extent to which an 

understanding of work was given meaning through its situation in organisations. 

To what extent can this kind of focus contribute to an understanding of the ways 

in which work practices are reproduced? Although some people working within 

the field of new media were freelancers and their ‘workplace’ was a room in their 
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house, more frequently activities which were constituted as work were tied to 

and located in a particular company or organisation.   

 

What is the relevance then of the fact that these work practices were occurring 

within organisations?18 Can the idea of the organisation be usefully incorporated 

into our analysis and if so, how? Of what benefit is it to consider the activities of 

our research participants to be related to the organisations for which they work 

and does this create for us more problems than it solves?  

 

Anthropology and Organisations 

 

Anthropological analyses of economic activities have been surprisingly 

disinterested in developing a critical approach towards the concept of the 

company or the organisation as a socially meaningful category. Although there 

have been plenty of anthropological studies of practices which take place 

‘within’ organisations19, a consideration of the organisation itself has been left to 

business analysts and management theorists who have dominated the sub-

discipline of organisation studies (Batteau 2000).  

 

Business and management studies’ approaches to the organisation have focused 

primarily on the ways in which the unit of ‘the company’ or ‘the firm’ can shape 

people’s work activities through institutional structures which control the 

                                                 
18 In this overview I am aware that I omit to mention the extensive literature which exists 
regarding less economically oriented organisations for example schools, hospitals, and churches. 
This is due to the fact that I am interested in particular in the relationship between capitalist work 
practices and business oriented workplace activities. 
 
19 For example, see Van Maanen (2001) for review of ethnographies of organisations. 
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activities of employees. In this view workplace activities are seen to be 

determined un-problematically by the imposition of institutional regulations and 

forms. Ethnographic methods have come into favour in such disciplines to 

provide more grounded and empirical view of practices within the firm which 

have led to critiques of the notion of the organisation as a structure and the 

spread of the concept of organisational ‘culture’ to explain working practices.  

 

This view of organisations, whilst perhaps popular in the management literature, 

is not one which has been accepted as useful by anthropologists, who invariably 

have a much more critical reading of the notion of culture than these structuralist 

or functionalist interpretations imply (Wright 1994). In such a delimited view of 

organisations, ‘culture’ is invoked as the result of institutional structures or social 

forms of workplace cohesion. In this way, culture is made into an object that 

management can attempt to instigate or imbue in their workers (Ezzy 2001) 

through formal or social engineering. The arguments against this kind of 

ahistorical, essentialist and functional view of culture as contained or produced 

within organisational contexts have been extensively voiced and do not require 

reiteration here (Batteau 2000, Parker 2000). On the other hand. the 

appropriation of the idea of ‘culture’ to explain the organisation has been noted 

by some anthropologists as a potential focus of anthropological analysis not least 

because “the claim to ‘culture’ in organizations is itself ideological” (Wright 

1994). If this were a notion which had been reproduced amongst people working 

in new media in Manchester it would no doubt have provided a fruitful focus of 

research. As it was however, the idea of a workplace ‘culture’ was rarely invoked 
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as an explanation of the relationship between employees and their work during 

the time of my fieldwork. 

 

An alternative and more anthropological view of organisations comes from a 

focus on the relationships between different groups of people within an 

organisational setting and the emergence of particular workplace roles. In the 

past, this has taken the form of an analysis of power relations across 

organisational hierarchies for example between managers and workers on the 

shop floor as exemplified in the Manchester Factory studies of the 1950s 

(Cunnison 1982). The famous Hawthorn studies of the 1930s looked at the ways 

in which people developed particular roles within organisational structures which 

subverted or reworked official hierarchies (Gillespie 1991). A focus on power 

differentials within the workplace, whether imposed or emergent, has also been 

the basis of many studies of worker resistance (Bain and Taylor 2000, Ezzamel, 

Willmott, and Worthington 2001, Hale 2000, Wright 1997).  

 

Ouroussoff (2001) attempts to provide an anthropological alternative to 

rationalist managerial explanations of organisational difference, by looking at the 

means by which “organizational reality is constituted”.  The result is an 

intriguing comparison of two different organisational settings and the way in 

which cultural ideas about masculinity are played out in each. Ouroussoff argues 

that the different organisational ‘cultures’ of each firm cannot be explained by 

reference to the pressures of the institutional setting but must be understood in 

tension with managers’ conceptions of masculinity which have “developed 

historically within each individual manager and are a product of the society into 
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which he is born” (Ouroussoff 2001:57). However as she admits herself, her 

paper stops short of an understanding of what she sees as the “underlying cultural 

processes” which inform these managers actions. My intention in this chapter is 

not to consider the existence of some kind of generalisable and underlying 

cultural bases for people’s practices in organisations but rather to consider ways 

of incorporating the fact that the people I did fieldwork with conducted most of 

their work in companies into my analysis.  

 

Another area in which anthropologists have made inroads into an understanding 

of the relationship between practice and its situation in institutional settings has 

been in analysis of the work of international development agencies (Eyben 2000, 

Gardner and Lewis 2000, Green 2003, Grillo and Stirrat 1997, Harper 1998). The 

purpose of many of these studies has been to highlight the interaction between 

different domains of knowledge which occur in development settings. The 

knowledge produced by development agencies has been shown to be created in 

tension with demands of funding and subsequent reporting activities. The focus 

of these studies however, is the conflict between different forms of knowledge 

rather than the more general theoretical difficulties of how to incorporate 

organisational entities into an anthropological analysis of social practice. 

 

Recent critical studies of work activities have focused on the inter-subjective 

relationships between people as they create their own socially constituted 

domains of work (Lave 1993, Wenger 1998). Suchman (1987) has looked at the 

relationship between plans and actions and argues for the connections between 

work context and work practice to be explored. Orr (1996) draws on Suchman in 
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his work on photocopier engineers and goes beyond an observation of 

interpersonal relations between people as a means through which work is made 

meaningful to incorporate the material objects of work themselves into the 

analysis. Orr (1996) argues that in order to understand the work of photocopier 

engineers it is necessary to understand their work practice as a triangular 

relationship between technicians, machines and customers.  

 

It seems surprising that anthropological studies of science and technology 

haven’t paid more attention to the relationship between organisations and work 

considering the fact that most technical and scientific work20 goes on within 

organisations. Latour (1987, 1996) develops actor-network theory in relation to 

organisational settings but his explicit focus on the heterogeneity of actor-

networks of human and non-human artefacts undermines the logic of focusing on 

the seemingly bounded domain of “an institution”. Traweek’s (1988) study of the 

transnational community of high-energy physicists has been criticised for having 

too great a focus on the ‘citadel’ of physics and not venturing beyond it to look at 

how it looks from the “outside” (Martin 1996). Traweek’s study however, is 

outstanding for the way in which it manages to incorporate organisations into the 

analysis in a way which does justice to the complexities of the process by which 

her research participants come to make sense of their work and their world. 

 

On the one hand then, the incorporation of the idea of the ‘company’ or 

‘organisation’ into social analysis posits it as a context for social activities. On 

the other, social relations between people and between people and objects are 
                                                 
20 By ‘work’ I mean the specific activities which scientists and technicians are employed to 
undertake, as opposed to the more general processes by which scientific facts for example are 
shown by Latour (1987) to be made.  
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given primacy and the organisation recedes into insignificance. My intention in 

this chapter is to provide an analysis of new media practices which recognises 

the fact that people worked for companies without positioning the company as 

the determinant of their activities.  

 
During fieldwork I spent most of my time looking at the activities of people who 

worked for three different organisations, MediaNet, NUK (a new media company 

based in Rochdale, Greater Manchester) and Magnetic (an interactive advertising 

firm based in Manchester city centre). “The organisation” as locale for workplace 

activities was amongst the most prominent social forms in the demarcation of my 

field site. Firstly it was within the physical boundaries of the organisations’ walls 

that most working activities took place. Secondly, the reproduction of and 

continued existence of the organisations for which people were working formed 

a sense of cohesiveness and at least to some degree a sense of a shared project 

amongst the staff that were working there. However this did not mean that people 

had straightforward or easy relationships with the organisations that they were 

employed in. These small companies were given meaning and experienced not 

only through the physical office space, the name and image of the company and 

the purpose of the work that was done there, but also through the relationships 

that people had with others in their workplaces and in particular with managers, 

directors, and owners who they saw as embodying the organisation to the 

greatest degree.  To those outside the organisational boundaries, the social unit of 

the organisation was frequently imbued with agency, could at times be seen as a 

rival or competitor, or at other times could be drawn upon as an ally or partner in 

a joint project or goal. 
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Gellner and Hirsch (2001b) suggest that one of the key ways in which 

anthropologists can gain an understanding of the organisations that they study is 

by acknowledging the peculiarities of fieldwork experience. They note, “the 

practical issues involved in such studies (e.g. access) cannot be divorced from 

important questions of theory (e.g. how boundaries are constituted)” (2001b:2).  

It is for this reason that I open my discussion of the contemporary workplaces 

which I encountered through a consideration of my own experience of 

negotiating access with one of the companies in which I did research. 

 

Gaining Access 

 

The following situation came about during fieldwork I carried out at Magnetic, a 

web design company who specialise in online advertising campaigns. It was 

several months into my fieldwork that I gained ‘access’ to this firm, and I was 

keen to get some hands on experience of working life in the ‘digital industries’.  

Magnetic was made up of ten full time members of staff, five of whom had 

jointly set up the company and held directorial positions. It had been through a 

conversation with one of the directors, Tom, that I had been invited to do 

research in the organisation. I had previously interviewed another of the directors 

and had met other employees of the firm on various occasions over the previous 

few months, and when I arrived on the Monday morning, in the midst of hectic 

preparations for their first birthday party I was warmly invited in, shown around 

and told to make myself at home. It soon became very clear however that my 

explanations of what I wished to achieve from fieldwork were not entirely 

congruent with the setting in which I found myself.  
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Firstly, the spatial layout of the firm was such that people were organised into 

small rooms according to their role in the company. The “creatives” were all 

based together in one room, the account managers in another, and the new 

business manager and office administrator in another. This particular division of 

space, coupled with the use of email for much communication even within the 

offices meant that keeping on top of company activities was sometimes intrusive, 

usually interruptive and often impossible. It was awkward to gain access to the 

meetings and discussions which interested me about the organisation, and the 

opportunities which I had to talk to people were either formal allocations of time 

(such as, “you can spend an hour or so sitting with so and so”), or limited 

snippets of conversation, for example between telephone calls, whilst people 

used the photocopier, or as they stood waiting by the printer. 

 

The way in which the company offices were spatially organised was not only an 

issue in my research but also a point of contention at Magnetic. During my 

fieldwork the directors were in the process of searching for new premises where 

they would be able to have an open plan office layout. The separation of different 

members of staff into different rooms had been a necessity due to lack of space, 

and the particular way in which they had been arranged had been chosen on the 

basis of what resources people needed access to, such as printers and scanners, 

and what kind of activities they were engaged in. All of the design staff were sat 

at desks in the same room, all of the account managers shared an office, and 

there was a separate meeting room which was used when clients visited the 

offices, or for “brainstorming sessions” when given a new brief. Although people 

were organised in separate rooms they were free to wander around the offices 
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however most of the employees tended to stay at their desks for the majority of 

the day.  Though some discussions about work would take place across the office 

space, most of the conversations about projects that people were working on took 

place in meetings which were held behind closed doors in the meeting room. It 

was not unusual for one of the designers to wear headphones all day long, so 

little was he required to partake in general conversation during the time he was 

working. 

 

This contrasted with my experiences at NUK, another company at which I did 

fieldwork. It was explained to me very early on by Phil, the owner of the 

company, that at NUK “we do not have meetings”, a decision that Phil explained 

was driven by years of working in a rigid school environment. Whilst there were, 

from time to time, instances where members of staff were gathered together to 

discuss work, there was a noticeable lack of those highly codified and exclusive 

events that are most people’s experiences of meetings. Instead, the discursive 

gatherings which occurred were generally impromptu, open to all the people who 

worked there and unstructured. There was never anyone taking minutes, no 

chairperson and no attempt to impart the discussion with a recognised and 

repeatable structure. This had a positive impact upon my ability to conduct 

fieldwork as I was able to participate without any difficulty, in discussions 

surrounding issues that arose as a part of the day-to-day practice of building 

websites.  

 

The spatial organisation of the offices at NUK also made it easier for the staff to 

be involved in general discussions around work. In NUK’s offices the entrance 
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through a set of double doors opened into a small room where the website 

designers worked. The room also contained a tattered sofa on which any visitors 

could sit, and on which I spent much time sat jotting down notes. There was a 

doorway at the end of this room which led through to the back room, a smaller 

space where Phil, the director of the company, and Andrew, the office manager 

who dealt with most of the administrative and financial aspects of the company 

had their computers and desks. The two rooms were not clearly differentiated as 

‘belonging’ to any of the staff – tea, coffee and cups were kept on a table in the 

back room where Andrew and Phil sat, thereby encouraging people to come into 

this space regularly to help themselves to the refreshments.  The spatial 

organisation of the office reflected a conscious attempt to create a non-

hierarchical space in which to work. Phil told me “clients like this kind of open 

attitude. When people walk in you can often almost hear them breathe a sigh of 

relief that the office is informal and straightforward.” Phil wanted his clients to 

see that the company ran on low overheads and that they were dedicated 

primarily to the work they do, not simply the “image” or “lifestyle” of New 

Media. 

 

At MediaNet, on the other hand, meetings were a very important aspect of their 

work. One of the big problems perceived with the layout of their offices, which 

they shared with another project called CTM was that there was no meeting 

room. Because of the lack of a dedicated room for conducting meetings, staff 

meetings which supposed to be a weekly affair, thus took place in a local café-

bar. There were mixed feelings towards the decision to hold a meeting in a café. 

Some people saw it as a good opportunity to get out of the office, and felt that if 
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one was going to hold a meeting anywhere, it might as well be somewhere 

relaxed. However others argued that it just wasn’t professional to have meetings 

in a café, and complained about the presence of background music.  

 

At the first staff meeting I attended I was asked to take the minutes as it was 

already known that I would be writing things down anyway. Pete, the project 

manager, gave me a plan of how he wanted the minutes to be written up which 

followed standard conventions, and noted that I shouldn’t make them too long as 

they were just supposed to be a summary of the discussion and not a full record 

of the meeting. Despite the apparent informality of the meeting implied by its 

location in a café it was in fact very rigidly structured, with someone chairing, 

myself taking minutes and a pre-printed agenda distributed which included 

apologies for those who could not attend. This strange combination of structure 

and informality was a recurrent feature in the work practices at MediaNet. For 

example, people were expected to demonstrate autonomy and creativity in their 

work but were also clearly positioned within a structured chain of command 

involving line managers. 

 

Despite the apparent formality of meetings, my own position within MediaNet 

was much easier to negotiate than it was at Magnetic. Whilst meetings were a 

very important part of MediaNet’s work, regular staff meetings like that 

described above seemed more like a performance of an idea of ‘proper’ 

workplace practice, than a necessary part of achieving the aims of the project. 

For MediaNet staff, many of their daily activities were a kind of enactment of 

practices which were seen as an aspect of private sector activities, such as the 
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filing, form filling and report writing which was demanded of them by the 

European Union. This was evidenced by the frustration felt by staff as they found 

themselves creating endless filing systems, entering names onto databases, 

writing reviews of their past months activities or planning for the coming 

months, rather than engaging in the ‘proper’ work of assisting companies. Most 

of the discussions and decisions around actually achieving the project’s aims 

took place in day-to-day conversations in the office space or outside the front 

entrance during cigarette breaks rather than in formalised meetings. 

 

At Magnetic on the other hand, ‘meetings’ were the site at which most decision 

making about project work took place. In addition, some decisions were made 

through email communication or private one-to-one conversations between 

people within the office space. People were incorporated into these discussions 

on a ‘need-to-know’ basis. Even people working on the same project would not 

necessarily know that much about what others working on that project were 

doing. Thus access to information and to the discussions which took place 

around work practices were organised around people’s incorporation in those 

project activities.  

 

What then, of the observant anthropologist? Firstly the demarcation of space at 

Magnetic meant that whenever I sat with someone in one office, I was aware that 

things always seemed to be happening elsewhere. Secondly, the forms through 

which communication about work took place in the organisation meant that 

unless there was some reason I was expected to need to know about discussions 

surrounding a particular project, I would not be made party to them. My requests 
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as to whether or not I could sit in on meetings were invariably met with a 

positive response, but when it came to being told that the meeting was taking 

place at a particular time people would not remember to let me know.  

 

In order to gain greater access I had suggested that I might assist with bits of 

work that might need doing. I was unable, being a PhD student, to offer any 

financial recompense in return for the privilege of being allowed access to the 

firm. Offering my services had the dual effect of giving something in return for 

my time in the firm, and giving me greater access to the meetings which occurred 

around the different web development projects that were going on. When I first 

started fieldwork at Magnetic I was categorised as a student placement, however 

over time my role as a researcher was gradually realised and increasingly drawn 

upon by staff to inform their activities such as the writing of pitch proposals, 

informing client meetings and understanding competitors.  

 

Whilst most of the staff were not that familiar with anthropology, they were 

strong advocates of social research and its potential to inform their understanding 

of their client’s audiences, particularly in the context of marketing. Whilst my 

activities started out as odd jobs around the office, after a while I began to do 

some research on the Internet for them, trawling for snippets of information 

which they needed for the development of briefs and so on. Harvey and Green 

(2002) discuss the different kinds of conceptualisations of social research as they 

are achieved by audit, by approaches which attempt to understand the 

relationship between the social and the technical as a means of resolving 

problems in the implementation of technologies, and by ethnographic 
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approaches. They suggest that whilst there are similarities between the latter two 

perspectives, they are not however the same thing, the product of ethnography 

often being incompatible with the socio-technical model. Likewise I found that 

the perspective on social research that my research participants had was often 

similar but not the same as that which I was endeavouring to take. Whilst I was 

seen as being capable of conducting ‘social’ research, in this case it took the 

form not of ethnography but of a somewhat emaciated and limited form of 

market research based on searches on the Internet. The way in which this kind of 

market research was considered important thus became a focus of my 

ethnography rather than an activity to which ethnographic insight could 

contribute. In this way the work that I did during this time gave me a greater and 

deeper understanding of the activities of the company and meant that I was 

increasingly incorporated into the productive functions of the firm.  

 

Though the organisation is not the sole determinant of people’s working 

activities, it does play an important role in the ways in which people give 

meaning to their work activities.  Just as the company is reproduced by the 

activities of the people who work there, these activities are given meaning 

because of their situation within an organisational setting.  As I came to be 

incorporated into the work of Magnetic, I was made increasingly aware of the 

ways in which ideas about the value of different kinds of work were played out 

discursively within the setting of the workplace.  

 

During a chat with one of the directors she explained to me her discomfort at my 

doing unpaid work for them. If I was to continue doing it, then they wished to 
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pay me for it. I was in a situation where I could either be positioned very 

peripherally and not engage in the activities of the firm or I could participate and 

be included. I opted for the latter. I was worried that the wage-labour relationship 

would create barriers in my ability to do field research with the company and 

would compromise my position as observer in the organisation. I soon realised 

however that the relationship that I had agreed to partake in was sanctioned by 

and thus revealed particular kinds of expectations regarding fair work practices 

and a blurring between autonomy and control in this work environment. The 

company did not have rigid borders of insider and outsider like those which I had 

assumed. The organisation was not considered to pre-exist the people working 

there, rather it was hoped that its form would emerge dynamically and ‘naturally’ 

over time. As in many new media companies, the directors of Magnetic had a 

vision for how the company would be run. Although the experience of running a 

business was attributed great importance, the rigidity of what were seen as 

‘traditional’ working structures was not to be imposed from the outset. Instead it 

was envisaged that a working structure would emerge after a year or so of 

running the company after which time the forms of working which functioned 

most successfully could be codified into more established practices. To 

understand the reasons for this attitude towards workplace organisation it is 

useful to give a bit of background to the company.  

 

Magnetic was set up in 2001 by a group of five young self-styled entrepreneurs 

who had made a calculated decision to set up a company which married together 

the expertise and experience of a traditional advertising firm with the technical 

know-how and new forms of design creativity made possible by digital media. 
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Two of the directors, Maria and Susan, had been working for TAC, a global 

advertising company with offices in Manchester. They had become frustrated at 

what they saw as the closed-minded attitude of the advertising firm towards 

exploring the possibilities of digital technologies as a new communication 

channel for advertising. Friends of theirs, Tom and Alex had been working for a 

web design firm called Underground in Burnley, a town north of Manchester but 

frustration had been arising there too. Whilst ‘creative flair’ and new innovative 

projects were the driving force behind the Burnley company, the managers freely 

admitted that they had little knowledge of how to run a company, and no 

business plan or financial skills. Tom and Alex had realised that they were not 

going to get much further, either in terms of making a profit or expanding the 

company than they already had unless something changed. Furthermore both 

Tom and Alex had decided that they wanted to work with Maria. Alex knew 

Maria because he had worked at TAC previous to his time at Underground, and 

wanted to work with her as he had felt she would help make Underground more 

business focused. Underground had been a ‘typical new media company’ 

employing people with lots of talent and technical know how. However, no one 

knew how to deal with clients and how to run a business in a ‘business-like way’; 

rather they ‘were just stumbling along blindly’. Originally Maria had been 

supposed to join Underground however a breakdown in the relationship between 

Tom and one of his colleagues meant that bringing Maria’s expertise into 

Underground was no longer possible so they decided to set up a completely new 

company.  Alex and Tom left Underground and Alex was left doing freelance 

work on projects and putting everything in place to set up a company. When all 
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of this was in place Maria left TAC to join the new company that was christened 

Magnetic. 

 

The directors of Magnetic had made the important decision not to be beholden to 

anyone when they established the company and worked initially from Maria’s 

kitchen, with one laptop and a mobile phone. They were not funded by venture 

capitalists, and were able to build the company on the basis of an early contract 

which they had won, rather than on the blind faith of financial soothsayers. This 

had only been made possible because their first project had been with a cereal 

manufacturer whose account Maria had managed when she was working at TAC. 

Maria had put a bid in for the project whilst she was still at TAC but she had told 

the cereal company that she was leaving the advertising company to set up her 

own firm. After just one day of being in business Magnetic found out that they 

had got the contract for the cereal site. TAC had not been in a position to oppose 

Maria’s continuation of her work with the cereal manufacturer, as they could not 

provide the digital expertise that Magnetic could, and thus when Magnetic won 

the contract to work on a digital communications project for the cereal 

manufacturer, this secured the future of the nascent company.  

 

Having been set up without the financial and legal ties which venture capital 

would have posed, Magnetic were in a strong position to style their company as 

they desired. The initial contract they had won with a large household name 

strengthened their position within the local market and gave strength to their 

portfolio in order that they could win other projects and thus more work. 

Magnetic were at pains to strongly differentiate themselves from the large, 
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corporate advertising agencies with whom they were in competition. They also 

differentiated themselves from inexperienced and small time web design 

companies who “just do websites”. In describing the activities of their company 

they defined themselves as new and forward thinking (in opposition to 

“traditional” advertising firms) whilst avoiding the suggestion that this newness 

may mean they were inexperienced. 

 

Though I had envisaged that as a researcher I would be unequivocally positioned 

‘outside’ the company, the vocational histories of employees were thus not 

organised around a standardised path of professionalisation, and the primary 

organisational philosophy was one which embraced the incorporation of new 

ideas and diverse expertise. Contractors, freelancers and clients were all invited 

into the organisation, were drinking partners and friends of employees as well as 

being their colleagues. In this light and in the context of attempts to be open, fair 

and non-exploitative in their working practices, my recompense in their eyes was 

not problematic. The problem it seemed lay with my own conceptualisations of 

participation and my need to maintain a necessary level of distance between what 

I was doing and what the company employees were doing.  

 

The purpose of this chapter is not to go into a discussion of the epistemological 

and methodological concerns of anthropology at home (Jackson 1987) but rather 

to explore the ways through which activities were constituted as ‘work’ within 

new media companies. In order for Magnetic’s directors to fulfil their 

conceptualisations of morally sound working practice, they deemed it necessary 

to pay me for the services which I was providing, even though in my own eyes I 
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had considered access to the organisation payment in itself. A monetary 

exchange for my activities also had the effect of creating a contract between me 

and the organisation which clarified issues surrounding the ownership of 

information that I was producing for the company. Though the activities I was 

engaged in after payment should not have been any different as a result of the 

monetary contribution, in fact it had the effect of strengthening my incorporation 

into the firm.   

 

It is clear that a wage and contract creates a legal bond between an employee and 

the company that they are working for. However the relationship between 

monetary payment and productive activity is not as straightforward as it might 

seem. The fact that I could be paid for doing ‘bits and pieces’ of work during my 

time in the company and simultaneously be expected to do my own research, was 

indicative of the often ambiguous relationship that existed between productive 

work practices and company employment. This had important effects with regard 

to the extent to which people were able to categorise certain parts of their lives 

into ‘work’ and others into ‘play’ or ‘leisure’.  

 

At both Magnetic and NUK, designers were given the opportunity to engage in 

‘play’ at work. This was seen as a necessary part of enabling ‘creativity’ amongst 

staff. Jim, one of the designers at Magnetic explained how important 

experimentation was to the creative process. Experimentation time, although not 

directly aimed at making a finished object that could be sold to clients, was often 

seen to result in something which could be used on a client’s site. Jim elaborated 

“This time spent in experimentation pushes the boundaries of what can be done 
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with the technologies and particularly with things like Action Scripting. ‘Flash’ 

nowadays allows you to mix technologies much more easily than was previously 

possible and this opens up all kinds of possibilities for using quick-time movies 

and music to create a more vivid and interesting messages which allows you to 

communicate with the audience in more subtle but effective ways. But…” he 

added, “it should be the idea and not the technology that drives you.” He then 

went on to describe technologies as a tool to facilitate the creative process rather 

than the thing that actually determines the possibilities and limitations of what 

you can and cannot do. 

 

Often the form that play in the workplace took went beyond any expectation of a 

productive outcome. At another Manchester new media company, the idea of 

play was objectified in the location of a pool table amongst the desks in the 

offices. In NUK, Phil would sometimes bring his guitar into work and he and 

David would have a ‘jamming session’ in the middle of the office, sometimes to 

the annoyance of other employees who were trying to get on with what they saw 

as more productive activities.  

 

Whilst reorganising certain work practices as ‘play’ was supposed to have the 

effect of giving staff greater freedom, and autonomy in their working lives, it 

also had the effect of blurring the line between working and non-working time. 

At NUK Phil and David, the two managers, were always on the lookout for new 

clients whether they were at work or not. Jobs were commissioned at the most 

unlikely moments – at barbeques with family members, on camping trips with 

old friends. One of the designers, Scott, would often work when he got home in 
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the evenings to try and figure out a particular technical problem he was having at 

work and would come into the office the next morning, triumphantly brandishing 

a CD or floppy disk with his solution saved onto it.  

 

The expectation that people in positions of responsibility would spend their lives 

thinking about and submitting to the demands of their work was articulated by 

Tom, one of the directors at Magnetic when he compared his experiences at 

Underground with his current employment. People at Underground used to just 

work “nine to five every day”, and “would never stay past five thirty in the 

evening”.  In contrast Tom explained that people at Magnetic work much harder.  

Although clearly valuing the importance of hard work in general, Tom added 

pointedly that sometimes “I would like to go home earlier” and stressed that the 

levels of work were very high especially when there were lots of jobs on the go. 

At these times they had to stay at work just so that everything could get done.  

Ross (2003) explores this paradox in his ethnography of New York’s new media 

industry, “Silicon Alley”21. Taking a neo-Marxian perspective, Ross illustrates 

how despite the utopian ideals that were being pursued in many new media 

companies - ideals such as the concepts of creative freedom, self-determination 

and equality, no one he met described the new media workplace as ‘just’. Ross 

writes, “Not because of any coercive bidding but through the seductive channel 

of “work you just couldn’t help doing” had the twelve hour day made its furtive 

return.” (Ross 2003:255).  

 

                                                 
21 Generally considered the global centre for new media production, New York’s new media 
industry came to be known as Silicon Alley, a play on the term Silicon Valley, given to the semi-
conductor chip manufacturing area of the San Francisco peninsula in the 1970s (Tajnai 1985). 
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The way in which certain activities were given the label of work, was not then 

tied to a triangular relationship between money, time and labour. Although 

‘work’ still referred to those activities done in the name of company profit or 

company benefit, it neither followed clearly demarcated sets of time (e.g. a 35 

hour week) or payment based on the completion of tasks. Instead, an 

understanding of what constituted work, necessarily required an ongoing 

engagement with this thing called ‘the company’ as it was manifested through 

interpersonal relationships involving socially constituted categories of trust, 

obligation, responsibility and agency.  

 

Though Ross sees new media managers’ attempts to engender a deep 

commitment from their members of staff as potentially deleterious, the intention 

of the owners and directors of the companies I did fieldwork with was to bring 

about some kind of equality to the workplace. Phil, the owner of NUK, explained 

the way in which he wished to run his company in terms of the problems he saw 

with other kinds of organisations that arise “when they become institutionalised”.  

Phil told me that he felt that they become like “a machine where everyone has a 

function. Then they become boring to work in and hierarchical”. Hierarchies, he 

explained cause tension because they create differences in the privileges afforded 

to different people, which causes resentment. People become suspicious or 

jealous of people who are promoted, and are subsequently positioned as higher 

than themselves. Furthermore as people get higher up the organisation certain 

processes get hidden from those below to create a kind of mystique of power at 

the top. In order to counteract this, Phil explained that he wanted his company to 
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remain small and flat structured. He attempted to achieve this by giving each of 

the employees shares in the company.  

 

Phil was very clear about the fact that his interest in running the company was 

not the pursuit of great amounts of money; rather it was a way of making a living 

which gave him the freedom to work in a way in which he wanted to work. 

NUK’s day-to-day activities revolved around creating websites for companies. 

Most of the companies that they designed websites for were small firms from the 

local area. The money made from each job was not great and they tended to 

charge around £350 a day for the websites which they created, going up to £700 

a day for one company which they knew would be able to afford it. Both Phil and 

his recently established business partner David, had considerable qualms about 

what it meant to be running one’s own business. Both positioned themselves as 

‘socialists’ at heart, and the issue of whether or not, by running a small company, 

they had become the imperious “they” to which all ills could be attributed was a 

recurrent source of concern; “who are ‘they’?” they would ask rhetorically  

“maybe we are ‘they’ now that we have a business!”. The emphasis which the 

director put on the creation of a very particular kind of working environment was 

a way in which he could resolve this ideological conflict.  

 

Another way in which it was felt that work was made more satisfying was in the 

opportunity employees had to see their own work out in the public domain. This 

was articulated to me in particular by the marketing manager of a company who 

recognised the value that workers ascribed to having a stake in their own work. 

He had shown some of his colleagues a newspaper article which complemented 
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the website that they had built for a premier league football club: “So the team, 

when I showed the team that [article] today, the team that had worked on [the 

site], they were punching the air, they were high filing, because someone out 

there is saying…‘these guys are doing the business, they are the benchmark for 

how it should be done’.” 

 

The ideal of a particular kind of working environment was not only embodied in 

the forms of communication and the spatial organisation of the office but also the 

creation of a particular kind of look and feel to working spaces. Magnetic’s 

offices were located in the redeveloped area of the city centre named by 

developers the “Whitworth Village”. This area is popular with new media 

companies, of which there are many who have their offices in the old cotton 

warehouses or nestled in new developments under the heavy Victorian railway 

arches, which crisscross the canals and waterways of the redeveloped industrial 

areas of Castlefield and Deansgate Locks. Magnetic’s offices were highly 

characteristic of companies associated with the Internet in terms of both interior 

design and city centre location. They reflected the style of high-flying dot-com 

entrepreneurs who with the help of venture capital had decked out their 

workplaces with young, chic designs and anti-corporate paraphernalia.  

Magnetic’s offices were situated at the end of a corridor flanked by heavy 

wooden panels on either side and interspersed with glass paned doors to other 

company offices. At the very end of the corridor was an open door, through 

which Magnetic’s offices lay. Light from the chrome spotlights drew the visitor 

into the offices, and once in there, the darkness of the approach was replaced by 

a bright and airy space. Thick, square, glass picture frames were attached to the 
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light blue walls by silver studs, and were filled with examples of the company’s 

work in various stages of development – early pencil line drawings taken from 

preparation for a children’s cereal website, as well as ‘screenshots’ of their most 

aesthetically commanding pieces of finished work.  

 

NUK on the other hand, had none of these glossy symbols of success and brazen 

creativity displayed in their office. “NUK” had their offices in Rochdale, Greater 

Manchester and was a company made up of around six people who worked both 

full time and part time, with freelance staff who came in on an ad hoc basis. 

Shadowed by the presence of two enormous gas storage tanks and framed by the 

dark moorland by which Rochdale is surrounded, this company was based in a 

room in an enterprise park on a local industrial estate on the outskirts of the 

town. The heavy door leading into the one storey breezeblock building was 

locked at all times and visitors were required to report to a reception area next 

door to the office on arrival.  

 

The enterprise park building was reminiscent of a warehouse. The high ceilings, 

shiny red painted floors and breezeblock walls were at odds with my 

preconceptions of “new media” offices when I arrived there. The companies I 

had visited in central Manchester were immaculately kept and highly stylised 

spaces, often equipped with opulent leather sofas, glass coffee tables with 

carefully placed arrays of publicity materials and industry magazines strewn 

neatly on available surfaces for the client’s perusal. Large fish tanks with 

brightly coloured tropical fish, frosted glass walls, atrium-like waiting areas and 
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large bowls of fruit and sweets seemed to be the normal paraphernalia of the 

‘forward thinking’, ‘dynamic’ and sophisticated new media entrepreneur.  

 

The way in which the owners of these small companies had chosen to present 

their office space was an explicit engagement with and a reflection on the 

aesthetics of dotcom companies which preceded them. The dotcom boom, which 

had occurred during the mid to late ‘90s as a result of an amazing display of 

techno-utopian conviction on the part of venture capitalists, had been 

characterised by a proliferation of small entrepreneurial companies whose 

business plans were based around the new medium of the Internet. The Internet 

was heralded as a new way of doing business, which worked on totally different 

principles due to the ‘virtuality’ of the medium. Theoretically companies could 

have a ‘global’ audience for their websites, a realisation which attracted the 

attention of advertisers. Here was an “untapped” market waiting to be advertised 

to and so advertising became very early on, a key source of revenue for dotcom 

companies dealing in the transfer and availability of information. This was soon 

followed by e-commerce, where goods were sold catalogue-style over the 

Internet. At this time the excitement surrounding the medium of the Internet 

meant many companies which were celebrated as success stories around the time 

of the dotcom boom later went bankrupt, though not before some savvy 

entrepreneurs had sold their companies to become the first ‘dotcom millionaires’. 
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None of the people who I met working in new media in Manchester would have 

considered themselves to be working for dotcom companies22, however the décor 

of many of the companies was clearly derived from a style which the dotcoms 

had created, a cross between corporate design and playful reverie (c.f. Ross 

2003). Although the people working in Manchester’s new media companies 

situated themselves as removed from the ‘hype’ that surrounded these high-risk, 

high-profit ventures, the ways in which they many of them chose to organise 

their workplaces was consciously tied to innovative, modern or even post-

modern ways of working.  

 

Work and Identity 

 

In this sense, people’s understandings of their own work can be also understood 

by reference to studies on worker identity. Adkins and Lury (1999) suggest that 

workers are increasingly seen as able to choose their identities at work. In this 

way ‘identity’ has come to be constituted as an occupational resource through 

which people can decide how to engage in the performance of self. Adkins and 

Lury (1999) go on to explore what might happen when people are denied the 

possibility of claiming authorship over their own identities. This is an 

illuminating consideration for my understanding of new media work practices. 

For what was very evident amongst new media workers was the importance of 

being able to choose how to organise themselves, how they were going to work 

and what kind of identity they wished to portray both as individuals and on a 

company level. People frequently articulated their employment within a 

                                                 
22 This was because dotcom companies were companies which traded on the Internet, rather than 
creating web content.  
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particular company as an expression of their own identity. When conflicts 

occurred between people within organisations this was also articulated through 

the language of identity.  

 

At MediaNet arguments frequently occurred with CTM over the ability of staff in 

each organisation to portray the ‘right’ kind of organisational identity. MediaNet 

and the CTM were based in offices joined by a connecting door. During the 

course of the project, MediaNet staff had developed an identity for the project 

which was quite separate from that created for CTM. The former was seen by its 

employees as a project which promoted creativity and artistic flair, which 

supported self-directed and independent forms of working and individual 

responsibility for people’s job roles. The CTM on the other hand, valued a much 

more ‘formal’ attitude to work and client relations, which was evident not least in 

the way in which the employees dressed in much smarter and more corporate 

attire than the MediaNet staff. 

 

The walls of the MediaNet office bore several promotional posters for arts, 

media and music events in the city, postcards from local art galleries and on the 

desks, in between piles of output forms and folders full of company details, were 

programmes from the art house cinema and local theatre outlining forthcoming 

performances and events. Caroline the project support manager, and John and 

Sara two support officers, had all subscribed, on Caroline’s advice, to an email 

distribution list about arts events which people in Manchester’s artistic 

community might be interested in attending and grants which they might be able 
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to apply for. The refreshments table housed an extensive range of herbal teas as 

well as the usual tea, coffee and sugar.  

 

In the corner of MediaNet’s office worked Josh and Matt, two local freelancers. 

One was a DJ and music writer for a listings magazine and the other a kind of 

creative jack-of-all-trades who promoted and organised events, worked at the 

local theatre, ran club nights and DJed too. Their presence in the office bolstered 

the ‘non-corporate’ ambiance of the project. Eclectic jazz and Latin music drifted 

over from their desks, and over time their corner of the offices became filled with 

CD covers, bits of paper covered in doodles, floppy disks and blank CDs 

scattered in disarray around the old Apple Mac computer and scanner which, 

although it didn’t work properly, was the only computer with Photoshop23 on it 

and which eventually became the exclusive domain of these two freelancers.  

 

It is clear from this example that the identity of the organisation could not be 

separated from the means through which staff engaged in constructing their own 

identities. The organisation did not determine people’s identities but rather was 

an idea and material entity through which people attached meaning to their 

working practices. Clearly organisations do not exist, as Gellner and Hirsch put 

“in a vacuum” (2001b:4) The question then, is how can we understand practices 

which are made meaningful in part through their situation in organisational 

settings through their relationship to the world ‘outside’ the organisation.  

 

                                                 
23 A piece of software for manipulating images. 
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One way of going beyond from a bounded interpretation of organisational 

context and work practices might be through reference to more generalised shifts 

in working practices like those suggested by new economy theorists. The shift 

from Fordism to post-Fordism as described in the last chapter has been 

characterised in terms of an increase in short term working contracts, the 

necessary re-skilling of the workforce around technological developments, and 

the increasing importance of creative professions to the functioning of the 

economy. Another defining feature of the new economy is supposedly the speed 

at which business is conducted, exemplified by books like Gates and 

Hemingway’s “Business @ the speed of thought: succeeding in the digital 

economy” (1999). This has both been noted in terms of the speed at which 

people can now communicate, and the speed with which “cultural artefacts 

become disposable and depleted of meaning” (Lash and Urry 1994:3). Many of 

the commentators on the new economy have paralleled the shift into post-Fordist 

production or post-industrial society (Bell 1973), with rise of post-modern 

society characterised by heightened reflexivity and aesthetic populism (Jameson 

1991, Lash and Urry 1994).  

 

Gee, Hull and Lankshear (1996) take a linguistic approach to understanding the 

“new economy”, and identify how pervasiveness of the language of the new 

capitalism impacts both within and beyond business practices. They identify the 

way in which the language of “networks, connections and interconnections” 

(ibid.:49) is used to understand all manner of contemporary phenomena, from 

schooling, to computing, to cognitive science. This echoes Martin’s (1994) 

excellent work on the idiom of flexibility in American society. Although 
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ostensibly a book about immunity in the USA, Martin situates the discourses and 

practices which she follows throughout, in relation to changing working practices 

and new technologies in the USA. Notably, one chapter of the book is concerned 

with the embodied flexibility of business managers who are quite literally called 

upon to ‘be flexible’ during management away days by doing assault courses and 

other physical bonding and team building activities.    

 

Though it is easy to identify many of these phenomena in the work practices of 

the people with whom I did fieldwork, the differences between each of the 

different workplaces provides an important caveat to too great an acceptance that 

societal changes impact on people’s lives in uniform ways. Structural analyses 

often seem to suggest that there is only one possible reaction to macro changes, 

that generalised shifts in economic processes have a directly causal relationship 

with the responses that actors have to these changes. But this supposes a 

separation between the structures of social life and life itself. It denies the 

possibility for seeing the two as manifestations of each other, interrelated in 

complex ways and shaping each other in an unpredictable manner. Theories 

which explain work practices in terms of an idea of a new economy fail to leave 

space for an exploration of the ways in which people who are living and working 

in circumstances of economic transformation and trying to change the world in 

particular ways, wrangle for the opportunity to do so. On the other hand, studies 

which posit the means by which people understand their worlds at the level of 

practice determined by organisational settings frequently fail to recognise the 

mutually constitutive relationship that seems to exist between practice and 

theory. As I illustrate throughout the coming chapters, the assumption of a 
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separation between theories and practice is neither useful nor helpful for 

interpreting contemporary work practices.  

 

In this chapter I have explored how, through the ethnography of work practices 

we can understand them to enacted not in organisations, nor existing on a meta 

level above organisations.  Rather I see work practices as articulated and 

experienced through an ethnographically grounded concept of the organisation. 

In this chapter I have provided an overview of some of the ways in which 

practices were constructed and made meaningful as work by looking at the way 

in which they were experienced through the concept of the organisation. In future 

chapters I focus on other ways in which we might be able to reconcile an 

understanding of situated economic practice which, although experienced 

through an idea of organisations also manage to incorporate ideas, practices, 

discourses and symbols from other places and other times. 
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CHAPTER 4 

REALISING OUR POTENTIAL: PARADIGMS OF NEWNESS AND 

CHANGE 

 

The “new economy” is frequently characterised with reference to globalisation 

and the associated shrinking of space and time brought about by new 

technologies (Castells 1994, Harvey 1990, Harvey 1996a). At the heart of such 

analyses there is invariably an attempt to understand and theorise change and the 

progressive increase in the velocity at which such changes are perceived as 

taking place. The purpose behind such analyses ranges from an attempt to record 

these changes as they occur, to proposals of how to deal with such change. Some 

offer a futurism on how such changes will affect society, and others attempt to 

understand the antecedents and in turn the reasons for the rise of fast-capitalism 

and the flexible, destabilized landscape in which people must nowadays live their 

lives (Gee, Hull, and Lankshear 1996). At the heart of many of these descriptions 

lie information and communication technologies. New technologies provide both 

the evidence of change inasmuch as they are the physical manifestation of 

advances in knowledge, and at the same time, they are supposed to provide the 

conditions for greater speed and greater levels of change in the future. In Marx’s 

view of capitalist economy, technologies allow the economic agents to ensure 

that “more and more commodities” are produced “within a shorter and shorter 

space of time” (Brennan 2000:88) which allows them to gain greater access to 

the market. Thus fundamental to the development of technology is a search for 

increases in speed. In recent years, the spread of information and communication 
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technologies (ICTs) and increases in their capacity and speed, have led to claims 

that we are experiencing a period of unprecedented change.  

 

On the other hand there are those who question the suggestion that the world of 

work has undergone a “sea-change” over the past decades. Here allusions to the 

past are often made to disprove the radical significance of particularly celebrated 

new technologies. The emergence of the telegram, telephone, train, car – the 

invention of all of these communications devices have at one time or another 

been the cause of both excessive optimism for what the future might hold, and 

worry about the potentially detrimental impact of such technological devices on 

society (Carr 2003). If one asks what it is about these new technologies which is 

so different, and consider the ways in which they really affect the way in which 

people make sense of their lives, the answer is often, very little.  

 

In this chapter however, I wish to steer away from a discussion which either 

supports or criticises the “new economy” in the terms in which it has been 

discussed by some anthropologists, economists, sociologists and human 

geographers (Burns 2000, Carr 1999, Kenney 1996, Leadbeater 1999, Luttwak 

2002, Thrift 2000, Wallace 1989). My interest lies not in debating whether or not 

the new economy is really new or the ways in which technologies impact on 

society either positively or negatively. Rather, I am interested in what it is which 

makes these questions and discussions on newness and change pertinent 

questions to ask. I am interested in looking at the way in which the “newness” of 

the economy is envisaged through acts of ‘framing’ local economic processes. To 
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this end I focus in this chapter on technological convergence - an idea which is 

central to new media - as an example of a ‘new economy’ practice. 

 

Introducing Convergence 

 

The term convergence has been used among scholars and business analysts for 

many years to describe the processes of renewal and change experienced in the 

high technology industries and more recently the new media industry. The idea 

of technological convergence, generally ascribed to Negroponte (1995), refers to 

a shift, a change in the use of different technologies from diverse scientific and 

technical spheres that moved together to create new objects and new uses for 

those objects. A dynamic concept, the idea of digital convergence specifically 

refers to the movement of telecommunications, print, broadcast and computing 

into a new domains for the purpose of creating products that tie together all of 

these historical strands to bring about new forms of communication and storage 

(Mueller 1999).  

 

The use of the term convergence is employed both by those observing the 

economy as if they were “outside” it (economists, academics, politicians, civil 

servants) and by people working within new media industry themselves, to depict 

the kinds of activities and products that define new media. As well as being used 

within academia, the notion of convergence informs policy documents (DTI and 

DCMS 1998, Simpson 2000), is written about in trade magazines (Dettmer 

2002), is the basis of academic argument and discussion (Cawson 1998, Hulley 

1994), is used to describe company identities, forms the basis of conferences, and 
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in the support organisation I focus on in this thesis, was the driving paradigm 

behind the project of development which they were working to achieve. 

 

The discursive way in which convergence is referred to and enacted in practice 

has led me to an analysis which should highlight the emergent properties of the 

concept. Rather than taking convergence to be a singular description of a 

structural process of technical change, I explore in this chapter the idea that the 

change that convergence describes is not separable from its description. Instead I 

look at convergence as a metaphor for and descriptor of change which has gained 

its predominance from the fact that it cannot be pinned down to a single process, 

a single model, from the fact therefore of its own reproduction.  In doing this I 

follow Callon (1998) who notes that when studying economies we must realise 

that part and parcel of economic practice is economic theory. Here then, an 

understanding of convergence necessarily demands a joint consideration of 

differing ideas about convergence in variously linked domains. I bring together 

an overview of convergence as written about in academic publications, in the 

localised spoken and written form of convergence iterated by the director of 

MediaNet and in the explication of the convergence paradigm amongst new 

media company directors.  

 

Another way of articulating the purpose of this chapter might be to describe it as 

an engagement with the issue of what it is that we as anthropologists can add to 

an understanding of settings where the people we work with and the theories we 

use are intrinsically tied up with those of our informants. This dilemma is well 

voiced by Macdonald (2002) in her study of the science museum:  
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“Some museum staff knew a lot about anthropology. We sometimes 

discussed it, museum staff joking about being ‘my tribe’ and about my 

observation of their ‘savage customs’…Many museum staff were 

reflexive, and often ironic, droll and self-critical about their work and 

about museums more generally. Insightful though this was it sometimes 

led me to worry about whether I would have any ‘extra’ layers to add to 

those already offered by my ‘subjects’”(Macdonald 2002:12). 

 

What I hope to show is that this merging and blending of ideas across domains 

and the constant process of reconfiguration that occurs within in it is in itself 

highly illuminating. Finding a way of incorporating this into our writing is 

essential for a responsible and honest analysis. In the case of convergence, 

extrapolating a division at this point between the way in which convergence is 

practiced and understood in a localised sense and a purportedly ‘higher’ debate 

surrounding the convergence paradigm taking place in academia would be an 

artificial separation of theory and practice. Instead more fruitful analysis of the 

pervasiveness of debates surrounding this paradigm will arise if we consider each 

utterance and opinion on convergence as part of the fact of its existence and part 

of the reason for its manifestation. It is only by achieving the kind of analysis 

which recognises the blurring between different domains that we can then begin 

to separate out the ways in which the entanglement of ideas and categories 

become disentangled, and categories become reinforced in particular ways for 

specific effect. As Strathern puts it, “there are different ways of presenting 

complexity to the imagination and they are not all equally as good” (2001).  
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What follows is an account in the form of a bricolage (Levi-Strauss 1962) of 

different voices and different takes on convergence through which an impression 

of its existence24 can be derived. I will then make some suggestions for the 

relationship between the pervasiveness of the convergence paradigm, an apparent 

fetishization of change, the conceptualisation of need and the kinds of working 

practices through which such fetishization is realised. In this way I intend to 

identify some of the implications of these observations for the separation and 

(re)definition of different kinds of practices as economic or non-economic, 

public or private.  

 

Conversations on Convergence 

 

It was common at MediaNet for staff to attend seminars and conferences in order 

to learn more about the new media industry and to meet companies who might be 

in need of assistance. MediaNet’s interest in conferences led the director and 

manager of the project to take a number of local companies to a new media 

festival in Canada in an attempt to build trade links overseas as well as gaining a 

rapport with companies and more knowledge about the industry. As well as these 

occasional overseas trips set up by the more senior staff, all of the employees 

were encouraged to attend more local events  - seminars, launch parties, trade 

fairs and conferences on issues relating to new media and local economic 

development.  

 

                                                 
24 I use existence in a phenomenological sense, in that it exists subjectively by virtue of its being 
talked about and objectified rather than making an a priori claim for an identifiable and 
reproducible account of a particular process.  
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The way in which these conferences and festivals were organised and publicised 

was a source of considerable interest for MediaNet staff who were regularly 

involved in organising their own seminar based events in Manchester and the 

surrounding area. Badly organised events were criticised by staff for 

demonstrating a lack of knowledge or understanding of companies’ needs, (“we 

could have done it better than that”, “that was far too technical”, “No one wants 

to know about broadband any more!”) whilst successful events were treated 

either with surprise or self-deprecation (“how did they get so many people to 

attend?”; “They had some really good speakers”, “did you see their publicity 

materials?”).  When invitations to a conference in the nearby city of Sheffield on 

the topic of ‘convergence’ arrived on people’s desks one morning they were 

enthusiastically received around the office. The flyers, designed like wedding 

invitations and filled with confetti, announced “the arrival of the b.tv festival, the 

UK’s first celebration of creative use and abuse of convergence media” and 

requested “the pleasure of your company at the celebrations”.  

 

Impressed by the idea of a wedding invitation to illustrate the ‘marriage’ of 

convergent media, two members of staff decided that they were interested in 

going and I chose to attend as well. The conference was an opportunity for all of 

us to get out of the office for the day, and after the cost of the conference had 

been cleared with the director and the finance department, it was confirmed that 

the three of us would attend.  

 

John, Matt and I made the short train journey across the Pennine Hills which 

separate Manchester and Sheffield at the beginning of December 2000 to attend. 
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The conference had been organised by a company who carried out consultancy 

and fundraising for several publicly funded organisations and was attended 

predominantly by people working in different capacities for ‘the arts’ or in public 

sector organisations. Of the 120 people who were registered, about 20 had come 

from new media companies, and the rest were either freelancers, worked for 

government or EU funded support organisations like MediaNet or were from 

Universities. The one-day conference had been arranged as an opportunity to 

‘celebrate’ convergence and its importance in different technical-creative 

domains.  

 

Gaming 

 

After registering and receiving a ‘party pack’, containing what was described as 

“games, toys and exclusive limited edition lingerie by Julia Gash”, we wandered 

up to the large atrium at the core of the Centre for Popular Music which had been 

chosen as the venue for the event. We were soon called into the first seminar, 

presented by a company called Synergy who were to tell us about “interactive 

gaming”. As well as way of mediating apparently neutral, factual information 

about interactive computer games, the seminar was opportunity for the company 

to make a sales pitch to the audience about the interactive games that they 

produced. Synergy had started out as an events organising company and in 1998 

began broadcasting events over the Internet, for organisations like First Tuesday 

a global networking event for people working in the ICT and new media sectors. 

They had moved into the arena of interactive gaming in 1999 when they 

launched a gaming festival called Evolution. According to the speaker, Evolution 
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had brought about the realisation amongst its attendees that convergence was a 

phenomenon of great importance: “we realised at the festival - convergence is 

really here. Everyone at this festival was thinking outside the boxes of ‘TV’, 

‘Games’ and the ‘Net’. The focus of the day was ‘design for modern consoles’ 

spurred by the release of the latest PlayStation console.”  

 

The term convergence as it was used in this seminar referred to a change in the 

games industry away from computer games played by individuals on stand-alone 

machines towards ‘interactive’ forms of gaming. The Evolution gaming festival 

in ’99 had heralded the ‘death’ of console-based stand-alone games and 

celebrated an inevitably interactive future for video and computer games. This 

was evidenced by a plethora of convergent media which were due to come out in 

the next year such as the PlayStation 2 and the Xbox.  It was recognised that their 

presence would replace older console based platform games which were destined 

to become obsolete. The following description of the PlayStation 2 games 

console clearly illustrates the importance ascribed to the convergent properties of 

these new technologies: 

 

“Designed with the future in mind, PlayStation 2 has you covered 

as a home entertainment system. PlayStation 2 can play DVDs from 

the moment you plug it in, and there's a stylish DVD Remote 

Control available if you want to complete the home cinema feel - 

just one of a range of dedicated PlayStation 2 peripherals. 
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“As your entertainment needs grow, PlayStation 2 is going to be 

ready: by adding an online network connection and an optional 

hard disk drive you'll be able to play games online, surf the web 

and access interactive TV services. PlayStation 2 was conceived 

with all these opportunities in mind, not just those available at the 

time of development.”25 

 

Reproducing this kind of futurism conveyed by the PlayStation 2 marketing 

spiel, the speaker suggested that the days when new games could be successfully 

designed and sold on the basis of an augmentation simply in the quality of 

graphics were numbered. Consumers would not stand for re-releases of games 

which had simply been technologically enhanced – they were already getting 

tired of being offered simply new and improved versions of the “same old 

games”. Instead gamers were after a completely different experience from their 

consoles. Furthermore, at the same time as people were seen to be becoming 

dissatisfied with speed and direction of games development, games companies 

were getting to the point where an increase in the quality of graphics and coding 

which had driven the games market in the past, was no longer financially viable. 

Technological advances could only go so far before it would just be too 

expensive and too time consuming to put any more man-hours and coding into a 

single game.  

 

The way in which this limitation on the progressive development of technologies 

along a linear trajectory was resolved was through a change of direction 

                                                 
25 http://uk.playstation.com/hardware/ps2Console.jhtml?linktype=NAV 
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embodied in the idea of convergence and the move towards ‘interactivity’. 

Interactive gaming was seen to be exciting as it offered something more than just 

better graphics and effects, it offered a new platform, a new ‘gaming experience’ 

and a new distribution mechanism which could breathe vitality back into the 

videogames industry.   

 

As well as a shift in the design and focus of the technological objects themselves, 

a change in the mechanisms of distribution were pointed to as important. The 

speaker saw the form through which games would be distributed as a key factor 

in determining the institutional conditions ruling the access to production of 

these games. The current market was known to be mainly dominated by a few 

large companies who could afford to put a lot of money into very large projects 

over long periods of time before seeing any return on their investment. Digital 

convergence however, was expected to bring about possibilities for new, smaller, 

more original players to enter the market. This was articulated in terms of an 

injection of ‘fresh blood’.  

 

Big budget projects by their very nature were seen to lack innovation, tending to 

stick with a proven genre rather than to trying anything new. The risk of 

producing an unpopular game was too great to allow too much experimentation. 

The speaker did not go into an explanation of why it was he saw large companies 

as slow to respond to market conditions however this is a common 

conceptualisation voiced among people working within new media. The fact that 

big companies are conceived as being slow to respond to market change is seen 

to give people working within small organisations an edge, a head start and thus 
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a competitive advantage. Although large companies had the budgets to invest in 

new games with large amounts of coding, new distribution mechanisms provided 

a potential means by which small companies might be able to get their foot in the 

money-making door. By developing simple games for the Internet, mobile 

phones, iTV26 and PDAs, companies with smaller budgets but more flexible 

organisational structures would be able to compete with large games companies.  

 

Convergence of technologies was also being paralleled by the convergence and 

merging of companies. Convergence at the highest tiers was evidenced by events 

like the merger between TimeWarner and AOL, and Microsoft’s attempts at the 

monopolisation of new media channels. At the same time convergence was being 

reproduced within the activities of small companies who positioned themselves 

as the ‘real’ innovators, the small players who were connected to the streets, in 

tune with ‘the vibe’, who were much better placed to reproduce this street level, 

bottom-up ethos which permeated through new media.  This belief in a bottom-

up culture, often coming from the streets was of central importance to many new 

media companies and the association with youth was one of the ways in which 

newness was invoked (Ross 2003:136). 

 

Following this optimistic preamble the audience was then introduced to an 

example of interactive gaming on the Internet. Following on from the argument 

given in the first talk that stand-alone gaming is ‘dead’ and interactive gaming is 

the future, the second speaker led the audience through a description of an 

Internet football management game. 

                                                 
26 Interactive Television 
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Discourses around technological development were very often voiced in terms of 

the replacement of one technological object with another. This idea of 

replacement was similar to the ways in which a pre-ICT world was envisaged as 

being replaced with one populated with ICTs in public sector attempts to bring 

about the ‘information society’ (Green n.d.) . In the imaginations of a technical 

future that I have described, the past only retained any importance as evidence of 

the historical means through which the present and future was enabled. The 

‘death’ of the stand alone console, though referred to in a highly rhetorical and 

exaggerated way in this setting, indicated a pervasive expectation that 

technologies were destined to obsolescence. In this case, change was being 

evoked through a process of destabilisation of consumers’ perceptions of 

products. This was intended to make them feel that they needed to re-evaluate the 

qualities of what had gone before. Such consumers were encouraged to detach 

themselves from the past (who wants to own something labelled as ‘dead’?), in 

order that they could re-attach themselves to the new technical product (Callon, 

Meadel, and Rabeharisoa 2002). In the process, people’s experiences of the past 

were rendered devoid of meaning other than as facets of a trajectory towards the 

present and the future. 

 

The speaker reiterated that older consoles were facing redundancy and suggested 

that gamers wanted new games, which offered something that previous games 

have not been able to offer. Convergence was seen to offer a way of providing 

this through interactivity. “you have already seen it with mobile phones – old 
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games from the 1970s and early 1980s are installed on them, although even the 

mobiles are catching up fast”.  

 

The speaker explained eagerly the various advantages of online gaming using an 

online football management game as an example. The first advantage was that 

only one copy of the game needs to exist which is stored on a central server. The 

fact that it is also updated on the server by those people running the game means 

that upgrades and newer versions of the game do not need to be materially 

replicated and distributed. Instead changes can be made directly to the one copy 

which everyone can instantly access over the Internet. At time of this seminar the 

game in question was free as it had not yet been established as a saleable 

commodity. In order to generate interest in the game among a potential audience 

the company had decided not to ask customers to pay for the basic game.  

Eventually however, it was imagined that the initial interest generated whilst the 

game was free would lead to the establishment of an online community who 

would then be willing to pay for greater access and privileges which would be 

made available in the future. For example the company would not charge people 

to register a football team and play the game, but if they wanted to take part in a 

“virtual cup” where a real prize was offered then players would be charged for it.  

 

The ability to set up this kind of game on the Internet, and the opening up of 

possibilities to make gaming interactive have been brought about mainly by the 

advent of broadband Internet, which has meant that people can get faster Internet 

connection to their homes. Whilst most people with Internet access do not have a 

broadband connection there are considerable attempts at the moment to 
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encourage the spread of broadband across the UK27. With a broadband 

connection, people have the possibility of communicating almost instantaneously 

over the Internet with other broadband users. Currently most people connect to 

the Internet at home through a modem (Oftel 2003). The perceived slowness of 

most people’s Internet connections at the moment was seen to be one of the main 

barriers to the online development of many applications which are currently 

available offline. If the technological barriers could be resolved, if broadband 

could be ‘rolled out’ and if, in the future, the current limitations of broadband 

could be resolved, then uptake by users of interactive games was considered a 

very real possibility, offering a kind of entertainment and freedom of 

‘communication’ which is currently held back by limitations in the technologies 

and people’s understandings of the possibilities of those technologies.  

 

Interactive TV 

 

The final seminar of the day focused on the rise of interactive TV and the history 

of its development focusing on the reasons for its failure in the past and the 

possibilities for success in the future. The first observation made by the speaker 

was that interactive TV is not just a single identifiable thing. This was an allusion 

to the various different historical and contemporary formations interactive TV 

had taken and was directed as a criticism towards people, in particular the media, 

who are quick to either embrace or denounce technologies en masse without a 

critical understanding of what it is that one is having an opinion on. It is in the 

interests of those working in the new media industry to recognise the variety of 
                                                 
27 Government initiatives to encourage small businesses to pay for a broadband connection and 
industry regulation leading to lower broadband prices are examples of this push to get more 
people ‘online’.  
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uses for different technologies and therefore the potential money making 

opportunities and thus each technology and different aspect of that technology 

takes on its own importance.  

 

Interactive TV was immediately set up in this seminar as something that was of 

major importance to us all evidenced by a general rise in TV audiences and the 

broad demographic spread of people who watch TV.  The speaker emphasised 

that television is primarily a channel for entertainment and even when the content 

is purportedly informational it is still a form of entertainment. This unceasing 

success of television as a means of entertainment, coupled with the results of a 

survey which stated that 50% of people who have PCs would swap them for 

interactive televisions if given the chance, and 50% of those who don’t have PCs 

would bypass them altogether if they could access the Internet over an interactive 

TV, the potential future of interactive television was thus proven. The problems 

with interactive TV – the barriers to its successful implementation were listed as, 

too many competing systems, it not being interoperable between countries, and 

the need for a wide range of skills to produce interactive TV content. A lot of 

new media companies have already considered the potential market which iTV 

might offer them and were waiting for the opportunity to begin making content 

for these programmes.  

 

The speaker then went on to talk about the different kinds of interactive 

television currently available, starting with a description of personal digital 

recorders that record up to 30 hours of television according to the kind of 

programmes the viewer normally watches. This development was put down to 
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the fact that people now have the tendency to want their own data rather than 

relying on using data that other people are holding elsewhere and interactive TV 

was seen as a way of responding to this desire, giving people the choice to watch 

exactly what they want whenever they want to watch it. It was predicted that 

programmes will be made 20 minutes long – proven by psychologists to be the 

perfect length for telling a story - and rather than channels as we know them 

today people will access TV portals. The user will be able to get variable content 

and we will see the introduction of personalised news. Furthermore the speaker 

referred to the claims of one iTV service provider that people tend to believe the 

news more if they have chosen what news they want to hear. Currently people 

were considered to arrange their activities around the TV schedules, but in the 

future, the fact that people will be able to watch whatever they want whenever 

you want, then TV timetabling would no longer dictate people’s lives. In these 

claims for the future, technological change was un-problematically considered to 

be a determinant of social activities. The benefits of interactive TV described 

above rest on a particular view of the consumer that goes beyond the satisfaction 

of ‘need’, to the incorporation of ‘choice’. The consumer, in this description of 

convergent technology is one who makes informed and rational choices about 

what programmes they wish to watch. In this way the consumer is not conceived 

of as a passive recipient of programmes but rather an active or even pro-active 

individual who is able to exhibit certain kinds of agency. The technology acts to 

facilitate the manifestation of the critical and discerning customer, thus doing 

more than simply responding to their needs. As the idea of the consumer as a 

citizen who makes choices is reinforced, the potential for making decisions, in 

this case articulated as the desire for control over one’s own data, becomes 
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reconfigured as need. Thus people need interactive TV in order to allow them to 

demonstrate their roles as rational, decision making, self-reliant persons.  

 

One of the problems with interactive TV and with the above formulation of 

personhood in the context of financial sustainability was the effect it was 

considered to have on advertising. The worry was that if people are given the 

freedom to choose what they watch, then they are not going to choose to watch 

advertisements unless there is some incentive in it for them. This could be 

achieved either through attaching the advertisement onto television programmes, 

for example in the form of sponsorship or creating means to entice the consumer 

to engage with the advert. According to the speaker the future of advertising was 

seen to be resolved through interactivity. Here we come back to the themes of the 

first seminar and the possibilities inscribed in the idea of interactivity as the 

ultimate contemporary form of entertainment. If interactivity means multi-

directional communication, then advertisers will no longer be in a position to 

bombard people with images. Instead they will have to engage their potential 

customers in ‘conversation’ and hence a relationship of sorts with the product or 

service. As the speaker put it, “impulse interest” in a product will replace 

impulse buying. A whole body of literature and marketing practices revolve 

around the possibilities of interactivity for customers, most clearly demonstrated 

by the idea of “relationship marketing”28. The notion of relationship marketing 

has been developed as a way of dealing with the realisation that consumers often 

have to make a choice between almost identical products (Cochoy in Callon, 

Meadel, and Rabeharisoa 2002). The problem for the marketer is how to get the 

                                                 
28 This is a marketing technique which involves the development of a ‘relationship’ between a 
brand and the customer so that they feel an allegiance to that particular product.  
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consumer to buy their product when faced with an array of bewilderingly similar 

choices. The creation of an enduring two-way relationship between the consumer 

and the brand is the aim of relationship marketing and interactivity is seen to 

offer the opportunity to achieve this. I explore interactive marketing practices 

and their implications for the way in which the consumer is imagined in more 

detail in Chapter Seven. 

  

This final seminar addressed, like the first, the relationship between convergence 

as a technological process and the way in which it can become sustainable 

through being saleable. Like the seminar on gaming, the importance of the user, 

this time articulated as ‘audience’ and ‘customer’ was brought to the fore. 

Although there were few people who had come from commercial companies at 

this conference, many of the ideas and themes discussed here were meant to 

reflect the experiences of people working in companies. Particularly in the first 

and third talks, great emphasis had been given to bringing the romanticism and 

eulogism associated with new technologies back “down to earth” by relating the 

emergence of ideas to their economic viability. The following section looks at 

the way in which companies talked about convergence and the way in which 

convergence was seen as a means through which companies would be able to 

exist into the future.  

 

Commerce and Convergence 

 

How then, do companies working in new media approach the concept of 

convergence? Some companies explicitly position themselves as at the cusp of 
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convergent media, embedded in the business of making use of and driving 

forward commercial objects framed by these technological convergences. Carl is 

the marketing manager at one such company, Fusion, and quoting the company’s 

publicity materials he explained to me the perspective of his organisation 

towards convergence: 

 

“The focus of our business is to deliver convergence solutions, to all markets, 

across all platforms. Fusion understands the business potential for implementing 

new media strategies and developing Internet-based services, interactive content 

and e-commerce applications to the Internet, interactive digital TV, games 

consoles and WAP-enabled devices. We market ourselves as ‘the’ convergence 

company and we have now registered that claim.”  

 

He continued: 

 

“In setting up the company, our director had not only the vision that 

convergence would establish itself as an issue; he had the entrepreneurial skills 

to identify it. It wasn’t just enough to have the idea; it needed a business plan 

which had to work to profitably. Only that would attract some funding from 

outside, because Chris didn’t have £19 million in savings. He also knew that 

intuitively, to succeed he needed a team that bought into the same issues and 

crucially - and I think this is where a lot of companies fail, and I’m not going to 

choose an easy target like the dotcoms that have crashed - but the single most 

crucial area to get right in any foundling company is a strong finance director 

and we’ve got the strongest of the strong. Basically if in doubt he says no to 
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everything and that way no money is spent, it’s invested in the future - and there 

is a big difference in terms of mind set.” 

 

Clearly then, despite enthusiasm for technological convergence, people like Carl 

still attach a great deal of importance to what are seen as grounded and 

traditional business skills. Being able to successfully demonstrate ‘modern’ 

competence is in large part a matter of balancing the learned tradition of the past 

with an ability to understand the present and predict the future.  

 

“Usability is also very much the same kind of issues (sic) again. We talk about 

‘are you ‘ARD’ enough?’ Are you ‘Attracting, Retaining and Developing’ your 

relationships? Is there room for site potential to develop? Are you missing a trick 

is the crudest way I can probably put it and a lot of people find they are. A lot of 

people think it is just enough to go out with a web site, and they feel that if they 

have done that, that’s the issue broken, they’ve done it, but you don’t sit back 

then and think well we’re out there, we’ve got a shop window on the Internet for 

people to go and have a mooch. It doesn’t work like that. You’ve got to look from 

the end user back to the order where you are failing them, where you are not 

delivering what they want, which is all of what convergence is about, as you 

know.” 

 

The role of the company was seen therefore to be not just the provision of a 

customer demand but was also understood to be a matter of demonstrating that 

they understood the activities of the imagined archetypal user.  
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“We basically take the view that we create platforms upon which differing media 

channels can communicate effectively to each other. It’s drawing down CD-

ROM, land lines, interactive TV, the Internet, traditional telephone, and saying 

all of those disparate lines of communication can meet in one place, can share 

on the same platform, and converge. They can meet each other and they can 

interface. So it’s no more than really, I suppose, if we were going to get it down 

to crude basics, an enabling device and it knits it all together and gives a 

community something to buy into.”  

 

This company position themselves very clearly as a new media company and 

furthermore as a convergent company. But viewpoints on technological 

convergence differ according to where people are positioned within the industry. 

The company being described above was a new media company, a company 

which had come into existence to work within the realms of the technologies and 

work opportunities afforded by this particular technological change. The 

following discussion is taken from a conversation I had with an employee of a 

post-production company who for many years had been working in television, 

editing programmes for large broadcasters like the BBC. The company’s 

publicity materials suggested an interest in and ability to engage in new media, 

but further discussion with employees revealed a more reticent attitude towards 

the language of technological change.  

 

“We’ve focused on the end bit traditionally but now actually saying we’ve got a 

studio, we’ve got people, a production team who can script, storyboard, and do 

the whole thing really if we need to. Now on the new media thing, our 
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perspective on that, on a micro level, is there’s lots of these terms like 

convergence which you’ve already used, where, as I say there’s an awful lot of 

rubbish talked and you’ve got to look at the practicalities of what’s happening. 

Our way, the classic example, the only real example of convergence that we have 

identified and are doing some work on is in the corporate area. We’ve got a bit 

of a history of being, running at the bleeding edge of technology, as I say my 

background was pioneering the non-linear editing side of things, Andy’s was as 

well, with slightly different slant, so we’re always looking at technologies and 

what we can actually do with them and what we’re good at and what we 

understand is actually handling video, and video is big. When you’re talking 

about moving video around as data it’s big, and in a general sense that’s the 

technology we understand. So if you look at what corporates wanted to do with 

video traditionally, like the Co-op bank, they’ve come in, made a training video, 

put it on VHS and sent it out, had a huge logistics operation of sending it out to 

4000 people, of putting VHSs in jiffy bags and all the rest of it. Now ideally 

they’d say well, could we not just post it on a web site and everybody watch it? 

Well as we’ve already discussed that doesn’t really work because the pipes 

aren’t big enough to even to give people VHS quality, it’s much better for people 

to watch VHS. They could put it onto DVD, and distribute DVDs but not 

everybody’s got DVD players yet, , and so what we’ve done is looked, we’ve said 

what have you got, what in most big corporates is there in place, and actually 

what’s in place is that most of them have got quite a good internal PC network, 

which has got reasonable bandwidth, and most of them have got quite big pipes 

between centres for shifting data around. Now we’ve also looked at that and said 

y’know, ideally what they’d like, is to run an internal television station to all 
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intents and purposes for training videos for chairman’s message, all that kind of 

thing, - its kind of one up from doing a ‘global’ email to everybody; its giving 

them pictures and sound to deal with. Now again the technology is in its infancy, 

but we’ve actually recently hit upon some technology coming out of the states 

which actually deals with this in quite a nice way and provides quite high quality 

video on the desktop, within a corporate environment.”  

 

Though suggesting initially that technological utopianism employed in the 

rhetoric of convergence is misleading, the interviewee in fact goes on to 

reproduce the very ideas that he expresses a reticence towards in the first place. 

Although technological convergence as an unsubstantiated ‘buzz-word’ is seen 

as misleading he explains that there are particular instances where technological 

change, based on exclusive use of new technological apparatus is occurring. This 

change is neither ubiquitous nor necessarily inevitable, but it is still considered 

desirable if it is possible and if customers can be shown to be receptive to it. He 

continued: 

 

“Again it’s not using the Internet because as we’ve discussed, the Internet is not 

there yet, ultimately that would probably be the way to do it, but there is an 

infrastructure in place in a lot of big corporates that can actually shift this data 

around in a very clever way, and that’s one area, that’s what we see as a real 

convergence opportunity. 

 

“These days the BBC budgets are going, and most mainstream broadcast 

budgets, and digital channel budgets are coming down all the time, so we’re 
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constantly under pressure from broadcasters and channel providers, for 

providing things at less and less cost, but actually corporates, if you provide 

something they really want, are prepared to pay for it. So our convergence 

opportunities, we see as, in that kind of field initially - it’s kind of obvious - 

something that works and that can be seen to work in the near future rather than 

something that’s going to work in 5 or 10 years time. Six months is an awful long 

time in this business. When you’re trying to do projections and where you’re 

gonna be…and all that kind of thing, it’s incredibly difficult. We have to react, 

we sort of, we have to be able to react short, medium and long term. But 

certainly in reality you can only see just past the short term, because things do 

change. The way we see it as a business opportunity is to be a one stop shop for 

these people and say yeah, well we can...Because the companies, most 

corporates, you’ve, this sell that we do is to as high up the chain as we can get.”  

 

The innovative potential of new technologies was seen as something that 

corporate firms were responsible for. The fall of big broadcast budgets was a 

trend beyond the control of anyone in the company. Although changes were seen 

as inevitable, it was only short term changes that they purported to have any 

control over.  

 

“Because you don’t sell it to the IT people. The IT people are not interested 

because its just a pain in the backside for them, because you’re going to be using 

up some of their network bandwidth, um, and they’ve not got the imagination to 

actually push it in terms of how, what it could provide as a service. Um, but if 

you get to the CEOs the chairman and quite high up, who, some of which are 
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quite megalomaniac in terms of the way they operate, and they like the idea of 

their face being on everybody’s desktop every morning, or there’s lots of levels 

where this works. Training is an obvious one. We’ve spoken to an airport 

recently and they have a problem where they’ve got lots of safety stuff which has 

to be distributed on a regular basis, and they have to make sure everybody 

watches it. Now a system like this that we’re looking at, you can monitor who’s 

watching it, how long they watched it for, all that kind of stuff rather than just 

sending out a VHS and hoping somebody watches it. 

 

“In terms of television, what I think convergence means is actually going to 

affect the end users, the way its talking about viewing patterns and they way they 

receive their content. I think that I see that as a medium to long-term endgame. 

The short term endgame, talking about the stuff we’re doing, is gonna be the kind 

of step from, that people made from memos to email, the next step is email to 

video. It’s not a huge step, it’s a facilitating technology, it’s improving the 

message flow and that’s about it.”  

 

These interview extracts illustrate the importance ascribed to customer need in 

the formulation and driving of technological change and highlight some of the 

differences between corporate and home users in the conceptualisation of need. 

To explain the receptivity of corporate customers to such technologies, notions of 

profitability, competitiveness and responsibility are invoked. For individual users 

the focus is much more on desire and an individualised conceptualisation of 

need. In both senses customer need is clearly conceptualised as the reason for 

technological change. Technological determinism is implicit in the construction 
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of this relationship between consumer and producer, whereby both are 

committed to the belief of inevitable technical change. An awareness of this 

relationship between producer and consumer thus furthers our understanding of 

convergence by incorporating rather than dismissing deterministic approaches in 

our analysis. Technological development will only find commercial application 

(and consequently durability) if it is of use to people and will only achieve 

durability if there is someone willing to buy the products that results. Assuming 

this to be the case then it becomes pertinent to ask what it is that brings about the 

demand consumers have for new technologies, in particular in the case of the 

non-corporate individual consumer.  

 

Trouillot has located the global activities of high technology and media 

companies as responsible for “a global production of desire” (2001:129). Whilst 

he focuses on the political implications of this desire for populations who cannot 

satisfy their needs, I am more interested in the means by which people working 

in the fields of technological and creative development incorporate this formation 

of desire into their articulation and management of the future.  

 

According to Applbaum (1998) who follows Sahlins (1996), this consumer need 

is the expression of a Western idea of “the person as an imperfect creature of 

needs and desires”, which emerged through the Christian idea of the original sin 

and was developed through capitalist notions of rational choice. In this way, 

desire is imagined as a key feature of the human condition. Brennan looks at the 

formation of desire in capitalism as residing in “dialectical interaction” with “the 

existence of a commodified world” (2000:6). Like Sahlins, Brennan relates this 
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back to St. Augustine’s account of the original sin, but she also incorporates a 

discussion of the psyche which draws on the work of Melanie Klein and 

Sigmund Freud. Brennan draws on the insights of psychoanalytic descriptions of 

the foundational fantasy whereby:  

“the human being comes to conceive of itself as the source of all 

intelligence and all agency. It conceives of the other (other people, the 

world around it) as objects that are there to serve it, to wait upon its needs 

without making it wait, to gratify it instantly”(Brennan 2000:8). 

Brennan turns this from a description of the psyche of the individual to a 

description of the ways in which commodities are imagined as objects whose 

only purpose is to serve the desires and wishes of their owners.  

 

The ‘need’ or ‘desire’ of the consumer is thus in the first instance anticipated as 

a facet of human nature. However, in the calculation of need in the above 

examples, there are at least two groups that have to be taken into account - the 

customers whose ‘need’ is being assumed, and the employees of companies 

working in new media who are having to configure their work in a way which 

simultaneously incorporates and creates a sense of customer need. The needs of 

the consumer are therefore not only anticipated, but through marketing practices 

these needs are created.  In this way, consumer need must be seen as part of the 

evidence of its own making. I explore the specific means through which 

marketing practices engage with ideas of consumer need in Chapter Seven. 

However at this point it is simply necessary to point out that the forms through 

which customer desire is imagined are at the heart of expectations regarding the 

possibility of technological process. A belief in the knowledge that desire will 
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always produce need, coupled with the marketing practices whereby customer 

desire is manipulated in order to create markets for new products means that the 

push of progress is considered self-evident both among consumers and 

producers. The future is only stable insofar as people know that it will change.  

 

To further understand the way in which newness and change are incorporated 

into and reproduced by people’s work practices I draw here on Callon’s work on 

calculative agencies (Cochoy 1998). Callon develops a means of looking at 

economies and economic change which reconfigures economic practices so that 

it can be analysed without recourse to idioms of historical causality like those 

which I described in chapter two in relation to ideas about the city.  

 

Convergence, as I have shown, is a dynamic term which embeds transitional 

processes into its definition. Thus it is not surprising that discussions of 

convergence frequently make recourse to the future in one way or another.  In 

my attempts to understand change through the study of convergence it is clear 

that this future is uncertain. People do not know what their competitors will do; 

they do not know what customers will develop a need for, nor what the 

“economic climate” will be like in the approaching future.  Rather than creating a 

consensus regarding the way in which the future will manifest itself we can see 

that the idea of convergence opens up the way for dialogue and conversation 

about the way the future might look, and the possible actions which might bring 

about particular futures. Convergence as a necessarily transformational process 

provides a means through which people can situate their activities not only in the 

here and now but also in relation to an unpredictable future. The question which 
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then arises is how, in a field where an agent’s ability to make calculations is a 

culturally meaningful competence can agents make sense of and incorporate the 

idea of the future into their calculations? Callon’s (1998) response to this 

question is to see actors not as acting on a pre-existing context but to understand 

them as entangled in webs of relations, as “actor-worlds”, or alternatively “agent-

networks”. 

 

Callon uses the ideas of “framing” and “externalities” to explain economic 

decision-making. In the same way that Latour (1987) analyses science in the 

making, Callon shows economies in the making, through the use of the idea of 

‘externalities’. The idea of externalities is taken from economic theory, and 

refers to everything that is accounted for as an external factor in the making of 

economic decisions. The process by which these decisions are made and by 

which considerations are excluded or included is termed by Callon an act of 

“framing”. Through processes of framing Callon argues that economic actors 

need to be able to externalise certain aspects of social life as existing outside the 

economic transaction in order that it can be successfully accomplished. In this 

way commodities have to be disentangled from their social entanglements in 

order to be made exchangeable. Furthermore in the process of disentangling the 

commodity from other kinds of meanings and relationships, the economic comes 

to appear as if it were a separate domain from other aspects of social life. The 

borders between the economic and the non-economic are thus established, in 

Callon’s view, through an act of disentanglement and it is in this way that 

‘calculative agencies’ are created. Callon makes clear that an agent’s capacity to 

calculate can neither be attributed as a feature of human nature (a universal) nor 
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seen to be simply inscribed in institutional settings. To suggest that it is located 

either “in the brains of human beings” or “in their socio-cultural frames” 

necessarily demands that we accept that a definable context exists, which 

somehow informs or conditions a person’s capacity for calculative-ness.  

 

Callon observes that these calculative agencies are also aware of those things 

which do not fit into the “frame”. He calls this overflowing. The problem for 

people working in high-technology sectors which are seen to be experiencing 

convergence is how to engage in the prediction of the future when there are no 

socio-technical means through which it can be framed. The future is a source 

then, in Callon’s terms, of considerable overflowing.  

 

I suggest however that attempts are made to frame the future. The way in which 

this is done is through the socio-technical framing of the present and the past in 

order to provide ‘evidence’ of the inevitability of certain kinds of futures. By 

looking at the relationship between the past and the present as a tangible example 

of how past futures came to be manifested, the future is able to be framed. This 

process through which the future is imagined is incorporated into the way in 

which the market is made identifiable. At the same time, it is through the 

practices of identification of a market that a particular kind of technical future is 

reproduced.  

 

In the following section I look at some of the ways in which convergence was 

formulated and (mis)understood within MediaNet in order to explore in more 
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detail the particular ways in which the future was framed and thus implicated in 

the practices of development which MediaNet were involved in.  

 

Blocks to Convergence 

 

As I have already outlined, MediaNet was conceptualised initially around a piece 

of research that provided an evidence-based foundation for the allocation of 

European funds to the project. The research that had provided evidence of a need 

for an organisation like MediaNet had used a model of convergence to illuminate 

certain perceived problems which Manchester was going to have to overcome if 

it was to nurture and develop a successful new media industry. Explaining 

convergence by outlining the differences between new media and multimedia, an 

earlier descriptor of the industry which has gone out of favour in recent years, the 

director of MediaNet provided the following account:- 

 

Multimedia is a term that was hijacked by the computing industry and has taken 

on a life of its own since then and has been given new value. It was originally 

used in art and design as a term to refer to what it says, using a variety of media, 

that is, sound, film, pictures etc. This was a convergence of media rather than a 

convergence of technology.  Multimedia in its current meaning is a convergence 

of convergences. Most people will now say multimedia when referring to 

something you do on a computer although this is not what it used to mean. 

Convergence refers to the delivery of content through networks that is, it is the 

convergence of computers, content and telecommunications.  
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Speake was instrumental in placing the idea of convergence at the core of the 

MediaNet project. In many ways the idea of convergence became a reference 

point during the project through which its activities could always be justified. 

This is not to say that it was clear to everyone within the project what was meant 

by convergence. John, one of the project support officers spent a fraught 

afternoon early in the project trying to come up with a description of 

‘convergence’ for the newsletter he was writing, and ended up using, among 

other things, my analysis of the director’s publication that I had written in my 

research proposal to assist him. John asked me to explain to him what I thought 

convergence meant in the context of the project in order that he could write about 

so that companies would understand why it was important. This ignored the fact 

that convergence was already a term being used by new media company 

employees to describe their own activities.  

 

One example of the mobilisation of the idea of convergence was in debates over 

the definition of companies which could be targeted by MediaNet. There was 

some confusion as to where the lines between new media companies, IT 

companies and creative companies was to be drawn. The idea of convergence as 

promoted by the director had the effect of defining new media as a sector in its 

own right, removing it from IT on the one hand and the creative industries on the 

other. New media, as a ‘new’ configuration, was the evidence of convergence 

and necessarily demanded some integration of both IT and the creative 

industries.  Drawing on Negroponte, Speake argued that “the integration of the 

disciplines of science and art, technology and the humanities is fundamental for 

convergent media.” More specifically, Speake accepted technological 
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convergence as both inherently possible and at times inevitable. However he took 

issue with the extent to which those people educated in these separate disciplines 

had been able to successfully ‘converge’. Ideologically separating potential and 

existing new media workers into the three “tribes” of software engineering, 

management and art-based creative professionals he saw them to be experiencing 

the “blocks” to convergence to which the title of this thesis refers.  

 

Nowadays there is a ‘technology push’ which says this [technical change] is a 

good thing and therefore it’s going to happen. There is culture lag as McLuhan 

puts it, that is, the culture is behind the technology and is trying to catch up. 

Then if you look at all this and you think that it is couched in the terms of being a 

good thing, you realise that you have a missing industry. Who is going to make 

the stuff with new media? Who is going to fill this media? Technology and 

creative design are all happening at the same time.  

 

This separation of these domains of “technology” and “creative design” created 

difficulties for MediaNet in their attempts to bring about an emergence of the 

new media sector. Though MediaNet were expected to focus on supporting new 

media companies in a way that isolated new media from its constituent parts (IT, 

Creative industries) it was only through communication with these constituent 

parts that MediaNet envisaged that they could potentially bring about 

convergence. MediaNet faced political barriers however, in acting out an 

allegiance to the idea of convergence which brought together IT, 

telecommunications and creative design. In Manchester other organisations were 

already working with the IT and creative industries companies, and for MediaNet 
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to target these companies as potential recipients of support was an encroachment 

of the “territories” of other organisations and political figures in the city. The 

director continued: 

 

This is reflected in the battles between the different [support] agencies revolving 

around who has new media, as new media encompasses both the creatives and 

the techies. We do ICT and new media and they have to accept this 

horizontalization. There are bound to be grey/fuzzy areas where people do not 

know where their territory is.  

 

This sector [new media] is very complicated and there are many people who 

inhabit this landscape. People are doing deals and stabbing each other in the 

back. This might be a particular aspect of Manchester. It may be to do with its 

size, or alternatively it might be that all places are like this to some extent. It is 

Machiavellian. This is a good environment for creativity but makes life very 

difficult for agencies that need to work in this environment.  This is why I am 

trying to set up a memorandum of understanding between MediaNet and 

Creative Services29, so that we can work better together without so much worry 

about vested interests. 

 

There is a view that some people hold, that having agencies like MediaNet is a 

waste of time and that the money that they get should just go directly to the 

companies who are being supported. Things like the NWDA risk having no 

credibility at all. But actually, it is all about leadership. We have a democratic 

                                                 
29 Another public funded development agency working to support the creative industries.  
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system with local council and elected offices who are often ill-informed. They are 

not experts in their field yet have managed to get to positions of responsibility. 

There are then paid (although not elected) officers, who are experts in their field, 

supposedly. It is all about personal will and enthusiasm. There is someone at the 

city council who is personally pursuing an ICT and Telematics agenda through 

the EIG (Economic Initiatives Group). It is all about will and about not talking. 

The problem is, people are always getting in the way of what needs to be done.  

 

In the director’s explanation of the professional territories of economic support 

agencies therefore, we can see the way in which the idea of convergence and in it 

the inevitability of change is seen to be complicated by both the political and 

economic agents of local economic change. Barry (2000) sees this kind of 

understanding of the relationship between technical and social change to be a 

widespread phenomenon: “In English invention is often taken to simply imply 

technical invention. By contrast the social realm is thought to be a source of 

resistance, of inertia…Society fails to recognise the potential of technology and 

therefore to realise its own potential (Barry 2000). The director of the project was 

himself reflexive about the way in which technological change was fetishized. 

Like the interviewee who I quoted earlier as expressing reticence towards the 

‘hype’ of convergence, MediaNet’s director also expressed the risk of being too 

enthusiastic about technological change. As someone who had gained money 

from the EU he was cynical for example, about the relationship between the 

‘visions’ of the European Union and the way in which those visions were 

implemented in local settings. He pointed out to me the technological 

determinism inherent in EU policy surrounding the spread of ICTs: 
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“It is automatically understood to be a good thing for companies to take up ICTs 

and e-commerce but no one actually asks why this might be. People who work 

for the EU are elected and given control over a budget which they then dish out 

to these organisations who feel justified in spending it. No one would disagree 

about putting money into health and education but they might about putting 

money into roads. There is an assumption that if you say something is a good 

thing and tell people that enough, then it must be a good thing. The idea that it is 

a good thing to use ICTs is based on it being a revolution. The point is though, 

that if you don’t implement ICTs then you are going against the evidence of how 

other cultural implants have taken over (in history).   

 

Despite his reticence to jump wholeheartedly onto the ICT bandwagon, the 

director still felt that the evidence of technological change was too powerful to 

dismiss. He went on: 

 

You see it is impossible to give a considered overview that says ICTs are 

intrinsically a good thing. However, if our companies are not trading online then 

they will not be trading in a few years time. It has got to the point now where 

there is no choice because it is already being implemented and people have 

started expecting it. So, if you are going to resolve this, what advice and support 

is best and do you bother giving them any. How could you have a holistic 

approach to this?  
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We can see here that the director of the project attempted to appear reflective 

about the extent to which political rhetoric was evidenced in practice. This 

apparent reflexivity actually worked to reinforce the ‘truth’ of the claim that 

technical change really was happening, by discounting the possibility that he was 

being influenced by hype. Downey refers to a similar attitude towards 

technological ‘hype’ in relation to CAD/CAM technology in his ethnography of 

computer engineers, “Technological hype was everywhere. It was something that 

people had to deal with, but most everyone knew better.” (Downey 1998). 

 

In the case of MediaNet, separating themselves out from the hype was of great 

importance if they were going to be taken seriously in their work. Being seen to 

have brought about tangible effects of technical change, required that their 

activities were separated from ‘hype’. This was achieved simultaneously through 

the definition not only of a foreseeable future for which to aim, and a historically 

particular past which justified this goal in this time and place, but also a present 

on which they could act and on which they could measure these actions. This 

present was measured through the use of mechanisms and procedures through 

which their effect on the economy and the changes which they were meant to 

bring about could be measured. 

 

The way in which the issue of convergence was dealt with first was through an 

attempt to map ‘the industry’. From the outset a ‘mapping exercise’ was 

considered both essential to be able to successfully confront the problem of 

convergence as the following email from one of the members of the project 

illustrates: 
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The RDA wants, and I totally agree, a plan of action 

over the coming months to start to map the region in 

terms of new media clusters. They have not done much 

research and I suggested that we could help. MediaNet 

will look at how to start mapping the objective 2 

region via partnerships with the agencies in the 

boroughs; I already have a meeting set up with Bolton 

mbc next week. If we can come to an arrangement with 

all the outlying areas we can assist them in a 

mapping exercise. We need first to come up with a 

methodology for that research; how do we implement 

it, what are we looking for, what criteria do we set. 

That methodology is then given to agencies in all our 

districts and they are shown how to implement it and 

we provide back up advice and support to help them 

deliver the research. At the most basic level we want 

to know who, where, and how many new media and 

creative industries there are in the objective two 

region, what infrastructure, if any, is there to 

support them and what their needs are. 

 

The process of mapping however was considered inherently difficult because of 

the observation that the new media industry which was the object of ‘mapping’ 

exercises was ill-defined and furthermore constantly changing. Despite this 

however, the fact that there had not been a successful attempt to locate the 

companies in Manchester who were working within new media was considered 

highly problematic as the framing of “the industry” was a prerequisite for acting 

upon those companies that were seen to constitute it. Part of the mapping 

exercise was an attempt to enter company details onto a database, and categorise 

them according to the particular area of new media in which they operated. 

Successfully gaining a ‘picture’ of the industry in this way would also give 
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MediaNet a powerful resource which they could “sell” as proof of their expertise 

in understanding the sector and as a counterweight to evidence-less hype.   

 

The process of mapping was made particularly difficult for a number of different 

reasons. Firstly the geographical area which companies were supposed to fall 

within to be eligible for assistance from the project was very vague, as I pointed 

out in Chapter Two. Although the Objective 2 area was actually based on a 

specific list of postcodes which existed on a spreadsheet somewhere in the North 

West this list proved very elusive and it took several weeks of emails, telephone 

calls and requests for help from local government offices before the list was 

finally obtained. The lack of a list of postcodes to determine eligibility was 

originally dealt with by ignoring the fact that it existed, and the use of a vague 

map of the eligible area instead. Those companies which fell in areas which were 

probably not eligible were given help and the project staff counted on 

expectations that any audit would not be so thorough as to query the exact 

location of companies.  

 

Another problem in the mapping process was the fact that companies who might 

be found through directories such as the yellow pages would have to be 

contacted through “cold calling”. There was a lot of reticence towards this 

method of contacting companies and yet the project managers at MediaNet 

considered it their responsibility to create a network which meant they had to 

find ways of creating new connections and links, something I explore in more 

detail in Chapter Six. Many of the companies with whom MediaNet ended up 

working were already knowledgeable about the umbrella organisation of which 
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MediaNet was a part and thus the ‘network’ of companies was in part already in 

place previous to the birth of the project. Several databases already existed which 

were merged into one large database, however the New Media companies were 

not categorised separately from other companies which did not fit into the new 

media bracket. This meant that even though the database was known to contain 

companies who fell under the new media label, there was no knowledge of how 

many there were, who they were, or where they were based. Cleaning up the 

database - that is, reorganising information that was held about companies and 

categorising them according to sector - was a key concern of MediaNet staff 

during my fieldwork. This was envisaged as the only way in which the database 

would become useful and the ‘industry’ rendered actable upon. 

 

The “Newness” of New Media 

 

We have seen so far various different ways in which convergence is evidenced 

within the new media industry. At the core of the idea of convergence is the 

inevitability of technological change as a way of achieving economic change and 

at the same time as a way of keeping up with such changes. Thus at the heart of 

this sector which considers its practices and the products which it produces and 

with which it works to be different to those which have gone before, is the idea 

of novelty, of newness. Paradoxically however, the label ‘new media’ is fast 

becoming old-fashioned, a label for outdated practices, indicative of a naivety 

which fails to recognise the emergent and combinant properties drawn out as so 

important in the above discussion of convergence.  
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A pervasive observation to come out of various studies of new media, is a 

problematisation of ‘new media’ as a descriptor for the companies it refers to (e-

MORI 2001, Gill and Pratt 2000, Pratt 2000). The dilemma of what to call the 

‘new media’ is deep rooted and I would argue stems from the same ideology 

which supports convergence as a means of understanding, describing and 

bringing about technical and economic change, that is, an ideology which rests 

on the inevitable march of progress and the certainty ascribed to the fact that 

whatever happens, progressive change will occur. The constant criticism of the 

term “new media” was a means through which firms could ensure differentiation 

within what they saw as a competitive market.  Adobe’s E-Mori report on the 

sector identified it as a feature rather than an anomaly among new media 

companies that “due to the interactive nature of the media that the sector designs 

for, it has had to adapt beyond traditional one-way design agency 

communication models. These companies are clearly doing a lot more than 

designing web sites. They are also responsible for managing and implementing 

the technology that makes interactive services work. This involves a range of 

technical services that can, for example, include integrating large databases with 

digital interfaces.”(e-MORI 2001:16)An understanding of the way in which 

convergence is constructed in practice, can be instructive in understanding the 

way in which technological change and convergence comes to be the evidence of 

its own making.  

 

The term new media embodies this novelty in its very title (Silverstone 1999). 

Critiques of the term rest on the core problem of definition of something that is 

considered to be always in flux. The problem of defining new media stemmed 
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from a sense that whatever was being called “new media” today would no longer 

be new in the future as the following message from a new media discussion 

board illustrates:  

 

“It seems to me that the definition of new media is an impossibility. If we begin 

to use voice or books in an innovative fashion, we have just made "old media" 

into "new media."  Whatever we define as "new media" now would be old media 

as soon as we added in new innovations. We cannot define "new media" strictly 

on the basis of the use of new technology for distance communication since 

technology is always changing.  What is new media today will be passé 

tomorrow. If we try to define new media by process rather than structure, we are 

still in trouble.  If new media is seen as multi-media communication that is 

digitized, we still have problems because the process can change overnight. 

Whatever we define new media as today, it will no longer be valid tomorrow as 

technology changes the structures and processes. 

 

Trying to define the limits of change is a futile effort due to the very nature of 

change.  This means that the regulation of new media is also an exercise in 

futility. Regulations and laws need stability for effective enforcement. It is an old 

saw to never create laws that cannot be enforced for the public will only lose 

confidence, fear, and respect for those creating unenforceable laws. Since 

definition of new media is impossible, legislation of laws and regulations for use 

of new media should not be attempted”30 

 

                                                 
30 http://www.newmedia-forum.net/voxpop/voxpop00029.html 
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How, according to this logic could MediaNet possibly work to bring about any 

effect on the industry with which they were trying to work? How could they act 

on something that was considered to have its own momentum, driven by 

technologies which were by their very definition always changing?  

 

One way was through the demonstration of technical expertise and competence 

within MediaNet. The argument used by staff was that if MediaNet were going to 

succeed in encouraging companies to be innovative, then they were going to 

have to lead by example. Thus the project’s website was going to have to be “20 

minutes ahead of our time” and the offices were fully equipped with new 

computers and ‘state of the art’ equipment. If, when dealing with any enquiries 

or any clients a piece of technology was to break down, the irony was not 

missed, “we are a technology focused organisation and we can’t even print”; 

“how are we supposed to work with new media companies when we don’t have 

access to our email accounts?”  

 

This demonstration of technical competence was also intertwined with a 

perception amongst MediaNet staff of the need to appear to be ‘commercial’ in 

their practices. Although MediaNet was funded by public money, and the work 

did not revolve around the need to make money, commercial mindedness was 

very highly valued. Thus staff would often talk about experience they had of 

working for a commercial business in the past. Although it was hoped that they 

would be successfully able to emulate perceived corporate ideologies through 

technological competency, the people who worked at MediaNet were also very 

aware of the fact that their working environment was not properly ‘corporate’. 
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Working long hours was for example, considered a virtue but at the same time, 

the conditions by which the long hours became a necessity did not generally 

present themselves. Those working for MediaNet could evaluate their worth and 

activity in the world through various means, one of which was a relative 

evaluation of one’s dedication to a field of work. Dedication was illustrated by 

long working hours and although these were considered a result of conditions of 

work, they were also tied to a conceptualisation of work which saw virtue in 

dedication. This was in many ways a dilemma for MediaNet’s workers who, 

whilst they did work hard, did not feel that they had enough dedication to their 

workplace to meaningfully work beyond the call of duty. There were various 

responses to this. Some people exhibited what was often interpreted as laziness 

and a complete lack of interest in their work. Others hid much of their work 

activities from colleagues, having meetings outside the office, working from 

home and spending much of the day on mobile telephone calls outside the office 

building. Some people were very good at creating the illusion of ‘busyness’ or 

would find ways of creating the conditions by which they could be busy by 

creating jobs and tasks for themselves.  

 

Conclusion 

 

To come back to the original texts alluded to in the introduction, this discussion 

of progress brings us back to the speeding up of working practices. One of the 

most salient distinctions made between private companies and the public sector 

is a difference in the speed at which they exist. Companies embedded in a market 

economy are invariably seen as faster than public sector organisations, forced by 
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virtue of the pressures of their customers, of technologies and of the need to 

make a profit, to work longer hours in order to produce more in less time. The 

existence of technologies which result in the possibilities for instantaneous 

communication, are both blamed and applauded for their ability to effect a 

speeding up of rates of change, and a faster progression to a more  efficient and 

productive world.  

 

Public sector organisations were frequently characterised on the other hand, not 

by the possibility of engagement with a future oriented market which regulates 

and influences their activities but by rigid organisational structures which, in 

their attempts to create the conditions of accountability, result in the production 

of obstacles to people’s activities. Those who choose to work in these publicly 

funded organisations were not circumscribed by a constant and pressing need to 

find new business or show a profit as in small businesses. Instead they were 

subject to the ongoing pressure of funding bodies which were frequently seen to 

put in place barriers to the (economic) ideals of faster work and greater 

production. Technologies of accountability and audit slow were often blamed for 

slowing down the business of making connections and forging business-like 

relationships.  

 

These kinds of articulations of what it means to work in an organisation like 

MediaNet are mobilised at those moments when the validity and legitimacy of 

their work is questioned. The effect of pointing to the institutional constraints as 

the source of difference between their work and the work which takes place in 

companies, the division between public and private sector companies is invoked 
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and reinforced. I would argue that the social landscape of the new media industry 

is not divided into the public sector organisations and private companies because 

of some natural or inevitable separation between the work practices of those 

employed in commercial rather than publicly funded corporations. Rather the 

opposition between the two is constantly reproduced in the processes by which 

the ‘other’ is imagined and in MediaNet’s case, emulated. Thus there are 

important caveat’s which need to be recognised in the simple opposition between 

fast capitalism practiced by commercial companies and the slow, bureaucratic 

logic of the public sector. The differences in working practices between different 

kinds of organisations did not derive from their constitution as publicly funded or 

profit driven organisations, however an imagination of the kinds of work 

practices which were expected in each played into the way in which people 

organised and evaluated the work which they were doing.  

 

What I have suggested in this chapter is that the development of economies is not 

a process whereby external players act out their ideas for the future on a tangible 

pre-existing context, rather that in the practice of doing development, not only is 

the future brought into being but so is a particular past and a particular present 

which acts to support and brings about the idea of a particular kind of future. 

Furthermore within this processes, ideas about the relative value of different 

kinds of activities for the purposes of public or commercial gain are played out.  

 

This problematic created around the definition, or framing, of “new media” by 

companies working in this arena provides a clear example of the way in which 

notions of change are mobilised and is useful for highlighting the construction of 
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the relative “speeds” of work in different organisations. We have seen how a 

great deal of thought has been given to the manifestation of change in economies 

and technologies. I end here with a suggestion from Barry (2002) who, drawing 

on Callon’s analysis of framing and externality, puts forward a framework for 

gaining a better understanding regarding the manifestation of change. Barry 

(2002) suggests that framing not only acts to free things up to become acted 

upon, but often becomes a ‘blocking device’. In order to bring changes into 

effect in a measurable way, agencies like MediaNet are as I have shown, 

constantly in a process whereby framing has to occur. We have seen here the 

way in which industry categorisation as a form of framing is at the heart of a 

successful attempt to resolve the ‘blocks’ to convergence that I have shown to be 

the concern of MediaNet. The structural conditions within which MediaNet work 

are seen to be working require the enactment of accountability through 

procedures of framing and measurement. However this process whereby change 

comes to be framed through excessive measurement has the effect, as Barry 

(2000) notes, of bringing about inertia. Thus both for the staff of MediaNet itself 

and for those working in new media companies the framing processes by which 

people measure their influence directly contribute to the impression of 

sluggishness within the public sector.  

 

The work of MediaNet is characterised by an imperative of measurement situated 

within a domain where they have to access second-hand information and 

knowledge from companies and are positioned as having to ‘keep up’ despite 

attempts to be ‘one step ahead of our time’. In the very process of defining the 

object on which they are supposed to be having an effect MediaNet constantly 
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create the externalities which they then have to deal with, shut down, disregard 

or subsume into new definitions and frames. Meanwhile companies, worrying 

little about the definition of MediaNet and their activities, have little reason to 

engage in the creation of these externalities. Their calculations only become 

relevant at the point of contact with MediaNet when MediaNet’s activities come 

to have some kind of relevance for companies. The idea therefore that MediaNet 

as a public institution is somehow slower or lagging behind, is directly related to 

inertia which is characteristic of the framing processes which they are forced to 

engage in, in order to operate successfully as an accountable organisation.  

 

Rather than seeing technological change from a viewpoint which premises 

increases in technological complexity and expertise as an inevitable process of 

transformation, the idea of calculative agencies and particularly the tendency of 

calculative agencies to “attend to the calculations of others” (Strathern 2002:253) 

is more satisfying. By seeing technological transformation in this way, the 

centrality of change and progress to economic futures becomes a little less 

mystifying, less inevitable and more tangible. This is clear when we consider the 

way in which companies talk about convergence. Their awareness of 

convergence and their expectation of future developments in technologies is the 

performance of calculativeness. In attempting to frame their work these 

companies see the parallel work of other companies in related industries as an 

important consideration in the development of their own capabilities. “Once 

framed, each agency is able to integrate the already framed calculations of other 

agencies into its own calculations” (Callon 1998:32). Thus new media 

companies, in trying to deal with change, must develop for themselves a flexible 
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orientation. They must both open up their potential for work whilst also creating 

for themselves an identity which creates them as specialists in their field, thus 

differentiating themselves from other without specialising themselves out of the 

market. The lack of stability experienced by these companies is self-replicating 

inasmuch as they are required to seek out novelty and new ways of working 

which will assure a future for themselves.  

 

Strathern explains this further: “”If competition emanates from the agent’s own 

sense of agency, a firm’s fear of or readiness for battle, then this internal 

motivation (competitiveness) is being externalised. To be precise, it is 

externalised insofar as competition is anticipated, even imagined” (Strathern 

2002:254). Furthermore firms also “create competitors in the abstract, firms 

which do not yet exist but which might exist. Agents thereby generate 

externalities for themselves” (ibid). Strathern, following Barry also agrees that 

high levels of information production may also displace other forms of action. 

This is clearly seen in MediaNet’s attempts to ‘map’ the industry.  

 

The idea of externalities as Callon uses it is useful not because it posits certain 

phenomena outside the economic act but rather because it illuminates the ways in 

which phenomena are made to seem as if they are external to economically 

oriented decisions. In MediaNet’s activities, the number of entries on a database 

were made to appear that they were external to the activities of the organisation, 

external proof of the ‘industry’ which justified their activities. However this 

database was also an important means through which they could point to the fact 

of their having acted at all. Furthermore the time and effort which went into 
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making the database evidence of an external reality did indeed seem, as both 

Barry and Strathern suggest, to displace other forms of action. This is not to 

belittle the action of creating the database – the creation of the database was an 

act of framing, an act which in itself had implications for the possibilities of 

creating a future, upon whose measurement change could be evidenced. In fact 

the notion of the framing of externalities provides a means of understanding the 

fact that audit, as Power (1994) suggests, often seems to have the effect of simply 

producing more audit.  

 

In this way we can also see why the process of defining new media, a process of 

black boxing and closing down of possibilities, was so fraught with difficulties 

and was so sceptically looked upon by companies. By considering the 

anthropological value of understanding economic activities as processes of 

framing and the creation of externalities this approach begins to reveal and make 

sense of the apparent paradoxes facing those working in local development, who 

are trying to envisage and to make possible a discursively imagined future.  
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CHAPTER 5 

THE DISCOURSE OF SKILLS IN THE PRACTICE OF THE 

ECONOMIC 

 

The last chapter looked at the centrality of newness and change in new media 

development and explored ways in which we might understand such changes as 

understood through ‘the framing of externalities’. Rather than taking for granted 

the chronological nature of technological development I proposed some ways in 

which an ethnographic view might help us understand people’s experiences of 

the seemingly macro processes of transformation that we perceive to be taking 

place around us. In this chapter I focus on the idea of skill, something that is 

usually denoted to be a local, situated and increasingly individualised practice, 

and consider what kinds of insights we might gain by understanding its 

significance as a highly pervasive contemporary discourse. The effect of these 

two chapters is to collapse the distinction between large-scale, macro, societal 

issues and small-scale, micro and local concerns in order to locate the means 

through which these different conceptualisations of scale are maintained and 

managed in practice.  

 

My approach in this chapter is to confront the common objects of skill and 

knowledge as social processes considering the ways in which these two 

intertwined objects of modernity are constructed, maintained and form the basis 

of politicised and valued activity through which daily practices are articulated 

and legitimised. By constructing a comparison between the mutually constitutive 

activities of MediaNet and the new media industry I consider here the ways in 
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which the objects of skill and knowledge are intimately intertwined in the 

process of reproduction and legitimisation of practice in the context of techno-

economic development. I then go on to contrast this objectification of skill and 

knowledge as idioms of a neo-liberal agenda, (and its separation into different 

practices and domains), with a consideration of the process of the creation of new 

media as a technological object and the role of skill and knowledge as social 

processes through which the creation of new media can be realised. 

 

Skilled practice has permeated the anthropological discourse in relation to 

investigations regarding the embodiment of knowledge and the theorisation of 

craft practices and tool use (Ingold 1993d, Keller and Keller 1993, Suchman and 

Trigg 1993). Less has been said about the exalted position of skills in the 

‘development’ of contemporary western society though some have tangentially 

dealt with more general cultural ideas about skills through discussions of human 

and machine agency (Bloomfield and Vurdubakis 1997). Harvey’s (1997) edited 

edition provides a variety of perspectives on the relationship between the 

domains of the technological and the social and a cultural sensitivity to the ways 

in which the separation between the technological and the social is maintained 

through ideas of skilled practice  (Costall 1997, Graves-Brown 1997, Strathern 

1997). My specific aim in this chapter is to extend an analysis of skills to 

incorporate the ways in which a notion of ‘skill’ is mobilised in relation to ideas 

about economic practice.  

 

Intimately linked to technological change and alterations in working patterns, the 

way in which industrial restructuring has been linked to human experience has 
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been predominantly through the notion of skill. Rather than focusing on skill as a 

neutral categorical descriptor of a particular kind of practice, using skilled 

practice as an object of study to elucidate ideas concerning the embodiment of 

knowledge through practice as is often the focus in anthropological 

considerations of skill (Ingold 1993a, Ingold 1993b, Ingold 1995, Mauss 1973), I 

look at skill as discourse and reflect on the way it is used to categorise and 

legitimate particular activities and practices in the particular relationship between 

public and private organisations. Narotzky's (1999) consideration of skill comes 

closer to articulating the perspective which I take to understand its place in the 

new media industry. Narotsky concentrates her analysis on the idea of skill as a 

socially recognised form of knowledge, thereby making apparent the divisive 

potential of such a categorisation in the consideration of economic practice 

(1999:20-21).  

 

Narotzky also highlights the historical nature of the use of skill as a politicised 

concept. As long ago as the 19th Century, the "ownership of skill" was a "core 

ideological concept used by workers to organise the first unions". She goes on; 

"Only after the Taylorist battle to expropriate 'skill' from workers did other 

concepts for the organisation of solidarity acquire force…The acknowledgement 

of technical capabilities is not homogeneous in society...It expresses lines of 

struggle over social relations of production." (ibid:20).  Nowadays, in the 

context of the 'new economy' the re-appropriation of skill by the individual has 

once again gained forcible credence, yet rather than being articulated in a 

communitarian ethos, the ownership of skill, as we will see, is played out to 

reinforce and reproduce the condition of late modernity. It is voiced in the terms 
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of short-term contracts, freelancers and sole traders, shifting terrains and keeping 

up with technologies.  

 

Narotzky helpfully reminds us that “‘skill’ is not an ‘objective’ quality 

incorporated in labour, but that it expresses the struggle over the access to and 

value of knowledge as a means of production. Indeed, the construction of power 

relations in the labour process is often expressed in the language of ‘skill’ 

(Narotzky 1999:25). According to Narotzky, skill is “at once both ideological 

and material, and therefore critical to the understanding of the social relations of 

production. However ‘skill’ can only be a valuable conceptual tool if clearly 

distinguished from technical capacities and specific and general knowledge of a 

labour process” (ibid.). 

 

Whilst an in depth description of skilled practices in everyday life can be 

elucidatory in understanding the socio-cultural means by which people learn, I 

have chosen to approach an analysis of skills from an alternative perspective, 

starting not at individual practice but with the idea of skill as a discourse. In this 

way my aim is to critique the category of ‘skill’ as it is used in debates on the 

information society and globalisation, and to look at the place of such a discourse 

in social practice. By avoiding the separation of skilled practices from other 

activities, my intention is that the various practices of economic development and 

production can be addressed on an equal footing, with the intention that 

preconceptions about the natural categorisation of particular activities as skilled 

or not skilled can be pre-empted. The focus then, in this chapter is not the 

analysis of skilled practices as such, that is, the particular practices which by 
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virtue of their place as embodied and technical activities acquire a privileged 

status in analysis as ‘skilled’. Instead my focus is on the importance attributed to 

the notion of skill as a particular kind of knowledge, and an attempt to 

understand the implications of contestations over skill versus other kinds of 

knowledge in economic development. By considering skill from this perspective, 

insights can be gained into the processes by which such an idea both draws on 

and acts to reproduce that which has been monolithically labelled ‘modernity’. 

 

One area of anthropology which has dealt with knowledge in this way is the sub-

discipline of educational anthropology (Levinson 1999, Levinson et al. 1998). It 

can be seen that skills and the concomitant activity through which the discursive 

object of “skill” becomes reproduced are given value in practice. Educational 

anthropology in addition to studies such as those by Willis (1981) and Bourgois 

(1995), have provided insights into the role of education in the reproduction of 

the “educated person”, and the way in which the idea of the educated person 

becomes challenged in particular settings, for example amongst those whom the 

system can be seen to fail. These studies point to the complex interplay between 

institutional expectations and daily experience. Such studies point to a need for 

us to understand the relationship between structural and institutionalised 

assumptions about the value of education, and the power of the concept of skill 

in people’s conception and legitimisation of their own practices.  I believe that it 

is necessary to apply the same kind of analysis to the notion of skill as it is 

employed in local development discourses.  
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In my use of the notion of discourse I follow those discourse analysts and 

linguistic anthropologists who see language as implicated in the creation of 

reality rather than just a means through which reality can be reflected (Ahearn 

2001, Duranti and Goodwin 1992, Fairclough 1992, Harvey 1987, Urban 1991). 

Furthermore, I see language as a form of social action rather than a formal set of 

structures existing separately from everyday interactions. However my focus in 

this chapter is less on communicative practices (Habermas 1987), and more on 

the classic distinction made in critical discourse analysis between text and 

context (Blommaert 2001, Wodak 1995). More specifically I am interested in 

using the notion of discourse as a means of understanding the relationship 

between those texts produced by supranational bodies, governments, the media 

and academia and their place in the situated practices of day-to-day life. In this 

chapter I evaluate the notion of discourse as a potential means through which an 

analysis of ideas, concepts and practice can be achieved in a way which reveals 

rather than reproduces the scaling effects of concepts of ‘micro’ or ‘macro’, 

‘local’ or ‘global’ in practices of economic development. In this respect I am not 

using discourse in a Foucauldian sense in terms of the “rules of formation” which 

he sees as conditioning and created by social practice (Foucault 1972:31-39). My 

use of the term discourse is a much more specific attempt to understand the 

relationship between the contemporary importance afforded to “skill” in terms of 

ideas about the information society and globalisation, and the ways in which this 

was implicated in the development of new media in Manchester.   

 

The current British government, and its associated organisations have made 

explicit the importance of skilled individuals for a competitive economy, and 
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businesses have also bought into this position with little critique of the wider 

implications of such a policy. Yet beyond the world of policy and business, in the 

discipline of anthropology, an analysis of skills has rested predominantly on their 

significance as an analytical category for the description of particular kinds of 

tacit, embodied practices. The result of this emphasis, in a situation where skill is 

a central concept used by the informants of anthropological analysis and a valid 

incentive for particular activities and practices, it seems irresponsible not to 

extend analysis to skill as an object of analysis itself.  

 

Wider Discourses on Skill  

 

Media Net’s activities as a support organisation cannot be separated from the 

wider discursive field of which they are a part. The very public use of language 

to articulate their relevance and role in development processes must be seen as 

intimately entwined with other public discourses (re)produced by the European 

Union, the UK Governments, and the mass media.  Skills have become identified 

by various bodies as the biggest limitation to the development of local economies 

in a global context, and these bodies suggest that through a resolution of a 

geographically situated skills shortage, the new media sector, one of the key 

sectors of the information economy, will be able to develop. This assumption is 

explicitly tied to contemporary debates regarding economic change and the 

importance of wealth creation through the support of an industry whose role it is 

to create the means through which knowledge and information, in the new 

“knowledge economy”, will be disseminated. The relationship between 

technologies and skills, made explicit in general government rhetoric about skills 
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for the country in general, emphasises basic skills (literacy and numeracy) and 

notably IT skills. Although government discourses relate to different kinds of 

skills I focus here explicitly on those skills which were considered necessary to 

New Media development.  This has come about as a response to the fact that 

many people who did not have access to Information and Communication 

Technologies (ICTs) when they were at school are now expected to use them in 

their jobs and the government has been involved in ensuring that people, 

particularly those who have come from industrial backgrounds where the need 

for IT skills was limited, are able to get jobs in the “new economy”. The 

government in the UK has truly committed itself to the importance of skill as the 

panacea to economic development, and the cross over between knowledge, 

training and education can be derived from even the most perfunctory look at 

recent government directives concerning technological and economic change. 

Crossovers between the work of the Department of Trade and Industry and the 

Department for Education and Skills (formerly the Department for Education and 

Employment) are common, and have resulted in the publication of such white 

papers as Our Competitive Future (1999), and Opportunity for all in a world of 

change A White Paper on Enterprise, Skills and Innovation (2001) both which 

make explicit the need to relate skills and training, with the economy. As well as 

documents, such a viewpoint has resulted in the creation of a number of 

government led organisations and initiatives, including the University for 

Industry, ‘Lifelong Learning’ initiatives, the Learning and Skills Councils 

(formerly Training and Enterprise councils), Technologies for Training scheme, 

UK Online and UK Online for Business.  The common assumption in all of these 

initiatives is that skills are simultaneously generic and neutral objects. A direct 
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relationship is assumed between the emergence of a ‘skilled’ workforce and 

societal effects that will result. It is in this way that the feared ‘digital divide’ is 

expected to be resolved through training. The summary of the Our Competitive 

Future white paper reads, “Our success depends on how well we exploit our most 

valuable assets: our knowledge, skills, and creativity. These are the key to 

designing high-value goods and services and advanced business practices. They 

are at the heart of a modern, knowledge driven economy.”(1999). This kind of 

approach to skills mirrors the ways in which scholars like Goody and Watt 

(1963) have written about literacy. Goody and Watt saw literacy in what Street 

(1984) calls an ‘autonomous’ view, conceptualising it as a technical ability and 

believing that “the advent of literacy in a society will have the same social and 

psychological effects, no matter which society is being studied”(Ahearn 2001). 

Critics of this conceptualisation of literacy argued that literacy should be seen as 

form of social practice (Gee 2000, Kulick and Stroud 1990, Street and Besnier 

1994). Whilst skills have been studied by anthropologists as a form of social 

practice, I argue that it is important to maintain an awareness of the power of the 

notion of skills as ‘autonomous’ and to incorporate this into our analysis of social 

practice itself. One thing that such documents like those described above seem to 

do is to disembody the notion of ‘skill’ from the person. The need to resolve the 

perceived risk of a digital divide between those who have the skills to access 

information and those who do not focuses on basic skills.  The idea of basic skills 

requires that we imagine the population as needy and receptive to such forms of 

enskillment. It also requires that we see skill as a de-socialised category, suitable 

and necessary for all. In such documents skills are non-specific and seem to take 

on characteristics of commodities which the person can gain to add to a list of 
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marketable capabilities on their curriculum vitae. In the specific context of 

business development more specialist skills come to be the focus of political 

discourses. MediaNet’s engagement with these political discourses was at the 

level of ensuring competitiveness through specialist skills rather than an 

articulation of their activities in terms of the provision of basic skills. The 

question then, is how did such political discourses actually figure in the daily 

practices in which MediaNet were involved?  

 

Firstly it must be noted that government documents were not taken on board 

unquestioningly by those implementing projects of development. It would be too 

simplistic and straightforward to suggest that these documents simply informed 

MediaNet’s activities by informing them about the needs of the population and 

the ways in which these needs should be dealt with. In fact their importance lay 

less in the intricacies of their content as their role as legitimisers of MediaNet’s 

activities. In fact such documents as government white papers were largely 

considered dull and unhelpful, and the way they were written was considered so 

self-congratulatory and superficial that they were considered limited as a source 

of information and hence predominantly uninteresting on a day-to-day level.  

Furthermore the content of such documents was treated with scepticism. 

Although supposedly based on neutral research these texts were produced by 

government and were therefore considered by MediaNet staff to have a particular 

partisan agenda. MediaNet staff were aware that such objects are created as 

forms of public communication and the style in which they present information is 

highly rhetorical and riddled with ‘sound-bites’. In MediaNet’s offices, such 

government information was generally found on the Internet by a member of 
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staff, printed off, placed in a file, put on a shelf and left there, evidence that it 

had been acknowledged, albeit not read. 

 

In order to be successful as a form of legitimization then, these documents must 

have had some kind of other meaning attached to them. If it was not in the 

specificities of the content, then the question remains, what was the effect and 

importance of these texts for organisation like MediaNet? One role which I 

suggest that they played was the way in which such texts worked to situate the 

local setting into a larger macro ‘context’. By seeing these texts as a form of 

political discourse we can seen how they were mobilised by the people working 

at MediaNet to juxtapose the local need for skills with a wider trends of 

economic change. These texts were a necessary part of the process through 

which the local could be situated in relation to the nation. Wastell (2001) 

suggests that the effect of scaling is to make us think that we must “accept each 

manifestation of a local context as a constituent element of a global whole, a 

subjective position in an objective reality”(2001:186). In this way these 

documents worked to create a macro context, which the local could then be seen 

to be a constituent part.  It may appear paradoxical that documents that were 

treated with scepticism could be a part of the legitimization of a project like 

MediaNet. However it was less the partisan fact of their production and more the 

‘public’ audience to whom they were directed that I suggest had the effect of 

legitimising MediaNet’s activities and situating them in a national milieu. 

Furthermore, such documents provided a reference point and a mutually 

comprehensible language through which support for business could be publicly 

articulated in discussions between public and private sector organisations.  
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Recognition of the wider discourses exhorting the importance of skills and 

training provides one part of our understanding of the activities of new media 

support providers and the importance they ascribe to ensuring a provision of 

some sort for the issue of skills. However the government concern with skills 

extends far beyond the new media industry that is the focus of my research. A 

more specific framework within which support organisations like MediaNet 

operate can be identified by considering the demands of the European Union 

(EU), and particularly the manifestation of those demands in the documents 

which condition the allocation and use of EU monies in particular regional 

locales.  

 

Rather than dealing directly with the EU, responsibility for the regulation of 

projects like MediaNet in the North West was delegated to regional 

intermediaries, to whom each EU funded project in a particular region became 

directly accountable. The intermediary organisation was responsible for 

producing a document which outlined the conditions within which projects like 

MediaNet’s work fitted. This document, called the Single Programming 

Document (or SPD) was much more directly mobilised in MediaNet staff acts of 

self description than the generic government initiatives described above. This 

was due to the fact that organisations like MediaNet are funded by the EU and 

thus were expected to deal expressly with issues outlined in this document. 

Furthermore the SPD explicitly states that it “has been developed taking full 

account of European Union, national, regional and local policies” (1998). Even 

a cursory look at the SPD can help us understand part of the reason for the 
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centrality of skills and knowledge to the definition of the general field of 

economic development, echoing the assertions of government documents, and 

creating a much more tangible link to the specific problem of skills shortages 

within New Media. According to the North West England Objective 2 SPD, one 

of the main objectives of funding in the region is “To contribute to the creation 

of a 21st century economy through the development of new and high growth 

employment sectors as well as supporting the competitiveness of existing 

businesses, where the key features are enterprise and knowledge” (1998).  

 

The Single Programming Document had a more direct influence on the project’s 

activities as it provided a basis for audit and direct justification for the project 

activities. As such, the SPD was used as a source of reference in the writing of 

quarterly reports. The organisation’s management encouraged members of staff 

to read this documentation but in reality the staff who had most contact with 

companies and were in direct communication with local companies were not 

inclined to read such documents unless explicitly instructed to do so by their 

superiors. Such documents become useful in the practice of bid-writing where 

applications for funds demand that certain criteria are addressed. In terms of 

those working within private companies people tend to be less concerned about 

the content of documents and the resulting initiatives, as the benefits it will bring 

them in terms of possible funding, awards, advice and indirectly in terms of 

raising their profile as a key player in the field in which they are working, for 

example in terms of publicly sponsored industry awards.  
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MediaNet’s articulation of the SPD’s aim with regards to the New Media 

industry was through the model of “sectoral convergence” outlined in the last 

chapter, which would be resolved with recourse to the resolution of skills 

problems. MediaNet staff were encouraged by the director to think of the media 

industry as a sector made up of companies that were formed through the fusion 

of creative, technical and managerial staff. This tied in very neatly to a discourse 

of the ‘information society’, ‘knowledge economy’, and ‘globalisation’. The aim 

of the organisation was therefore, as explained in chapter two, based on the idea 

that Manchester represented fertile ground for a possible new media industry 

considering its creative and technical past and four universities in the city which 

would provide the “skills base” for its future. Many critics of the information 

society thesis have suggested that the information society is just rhetoric and 

hype, and bears no relation to ‘reality’ on the ground (Garnham 2000, Mansell 

1993, Webster 1995). However this kind of assertion implies that the ‘hype’ is 

simply a reflection of some kind of ‘reality’. An approach which sees this ‘hype’ 

as a form of discourse allows us to see the ways in which ‘hype’ acts as part of 

that ‘reality’ that it purports to describe. The issue of skills, from the beginning 

of the MediaNet project, was central to the idea of convergence inasmuch as the 

employees of new media companies would have to be a highly skilled if they 

were going to compete on a global stage. However the responsibility that 

MediaNet took in the provision of such skills to the region was not through the 

training of individuals, but through the provision of already trained people to the 

industry, and support in dealing with such skilled workers.    
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Skills – a Means to an End 

 

One of the mechanisms through which MediaNet publicly hoped to bring about 

the convergence of the new media industry was through the technique of Action 

Learning. This management technique had been included in the original bid for 

money from the European Union and was to be a key aspect of MediaNet’s work 

with new media companies. A delay to the start of the MediaNet project meant 

that by the time it was up and running, this aspect of their work had already been 

piloted by another group who were part of the wider support organisation. This 

group had attempted to effect action learning for local new media companies, 

with a particular emphasis on companies who were producing digital learning 

materials. The group who carried out these action learning sets were employed as 

researchers, therefore the learning process was not just restricted to the 

companies who were involved in the research but extended to the team who were 

facilitating this learning opportunity. The focus of the group was on support for 

companies but through this form of business support, the team of researchers 

would be in a privileged position to find out the issues facing companies, and in 

particular, difficulties facing managers of companies who were having to deal 

with change and the “convergence” of individuals with different skills within 

their own organisations.  

 

The purpose of action learning was not only to bring about sectoral convergence 

however. Action learning was chosen as a form of business support for a number 

of reasons. Firstly MediaNet was not funded to provide training as this was the 

remit of organisations which were funded by the European Social Fund and not 
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the European Regional Development Fund. However it was important for 

MediaNet’s director that the project was able to be seen to be tapping into not 

only European directives but also national and regional concerns. As I have 

already explained, the notion of a skills gap and the potential harm it could do to 

the regional economy was a powerful discourse within national and regional 

politics at the time.  Furthermore, according to the project director, the 

convergence of people with different capabilities required a mutual 

understanding of different ways of working, divergent occupational histories and 

more specifically the emergence of techniques for “managing creatives”. Action 

learning was supposed to provide a means through which managers could come 

together and share stories about their experiences of managing creatives in the 

context of new media. Thus action learning presented a means of bringing 

together people to articulate a discourse of skill through which the ‘reality’ on 

the ground and the hype of political language were critically discussed.  

 

As well as having a theoretical basis, the decision to pursue action learning sets 

as a form of business support was also influenced by much more mundane and 

practical considerations. The involvement of managers in such a learning process 

not only meant that they could be counted as an ‘assist’, but also provided a way 

of counting their contribution to the action learning set as match funding. One of 

the ways in which match funding could be achieved was by encouraging people 

to give their services for free or at a discounted rate. The money that business 

managers would have charged for their time and knowledge in normal 

circumstances could then be considered a private sector contribution to the 

project. Whilst it was sold to the managers that they would learn from their 
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involvement in action learning, it could be argued to funders that such managers 

were not only taking something from the experience, but also giving something 

to others in the process of their involvement. Managers were considered to be 

providing a service in the form of anecdotes of their own experiences and thus it 

could be argued that they were contributing to the construction of a concept of 

“best practice” which could then be disseminated to the industry as a whole. 

 

Action learning blurred the line between skills training and knowledge sharing. 

The managers’ ability to manage ‘creatives’ and ‘technical staff’ was articulated 

by the director of the project to be a form of tacit and skilled practice, but the 

means through which managers’ embodied experiences could be transformed 

into a model of ‘best practice’ required a transformation of their ‘skill’ into 

‘knowledge’ for the greater good of the region.  

 

This first attempt at action learning had mixed success. Company managers had 

complained that they had too little time to engage in such learning exercises and 

although a series of feedback questionnaires indicated that most companies had 

found the experience of Action Learning in some way useful, various problems 

had been brought to the fore. As this initial round of Action Learning sets had 

been carried out as a pilot scheme to test the viability of this method of learning 

for local new media companies, the subsequent difficulties raised in the 

evaluation of the training meant that Action Learning was slow to be taken up by 

MediaNet. The difficulties included lack of time, confidentiality, the size of the 

groups of companies involved in the action learning sets, different levels of 
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knowledge, and issues of trust between participants, based largely on whether or 

not they knew each other before they met at the sets.  

 

The issues which made Action Learning problematic were intimately entwined 

with the relationship between the discourse of skills which I have described and 

their relationship to wider discourses of globalisation and information society of 

which they were a part. In discussions of how to achieve a place for Manchester 

and the North West in the information society, skills had been positioned and 

articulated as privately learnt, embodied often tacit and most importantly 

personal individualised resources. People’s ability to gain skills had been 

considered a means of competitive advantage and as such, skills were very much 

considered a private ‘asset’ of the person. Action learning appeared to undermine 

the private status of ‘skill’ by expecting to transform aspects of different people’s 

skilled practice into ‘knowledge’ which it was hoped would benefit the city and 

region through dissemination to local companies.  

 

Due to these contradictions and some internal conflicts within the MediaNet a 

second round of action leaning did not occur. Instead a training organisation was 

brought in towards the end of the project in a last ditch attempt to accrue some 

extra funding. The action learning sets were outsourced to a training company, 

who reworked what were originally supposed to be collaborative workshops, into 

a series of seminars addressing particular issues which local companies would 

find interesting.  
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Thus the initial approach to business support which had managed to reconcile the 

widespread recognition of the importance of skill in industrial development, with 

the fact that MediaNet could not resolve the issue of skills through training, was 

eventually replaced. Instead MediaNet put in place an approach which forfeited 

the organisation’s role as skills provider, moving first to a role whereby they 

could facilitate the transformation of skills into knowledge or “best practice” 

through action learning, to a final position where they were simply disseminating 

knowledge in form of a unidirectional model of learning. 

 

This was done not because of a straightforward ideological adherence to the idea 

of enskillment, or because of a sense that the central needs of new media 

companies revolved around getting skilled individuals to work there. Rather 

MediaNet staff and the director of the project negotiated decisions surrounding 

what kinds of support to provide through a combination of engagement with 

contemporary political discourses and the need to follow accountability 

procedures which required that they conducted certain kinds of relationship with 

companies that could demonstrate certain kinds of productive outputs for the 

project.  

 

Here we can see therefore that the provision of advice to deal with training and 

skills was not simply a value free response to the capabilities of a pool of 

employable individuals in the locale. The way in which MediaNet dealt with the 

idea of skills involved a constant negotiation between ideas about the value and 

applicability of different kinds of skills and knowledge. At the same time micro-

political decisions within the support organisation required engagement with 
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these discourses to legitimate or de-legitimate the value of providing support for 

skills provision. The importance of skills to the development of the industry that 

was embedded in original enthusiasm for action learning at the beginning of the 

project was endured even when Action Learning was not followed through. 

Although Action Learning was abandoned as a collaborative and situated form of 

learning and skills transfer, the idea of skills was engendered in other ways into 

the project.  Rather than being involved in the creation of the right ‘skills set’ 

through the provision of training, MediaNet’s staff shifted their attentions 

towards the provision of people who already had the right skills to the companies 

which needed them. Focusing largely on graduates from local universities, but 

also with a parallel consideration of the large number of freelancer new media 

designers and programmers in the city, much of MediaNet’s work came to be 

concerned with matching skills as located in individuals to skills as abstracted, 

technologically defined entities that were desired by the companies they were 

supporting. The role of the support organisation was thereby configured as that 

of broker or facilitator rather than that being the provider of the setting in which 

skills could be developed.  

 

Thinking back to the project Single Programming Document (SPD) it was 

therefore much easier for staff at MediaNet to justify their involvement in such 

activities as fitting into the remit of “Re-engineer[ing] the industrial and 

commercial structure to develop a sustainable economy.”  The privatisation of 

enskillment was not in this case compromised as skills were not transformed into 

knowledge which could then be shared or made public. Instead people’s skills 

were seen to reside in the individual. The intervention of MediaNet took the form 
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of creating a market for such skilled people rather than creating a public for 

specialised knowledge. The region would be ‘re-engineered’ through activities 

which enabled the ‘natural’ process of supply and demand economics.  

 

Re-engineering has a very specific meaning in this context, recalling a 

management technique which has been widely used to effect organisational 

change in large businesses (Hammer and Champy 1993). In the 1990s business 

process reengineering had a huge impact on ways in which people managed 

corporations (Case 1999). The idea of re-engineering required that the 

organisation was seen in terms of a system or machine, made up of a series of 

processes which work in interrelated ways. Here the same notion was being used 

to articulate ways in which the economic fortunes of the region could be 

engineered to achieve greater profitability. Re-engineering of the region required 

the introduction of new technologies, new work practices and new skills.  

 

This notion of re-engineering the region also drew on the idea of a ‘skills gap’.  

This ‘skills gap’ referred to the relationship between the new industries which 

constituted part of this reengineering process, and the availability of people to 

work in them. One of the fears was the possibility that the ‘pool’ of skills in the 

area was being bled dry by the lure of better employment prospects either 

overseas or in London and the South East through an imagined sense of the flows 

of a ‘globalised’ world.  The need for skills represented a need for particular pool 

of individuals with those skills which companies could draw on when needed, 

rather than the enskillment of individuals within the context of the work that they 

were engaged in. This conceptualisation of a local skills shortage was only 
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possible through the discursive articulation of space whereby people could create 

local and global as opposed domains.  

 

The means through which MediaNet worked to resolve this much more market 

oriented notion of skills was through an event called “Talent Match”. Talent 

Match, as the name suggests, was an attempt to match graduates with particular 

skills to companies with particular needs. One part of the half-day event, was a 

panel discussion between Nick, the director of one of IRBS’s organisations, and 

members of staff from four new media companies in Manchester. Rows of chairs 

that had been set up facing the speakers gradually filled with local students who 

had come to the event in the hope of finding a job. A brief introduction giving 

the reason for such an event was given by Nick and was articulated 

predominantly in terms of geography and the located nature of skill in the 

maintenance of an industry sector. Some of the speakers made suggestions as to 

the ways in which graduates from local universities could be encouraged to work 

in Manchester after leaving university. Partnerships between companies and 

particular degree courses, the sponsorship of academic modules by local 

companies and the placement of students in companies as part of their degree, 

were all put forward as suggestions for the resolution of the movement of 

graduates away from the city.  

 

The powerful connection between geography and skills has much to do with the 

way in which markets and economies are envisaged within regional development 

agenda. In a meeting between MediaNet, the local Regional Development 

Agency (RDA), and various New Media companies, the director of ICT and New 
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Media at the RDA made continuous reference to the skills gap in the North West. 

Acknowledging that there was a ‘brain drain’ from the region he argued that 

there were ways in which Manchester could stem the flow of people from the 

city to the South East. Using the example of Scottish ‘clusters’ of new media 

companies which had managed to attract graduates from other areas of the 

country to come and work for them, he reinforced the view that Greater 

Manchester, with its four universities was well placed to have such an industry.  

Ensuring that the ‘right’ skills would be locally available was articulated in terms 

of trying to “create, trap, and retain skilled and talented people” something 

implicitly considered much easier than having to attract already skilled people 

from elsewhere. The retention of ‘local talent’ was expressed alongside the 

common idea of ‘inward investment’. In economic development discourses 

regional development is frequently seen to require inward investment. This sets 

up a penetrative view of the local economy that relies on a movement into the 

region from the outside. This idea draws heavily on globalisation theses which 

see global markets in terms of flows of goods and people. The role of 

development agencies is to channel these flows into the city or region through 

whatever means possible.  Retention of skilled people on the other hand is 

concerned with the notion of being ‘home grown’. ‘Home grown’ refers to those 

people who were trained or educated in the region rather than just those who are 

born there and includes those people who come to the region to go to university. 

This very educational model of home grown talent is prevalent in local 

development discourses. However this was not reflected in people’s ideas of their 

own identity and sense of belonging which put much greater emphasis on birth 

and family residence as a criteria of belonging. Being educated in Manchester 
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does not make you a Mancunian. The use of the term ‘home grown’ to refer to 

‘talent’, plays on this local sense of belonging in order to give greater credence to 

calls for ‘local’ talent to stay in the region.  

 

Much of the work to keep graduates in the region to work in ICT and New Media 

was based on the idea that they needed to be made aware of the jobs available. 

Against the push of movement inevitable in a dynamic and globalised world, 

skills had become a mechanism by which a claim could be made for the 

importance of regionality, locality and the necessity of geographical affiliation 

achieved by evoking a sense of locality which was potentially missing from the 

educational or vocational experiences through which people gained skills.  

 

The suitability of skills as a discourse through which the project could be 

implemented was further complemented by the fact that MediaNet were audited 

on the basis of various indicators of success, including the number of new jobs 

the project had created. The number of jobs created by the presence of MediaNet 

in the city was almost impossible for the project staff to quantify. However, 

activities which confronted the skills issue engaged critically with the idea of 

employment and as such, provided a basis by which MediaNet were able to 

locate their effect on the local industry in a very obvious and visual way: a 

graduate placement scheme matched graduates from the North West with 

companies in the local area; ‘brokering’ activities like Talent Match whereby 

MediaNet paired up employable individuals with the companies who needed 

their particular skills. These activities gave MediaNet a means by which they 

could be seen to be responsible for the creation of employment and solid proof 
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(in the form of micro-economic indicators) of the relevance of the support 

organisation to the local industry.  

 

So far we have seen the ways in which the discourse of skills was a means 

through which skills were imagined as commoditized aspects of people’s selves 

and how this came to be reproduced through the activities of organisations like 

MediaNet. Engagement with the contemporary discourses surrounding skilled 

practice resulted in the abandonment of a form of business support which drew 

predominantly on the idea of communication with a public, to a more 

economically oriented form of support which had the effect of creating a market 

for the skills which people in the area were imagined to have. Furthermore the 

discourse of skills located in texts produced for global and national publics was 

incorporated into the processes by which economic development was legitimised 

and by bringing about an imagined relationship between the different scales of 

local, national, European and global.  

 

Just as MediaNet’s staff were engaged in the discourse of skills as they worked to 

bring about local development, so too were new media companies able to 

articulate their experiences through recourse to the same discourse of skill. Many 

company managers discussed the skills of their staff in highly market oriented 

terms and made similar recourse to the same discourses of globalisation and 

supply and demand. The manager of one of Manchester’s new media companies 

very clearly articulated to me the importance of obtaining the people with the 

right skills, with the suggestion that it was only due to his foresight regarding the 

relative importance and redundancy of particular skills that they were awarded an 
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important piece of work. Tying this need to be constantly changing the 

company’s technological capacity in terms of the skills of its workers to the 

exigencies of the modern market economy, he explained 

 

“the market changes so fast and moves so quickly, it is sometimes 

confusing. Well it is confusing for us and we live in this hyper-

state… for example over the last four months when NASDAQ has 

been going through the floor, we’ve lost money in three 

consecutive months, and it took us three months to change 

direction…this month we made money and we’ve dumped 4 or 5 

people who were doing whatever we were doing when we were did 

before right? …I have to look ahead and say oh god if this doesn’t 

work what we’re doing now, we’re really going to be in it. You 

know? But as it happened, I can tell you the anecdote, we made a 

decision to let go of some people with some skills and employ one 

or two others with other skills because we felt that the market was 

moving in that way, and you know as it turned out one of our 

major clients has just sacked one of their other developers, well 

they didn’t sack them, they resigned - they couldn’t do it. Four 

months late on the project and they resigned. And we got told 

yesterday we’d got the work. Christ if we hadn’t done what we’ve 

done, we wouldn’t have had the facility to do the work and you 

can’t just recruit people like that it takes two or three months.” 
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Once again we can see that the relationship between macro notions of economic 

instability and the necessity for individuals to take responsibility for their own 

capabilities was a central aspect of new media practice. This highly market 

oriented conceptualisation of skill however often appeared to undermine attempts 

of new media workers and company owners to make work ‘meaningful’.  

 

In the panel discussion at Talent Match described above, a dialogue took place 

which highlighted the discursive nature of the skills problem as envisaged by 

companies. The following excerpt from my fieldnotes illustrates the main thrust 

of the argument: 

 

The two speakers from Magnetic seemed to agree with the idea of 

training new recruits up when they got into the company and 

suggested that having specific skills beforehand was not as 

important as being willing and open to learn. But one of the other 

panel discussants interjected, explaining that he thought it was 

most important for people to make sure they had their own 

particular specialisms and keep it that way, so that whilst they 

could expand into other areas if they needed to, they always had 

something they were particularly good at.  

 

Here we can see that the interest in skills lies less in the capabilities of 

individuals to carry out particular technical tasks as to exhibit a particular 

kind of competence which is judged by their ability to be flexible. In the 

retort given by the second speaker, the emphasis is on the value of an 
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individual who has a particular specialism. This specialised knowledge is 

exalted as a valuable asset largely because of the unstable nature of the 

industry sector and an expectation that those working in the industry are 

likely to move from company to company. Having a specialism is shown 

here to be an important factor in obtaining employment, yet it only retains 

its importance by virtue of the fact that a constant re-evaluation of one’s 

position and an expectation of movement between companies is woven 

into the language of work within this industry. What matters is not so 

much technical ability in and of itself but the potential to be 

technologically capable. This is not to say that technological expertise is 

not valued but that there is a very conscious awareness of the 

intransigence of particular technological skills and a recognition that in 

order to be successful, having the ability to change one’s personal 

competencies is of central importance. 

 

By the end of the discussion there was little agreement as to 

whether it was better to have one major skill or several at a lower 

level, however everyone seemed to agree that as the industry was 

so rapidly growing and so was such a popular career choice for 

graduates it was important for people to make themselves stand 

out. Everyone on the panel had got into the industry at a time when 

it was in its infancy and there were less people interested in it, but 

it has become increasingly associated with large salaries and 

unbelievable success stories, particularly in relation to the dotcom 

companies, so that now it is not enough to simply “be enthusiastic” 
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about getting into new media you have to have something tangible 

to offer which will make you stand out from other applicants.  

 

Informing these perspectives was the core notion of the company as a sustainable 

economic unit. However in many new media companies, the need to be able to 

make money was paralleled by a need to make work meaningful for people who 

worked there, and to create seemingly new working practices which provided 

some kind of ‘freedom’ or self determination for employees.  The effect was that 

the centrality of skills that was so evident in national and supranational 

discourses was frequently played down by people working in new media. The 

employment of new members of staff was often articulated in terms of people 

having the “right personality” for the company as a more important concern than 

in terms of what skills they had. Whilst a level of skill was clearly important for 

the completion of particular contracts, skills were largely considered something 

which could be learnt when needed and the close relationship between skill and 

constantly changing technologies, meant that an ability to learn and fit in with the 

company rather than the specific knowledge of how to use a particular program 

was generally considered more important.  

 

Certain skills were taken for granted and were seen as so ubiquitous as to be 

unnecessary even to be mentioned. Literacy, numeracy and the ability to use a 

computer were all expected pre-requisites to employment. These were not even 

categorised as skills and were considered to be a form of basic ability rather than 

expert knowledge or specialist competency. When people talked about skills in 

new media companies they referred very specifically to the technical knowledge 
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of how to manipulate a particular program. Most people working in the technical 

or design areas of new media development were able to reel off a list of software 

and programming languages which they were familiar with. “Creative” ability 

was not categorised as a skill in such discussions and an ability to be creative 

was more likely to be considered to be as a talent that a person either had or did 

not have. In new media the term ‘creative’ related very specifically to artistic 

flair rather than an ability to be original, innovative or inventive. To make the 

distinction between creative activities and technological activities is in many 

ways a false separation to make. It is possible for people to use technologies 

creatively and likewise, it is also important that creative individuals have the 

technical ability to express this creativity through the technologies which mediate 

their production (i.e. CAD packages, design software, different coding languages 

etc). Creativity however retains a more prominent position as an innate 

capability, whilst technical skill is much more likely to be seen to be 

appropriated through processes of learning (either formalised or self-instruction).  

 

The possession of particular objectifiable skills by individuals, is one of the ways 

that ‘belonging’ within new media can be seen to be achieved. Drawing on 

Bourdieu (1986, 1998b) and his perspective on education as a site for the 

production of cultural capital, it can be argued that the possession of particular 

kinds of skilled practice are a factor in the creation of a sense of belonging to a 

new media community31. One example of this is the large online community of 

                                                 
31 In addition to the possession of particular skills, other forms of cultural capital included the 
potential ability to be a skilled practitioner, and the ability to understand the capabilities of other 
new media employees’ skills. People who were not working in technical or design jobs, for 
example managers and directors, still had a good knowledge of the different pieces of software 
that staff were using and the ways in which they were used and could hold conversations about 
issues that arose around the use of a piece of software. 
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‘Flash’ designers, who share expertise, on various discussion sites, about how to 

manipulate the software to achieve different effects with the software. Hence 

people who have ‘creative’ ideas but do not know the intricacies of coding to 

create them into animated movies will post a message on a message board for 

advice on how to achieve the effect he or she desires. In a popular critique of 

modern marketing, Locke (2001) identifies “communities of interest” as he calls 

them, as one of the most important features of the Internet. Whilst his manifesto 

is aimed at marketing managers, his observation that such communities are 

indicative of the most powerful potential of the Internet supports my thesis that 

skills are increasingly understood as the responsibility of the individual. Such 

online communities represent a move away from apprenticeship where a lineage 

of knowledge, both explicit and tacit, is established in particular settings (Sigaut 

1993) and instead, a collection of individuals characterised by a communitarian 

logic rather than hierarchical responsibility, share their own technical expertise 

with others in the expectation that their collaborative sensibilities will be 

reciprocated.   

 

This self-directed and ad-hoc form of learning is much more prevalent than any 

formal technical training among designers and technical staff of new media 

companies. It relies largely on a commitment on the part of the staff to have a 

dedication to their work which extends beyond the ‘call of duty’, and is the 

product of a deeper interest and enthusiasm for technical and creative skill than is 

necessary for the day-to-day productive work which they are engaged in. Thus, 

when I spoke to Jim, a Flash designer, about his sense of belonging to a local 

new media community he said that his affinity lay much more in the online 
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community of Flash designers than to a localised new media industry although he 

indicated that this would come with time. He explained that the Flash community 

kept going because the people who engaged in these online discussions love their 

work and have the enthusiasm to keep finding ‘new ways of interacting’.  He 

compared the freedom of developing the use of such technologies in new 

directions to the rigidity of business and the need for the applicability of such 

discoveries to be taken into account. Referring to a fellow Flash designer he 

considered a ‘genius’, Jim cited the following anecdote which sums up succinctly 

the tension between skill as an ability and skill as an asset in business. Duncan, 

considered a genius by Jim and highly respected within the online community as 

both highly competent technically and extremely creative in his designs, showed 

one of his creations one day to his mother. Despite being coded to a high level of 

complication, his mother’s reaction was to ask him “what is the point of it 

though?”  

 

This anecdote succinctly shows the dilemma that ‘creatives’ perceive in the fact 

that they wish to have the freedom to create their own competencies and the fact 

that they are paid to create particular products for particular purposes. Whilst 

their concerns lie predominantly with the fact that they do not have enough 

freedom in their work, the inclination of most designers to pursue their own 

enskillment in their spare time rather than in formalised training settings further 

illustrates the value which is ascribed to possessing particular skills where the 

individual finds his or her own ways of bettering their capabilities in a way 

which does not burden the company.  
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The tendency not to engage their staff in training or formalised learning 

programs was a general feature of the new media companies that I studied. Most 

suggested that this was because of lack of time rather than a lack of awareness of 

the ‘skills gap’. The companies in question were very small, often only 

employing a few people and were not geared up to training their staff. Larger 

companies are more inclined to provide formalised training of some sort, partly 

because they can afford it more easily and partly because they are able to allocate 

time for their employees to leave the workplace. Small companies which put 

value on their size in terms of the flexibility it affords them, further displace the 

responsibility for enskillment to the individual. A focus on discourse allows us to 

articulate a means through which this situation is perpetuated not by some 

invisible force or power from above but by a process of consensual agreement of 

all involved that dedication to one’s profession and potential for future 

employment are positive characteristics of a new media worker. This consensus 

is dynamic and shifting, created through discursive engagement with the 

discourse of skill as it is manifest in everyday life.   

 

Instead of engaging in formal training, individuals were expected to engage in a 

process of trial and error through which they would gradually learn how to 

achieve a particular effect using a combination of different pieces of software. 

This gives the designer for example, a sense of freedom to explore their own 

capabilities and often encourages investment in a particular product which goes 

beyond the time expected to be spent on that piece of work. 
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This way of working tends to be posited in opposition to what are seen as 

traditional forms of work activity as rigid, structured and non-creative, as 

explored in chapter three. Through processes of ‘experimentation’ at work, staff 

could learn how to use a piece of software whilst simultaneously developing 

ideas that could potentially be used in a future job, a proposal for work, or on the 

company’s website as a marketing tool.  

 

The ‘freedom’ afforded to these workers in the development of their own 

capabilities however, meant that they were supposed to fit such experimentation 

in around other pieces of work. They would play with ideas for sites by surfing 

the Internet, reading industry magazines, and communicating with other 

members of staff. The experimental creative process was thus simultaneously a 

learning experience, an economic activity and a creative way through which 

people could express and thus develop their selves through notions of creative 

authorship. One effect of such practices was to blur the boundaries between 

working time and non-working time and people were often expected to cross the 

constructed boundaries between work and non-work, sometimes to deleterious 

effect (see Ross 2003).  

 

Despite the lofty position of flexibility in the new media industry, particularly 

with regard to technical skill, this ostensibly highly valued facet of work can be 

understood in a politicised sense if one follows the cue of commentator’s like 

Bourdieu (1998a) who suggest that the transferral of responsibility for production 

from the organisation to the individual means that the producer is ultimately 

responsible for their own employability, locating this as a corollary of the wider 
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neo-liberal sensibilities of the market. This is a key feature of work in new 

media, and although the process of creating a new media product is actually 

remarkably collaborative, individuals in position of designer or technician are 

expected to take responsibility for the development of their own expertise.  The 

responsibility for learning is therefore passed down to the individual who is 

expected to be in a position to renew their capabilities as and when the situation 

dictates. Although commentators like Bourdieu (1998a) and Ross (2003)  have 

noted the politicised and disenfranchising effects of such ‘freedom’ it is also 

worth recognising that people use this ‘freedom’ to their own advantage as well. 

High levels of technical expertise can also be a source of power in a working 

environment, as became evident at NUK. Alex, a freelance programmer, was 

working for the company on an ad hoc basis doing the programming for several 

websites. Because of the high level of his expertise, and the very personal nature 

of writing code32, the manager had to trust that he was doing the work that he 

was supposed to do, as fast as he was supposed to be doing it. One of the 

designers had commented that every time Alex came in the sites he was working 

on seemed to crash, and suggested that maybe he was making more work for 

himself by sabotaging the sites.  

 

From these examples we can see that the privatised notion of skills which locates 

them generically in the individual was not always mobilised in workplaces where 

employees were supposed to be valued as more than just economic actors. 

Instead other measures of personal value were given greater credence – the right 

                                                 
32 Programmers each have their own style for writing code, and whilst there are certain rules as to 
the structure of the code being written there is also a large degree of freedom. This means that it 
can be difficult for a programmer to understand what another programmer has written, 
particularly if the comments that usually annotate the code are misleading, vague or absent.    
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kind of personality, knowing the right person etc. Where skills were referred to it 

was often as an indicator of the right kind of ‘person’ rather than simply a 

descriptor of an economic capability. Critically, it was more important for people 

to be able to demonstrate certain abilities of enskillment and flexibility than it 

was for them to already have learnt how to use a particular piece of equipment.  

 

The emphasis on discourse throughout this chapter has been an attempt to 

articulate the activities of people working in the field of new media through 

incorporation not only of situated activities and practices, by also their 

engagement with texts and ideas produced for audiences of different scales. This 

perspective has allowed us to incorporate the seemingly ‘macro’ into the ‘micro’ 

of new media in Manchester. I have shown, through a discussion of the discourse 

of skill, how this language was intertwined in different ways into the practices of 

everyday life (de Certeau 1984). I have also demonstrated that the relationship 

between situated practices and texts produced and distributed in other domains is 

not direct or predictable. The discourse of skills was articulated and interpreted 

differently in shifting circumstances and conversations, in different forms of 

representation and for different ends. The last chapter illustrated the ways in 

which people articulate processes of globalisation and social, technical and 

economic development through their daily practices. This chapter has shown on 

the other hand, how the ways in which people experience and value skilled 

practice can only be understood if we take into account the wider discourse of 

skill that is a feature of contemporary thought on economic development and 

social change. The relationship therefore between societal influences and social 

practice have been shown to be highly complex and as these two chapters have 
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shown they tend to be characterised in practice either by an over-emphasis on 

macro-economic processes or an excessive focus on rational and instrumental 

forms of individual action. Discourse analysis is a useful means through which 

these different scales of action can be traversed.  

 

Whilst discourse has therefore been a useful notion for the exploration of ‘skill’, 

particularly in the analysis of local economic development which is so often 

about the discursive articulation of local ‘need’, the analysis of discourse has its 

limits. As Blommaert et al note, “discourse is not all” (2001:9). Language is a 

highly important facet of social life but it does not explain everything. In order to 

understand the cultural features of contemporary economic practice in new media 

it is imperative to go beyond a discourse oriented approach in order to look at 

other means through which economic practices are made culturally meaningful.  

 

In the next chapter I move beyond a discourse-based approach in order to look at 

the highly pervasive notion of networks in economic practice and local 

development. The network is a very different model of social action to one that 

gives primacy to discourse, though both draw heavily on the idea of 

communication33. The network has increasingly become an organising principle 

of contemporary economic activity and has been one of the main means through 

which social scientists have been able to show the importance of social relations 

to economic activity. The next chapter will explore the place of networks both in 

social theory and in economic development in Manchester, by considering the 

network as a cultural form and analysing its effects. 

                                                 
33 See Habermas (1998) for an extensive discussion of discourse as communicative action.  
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CHAPTER 6 

THE NETWORK AS CULTURAL FORM 

 

In the last chapter I explored the ways in which a consideration of ‘skill’ as a 

kind of discourse might elucidate the ways in which theories and concepts of 

social practice are incorporated into everyday life. My conceptualisation of a 

discourse of skills proved elucidatory in the analysis of the ways in which 

politicised texts about skills are incorporated into daily practice. However I 

suggested at the end of the last chapter that there were limitations to giving too 

much attention to discourse as an explanatory theory of social life. Although I 

illustrated how the idea of discourse could help us articulate the ways in which 

people shift between different scales, between global and local, and between 

macro and micro, discourse analysis in itself creates a separation between text 

and context which I showed to be untenable in the ways in which skills were 

articulated, enacted and imagined.  

 

Thus in this chapter, through an analysis of the organising principle of ‘the 

network’, I would like to propose another means of understanding the cultural 

features of economic practice which goes beyond a discourse focused approach. 

Rather than focusing on the network as a particular kind of text or context, I 

consider the network as what I will call a cultural ‘form’. All of the people with 

whom I did my fieldwork, recognised at different times and in different ways the 

importance of being incorporated in networks of various kinds, and it is to the 

ways in which people understood their place in networks and what networks 

could do for them, that I turn in this chapter. How were these networks in which 
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people were working to be incorporated manifested? How were they created, 

realised and made real? When did people come to be incorporated in such 

networks and when did they avoid them? What was achieved through this 

process of engagement in or avoidance of networks and what can an 

understanding of the way in which networks have become central to the working 

practices of the people with whom I did my fieldwork, tell us about the cultural 

specificities of capitalist work practices in the new economy? Following Riles’ 

(2001) work on the network form, I explore the possibilities of her approach for 

understanding the cultural bases of economic practice and economic 

development. I then make some suggestions as to the ways in which a 

conceptualisation of the network form allows for new ways of imagining the 

effects of networks. Rather than simply understanding the network as a 

communicative medium, I explore the ways in which it is tied into a social 

practice of the making, leaving and reading of ‘traces’. 

 

In The Network Inside Out (2001), Riles proposes a network analysis which 

differs in many ways from analyses of networks which had gone before. Her 

intention in positing the network as both the focus and the form of her analysis, is 

to provide a critique of the notion that we exist or reside ‘outside’ or above the 

contexts of our analysis, an engagement with the idea that somehow our ‘theory’ 

operates in an alternative domain to the practices of our research participants. In 

this sense her intention is somewhat similar to that which I have already 

discussed particularly in the past two chapters – that is, how to reconcile the fact 

that “global institutional knowledge that characterises the literature is 

ethnographically significant in itself” (Riles 2001:4). I have already gone some 
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way to proposing my own suggestions as to ways in which this might be resolved 

however Riles’ lucid articulation of how to deal with the problem in hand is 

useful for clarifying my own perspective on resolving this dilemma. Riles argues 

that “the focus of engagement must lie in the problem of how to render the 

familiar accessible ethnographically, not in the identification of new multisited 

“places”, diasporic “groups” or technological phenomena for anthropological 

study. This will require finding a point of access from within the ethnographic 

material – it will require turning the Network Inside Out” (Riles 2001:6). 

 

My focus on the network like that which Riles proposes, is also one which does 

not posit an a priori separation between theories of networks that have permeated 

the anthropological literature, those theories that are proposed in political 

discourse and the experience of networks as they are enacted in daily practice. 

Instead by rendering all of these equally as aspects of the ethnographic material it 

will thus be possible to see the network as a cultural form, to observe the ways in 

which it emerges through social practice and consequently to help create a means 

through which we can articulate networks as a feature of economic activity. 

 

One problem in this kind of analysis, however, is how to incorporate a literature 

review in a way which does not posit an analysis of this theory outside the theory 

itself and separate from the practices of research participants. Riles’ resolution of 

this dilemma is simply to consider some of the problems with ways in which 

both networks of social relations and networks as articulated in social theory are 

features of modernist knowledge. She does not explain either in terms of the 

other. In the following section I draw heavily on Riles’ interpretation of the 
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anthropological literature on networks in my own attempts to articulate the 

various ways in which networks have features in anthropological and 

sociological theory. Riles’ insights in relation to this literature will prove highly 

pertinent for the subsequent sections of this chapter which will look closely at the 

ethnographic manifestation of networks in economic development and economic 

practice.  

 

Network Theories  

 

Social network analysis was first introduced and explored in anthropology by 

J.A. Barnes in the 1950s who attempted to map patterns in ‘networks’ of social 

relations in a Norwegian parish. Early analytical uses of social networks came as 

a challenge to the limitations of structural functional anthropology and provided 

a new way of conceptualising social groups on the basis of who was included in 

personal social networks rather than relying on the imposition of cultural 

categories or geographical boundaries to define the focus of study (Barnes 1972, 

Bott 1957, Mitchell 1969). Shifts in the anthropological gaze away from village 

based studies to social life in more “complex” social settings had precipitated a 

need for new ways of articulating forms of social organisation and a small group 

of Manchester Anthropologists took up the challenge (Bott 1957, Mitchell 1969). 

Informed by Radcliffe-Brown, these early studies used the idea of social network 

analysis to study social conflict and change. The work of these Manchester 

anthropologists explored the ways in which a systematic analysis of networks of 

social relations could reveal social structure. In contrast to theories which looked 

at norms and institutional structures as features which shaped social practice in 
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small scale societies, a social networks approach put much more emphasis on the 

patterns of social relationships to understand the reproduction of phenomena like 

kinship, class and race.  

 

In choosing the network as a particular form through which to address the 

complexity of social life which had been denied by structural interpretations, 

these studies have been echoed in much more recent sociological analyses of 

social networks as means of understanding economic relationships. In 

Granovetter’s (1985) seminal paper on embeddedness, he argues for an increased 

focus on social networks in understanding economic behaviour. In economics, 

Granovetter argues, decision-making had tended to be seen in terms of rational 

action directed at the maximisation of individual gain. Any behaviour which 

appeared to deviate from a profit-driven motive was considered by economists to 

be non-rational behaviour and social influences were seen to have a frictional 

effect on the smooth running of the perfect and natural market. Granovetter 

criticised this approach for being ‘undersocialised’. On the other hand, 

Granovetter argued that sociological contributions to understanding economic 

decision making had tended to be premised on what he called ‘oversocialised’ 

conceptions of behaviour. In these theories, rational choice was replaced with 

models that claimed individual adherence predominantly to overarching social 

rules and norms which were learnt through socialisation into a particular social 

group. This understanding of economic behaviour was seen to put too much 

emphasis on social influences at the expense of accounting for individual agency 

of any sort. Granovetter argues that both of these conceptions of economic 

behaviour fall into the trap of conceptualising the economic actor as atomised 
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and separated from his or her immediate environment and the patterns of social 

relations in which they are embedded.  

 

This paper on embeddedness, like the early anthropological analyses of social 

networks saw a networks approach as a means of understanding complexity, and 

both relied on the maintenance of a separation between the object of analysis and 

the analytical tool. In the former the object of analysis is the complexity of 

economic practice and in the latter it is the complexity of social life. In both the 

tool of analysis is the network, which is imposed as an explanatory device to 

understand the field of relations. These analyses involve the “discovery of a 

latent network” (Riles 2001:66). The same is the case in Hannerz’s calls for a 

reinvigoration of social network analysis in the understanding of transnational 

relations (1992). As Riles notes, the effect of this kind of network is to keep 

“both the analytical system and the heterogeneity of the system’s elements in 

view” (Riles 2001:62).  

 

Riles observes a striking difference between these kinds of analyses and post-

modern sociological network theories, in particular Actor Network Theory 

(Latour 1987, Law, Hassard, and Hassard 1999). Actor Network theorists, have 

extended the network metaphor to include not only relations between humans but 

the multiple relationships between all entities without prior categorisation into 

the boxes of ‘human’, and ‘non-human’ (Latour 1987, Latour 1993, Law 1991). 

Drawing from cybernetics research, actor-network theory proposes that the world 

should be analysed in terms of the myriad networks of relations between people 

and things. The effect of such an analysis is to “simultaneously draw attention to 
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the limitations and expansive qualities of modern knowledge”(Riles 2001:63). 

Before embarking on fieldwork, I had drawn on Actor-Network theory as a 

means of resolving some of the problems I envisaged I would face in doing 

anthropology “at home”. Actor network theory seemed to provide a means of 

creating a theoretically induced reflexivity which would allow me to see the 

power of connections and relationships between people and objects that I would 

otherwise have taken for granted. My pre-fieldwork intention had been to 

“follow” networks of people and objects in order to create a focus of analysis 

which did not rely on self evident categories of “culture” or “community”. Riles 

identifies this reflexivity as the main feature that distinguishes actor network 

theory from other kinds of social network analysis.  Unlike the networks of 

Hannerz, Granovetter or the early Manchester school social network theorists, 

Actor Network Theory does not posit a separation between the subject of 

analysis and the analytical tool. Like Deleuze and Guattari’s “rhizomes” (1987), 

the networks of actor network theory posit “analysis and phenomenon as … the 

same thing”.  

 

Riles’ interpretation of the literature on networks provides a useful means 

through which to position my analysis of the networks I encountered. Using a 

network theory to analyse my ethnographic material on networks would posit a 

false separation between the idea of networks as articulated in the literature and 

the practice of networks as enacted in the field. On the other hand, making too 

linear a link between the academic literature and its affect on practice “on the 

ground” would have the effect of setting up a false genealogy of events. In this 

kind of analysis I would be forced to assume that people with whom I did 
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fieldwork gained their understanding of their network activity from the network 

theorists. This was in some cases true – the director of MediaNet was very keen 

on developing an understanding of actor network theory to help him interpret and 

analyse the management practices in the new media industries. However this 

very explicit use of theory in the field was the exception rather than the rule. The 

potential of network theory to resolve this dichotomous approach is appealing 

but raises more problems than it solves for it creates a need to mobilise the object 

of critique in the practice of critiquing it. Analysing networks by understanding 

people’s activities through a theory of networks runs the risk of becoming a 

highly tautological exercise. For this reason then, I analyse my ethnographic 

material not through the literature on networks but alongside it. Although I use 

Riles’ insights on these theoretical positions as potential tools with which I might 

analyse the ways in which networks figured in new media practices in 

Manchester, Riles’ ethnographic description of social activists’ networks in Fiji 

differs considerably from my ethnographic observations. Her observation of the 

ways in which Fijian activists experienced “the network” illustrates a much more 

rigid and structured view of networks than those expressed in my fieldwork. “to 

include a person, an institution or a project in a network was to formalize it and 

vice versa” (Riles 2001:66-67). Rather than the network being an organisational 

metaphor, with boundaries defined by rules of membership, the networks which I 

explore were much less tangible or object-like than these social-activists’ 

networks seem to have been. 
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Networks in New Media 

 

This difference between “a network” as an organisational structure as Riles 

observes and the networks which were mobilised by people in New Media 

development requires some elaboration if we are to understand the ways in which 

interpreting the network as a cultural form, can give us some insight into the 

cultural character of economic practice. The networks which were a central 

feature of economic practice in my research were very difficult to pin down, to 

see, or to articulate. They were alluded to not through a rule of membership but 

rather through the language of participation. Rather than the object of the 

network being the primary organising feature of social relations between people 

and companies in new media, the notion of networking was the main way in 

which a sense of networks was invoked.  

 

This is an important distinction to make in terms of understanding the perceived 

importance of the network form to economic practice. The network was not an 

organisational principle in the same way as the city or the industry or the 

company was. Inclusion within a network was not defined by location, 

membership or employment. Being “networked” was rather an active and 

dynamic process not a passive experience and managing one’s success at being 

‘networked’ was the primary reason for networking.  

 

It could be argued that networking is one of the defining features of the new 

media industries (Fuchs 2002, Keeble, Wilkinson, and Baumeister 2002, Pratt 

2000, Wittel 2001). Whether or not every company attended networking events, 
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the idea of the flexible networked company with flexible networked employees 

permeated discussions of new media and the definition of the new economy at 

the time of my fieldwork. By the time I started my fieldwork, it was already 

widely established that new media companies were “into” networking. In August 

2000, an article appeared in the ‘new media’ section of the Guardian Newspaper, 

describing the various networking parties for the new media industries in 

London. The author of the article observed that: 

 

“Technically, there are two types of new media networking evening: the 

networking-oriented events where the focus is generally on doing business, and 

the less formal, more booze-oriented parties where the idea is to meet new 

people you could potentially meet when sober, and then do business.”(Vickers 

2000). 

 

Shortly after this was published, and much to the excitement of MediaNet’s staff 

an article appeared in the industry magazine Insider, which described the 

burgeoning networking ‘scene’ in the North West of England, and made 

reference to the networking event that MediaNet had organised as an example of 

Manchester’s success in becoming a new media hub. The article proclaimed, 

“When the going gets tough, the tough go networking” (Taylor 2001).  

 

There were several networking events running during the time of my fieldwork. 

One of the monthly events was called BOOB night, standing for Buy One’s Own 

Booze. This was an event which had started in London in response to the 

proliferation of networking nights which revolved more around the presence of 
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free alcohol than on any particular interest in either socialising and colleagues or 

doing business. One of the criticisms of networking events which provided free 

food and alcohol was that people were not attending them for the ‘right’ reason 

(networking), and were going instead to get drunk with their work colleagues. 

The fact that people were expected to buy their own alcohol at this particular 

event was an indication that the availability of “beer” was less important than 

“doing business”. This particular event was, however, still held in a bar and 

upheld the notion that networking events were a means of doing business in a 

relaxed and sociable environment. 

 

There was also another event called ABC, a global networking organisation that 

had a branch in the North of England called ABC North. This event was 

distinguished from other events on the basis of its ‘serious’ nature, and not least 

that all of the people who attended were expected to wear suits. The wearing of 

suits was a marker that this gathering focused more on the activity of doing 

business rather than networking through socialising. It was also not free (costing 

£10 per person) and was considered by many as monthly “marketplace” for small 

companies who were vying for venture capital (or “vulture capital” as it was 

sometimes humorously referred to). The idea of the networking event as a market 

place had negative connotations for some. Rather than the ‘proper’ purpose of 

networking as a means of building social relations and sharing information, 

events like ABC interpreted the network as a very direct means by which people 

could find and make money.  
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In contrast to this much more formal event, a very informal network of small 

businesses and freelancers was also set up during the time I was doing fieldwork. 

They too would meet on a monthly basis to discuss issues facing small business 

owners and start up companies in the creative and new media industries, meeting 

up in a location which would be suggested by one of the participants each month. 

These meetings were very small, often only consisting of seven or eight people, 

and were considered an opportunity to share their experiences of trying to make 

their business ideas work. The meetings were organised using an online 

discussion forum and email list which also acted as a means of sharing 

information and continuing some of the discussions which had been started at the 

gatherings themselves. 

 

It was in this milieu where networking was accepted as the means par excellence 

through which companies would be able to improve their competitiveness that 

MediaNet developed their own networking event. “Wired City” was 

conceptualised by MediaNet staff in response to the belief that new media 

companies required networking events.  Creating a networking event had been 

part of the original project brief, but the actual form that the networking event 

would take emerged through discursive engagement by project staff with the 

reason’s why people would want to ‘network’. The employees of MediaNet 

argued that they could see for themselves the importance of connections between 

people in local new media companies and this provided them with a sense that 

they were ‘on the right tracks’ in their project of making a network of companies, 

and that what they were working to nurture was something that was self-

evidently necessary for the life of new media companies.  
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Why was it then, that new media companies in particular were considered to be 

so receptive to networking? In instrumental terms what was it that this activity of 

networking was expected to achieve? And in practice how was the activity of 

networking experienced by the people involved in it? 

 

Networking events like those which I have just described were organised firstly 

around the idea that personal incorporation or participation in networks was a 

form of learning and knowledge sharing which was necessary for businesses to 

achieve success.  The specific focus on networking in the new media industries 

derived in part from an awareness of the practices of new media companies in 

New York. The rise of a highly successful new media industry in New York was 

frequently emulated by people working in and working to develop the new media 

industries in the UK. One of most well publicised features of New York’s new 

media industry was its networking events. Pratt (2000) describes how the New 

York New Media Association (NYNMA) arranged parties for companies in the 

city. Through these parties the ‘networking event’ became a characteristic of the 

‘no-collar’ workplace, which promoted the values of communicativity, 

connection and knowledgeability (Ross 2003). A side effect of the success of 

these gatherings was the emergence of the NYNMA as “the public face of the 

New Media community” (Pratt 2000:432). MediaNet staff were well aware of the 

importance of the NYNMA to the New York new media industry and aspired to 

having just as prominent a role in Manchester.  
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Though new media networking was specifically informed by the experiences of 

new media companies in New York, the enthusiasm for inter-firm networking in 

Manchester must be seen alongside a much wider emphasis on networking that 

has arisen as a model for economic development processes (Carbonara 2002, de 

Berranger and Meldrum 2000a, Keeble, Wilkinson, and Baumeister 2002, Uzzi 

1997). Recent economic development policy has been influenced by studies such 

as Piore and Sabel’s (1984) work on flexible specialisation in Northern Italy. 

This focused on the way in which specialised products and services could be 

produced by disaggregated networks of firms and individuals which would come 

together on a project-by-project basis (Piore and Sabel 1984). Another model of 

local cooperation and social cohesion which makes claims for the importance of 

social networks is Putnam’s idea of social capital. Based on research in Northern 

Italy (1993) and the United States (2000) Putnam claimed that there is a direct 

correlation between the levels of involvement of a population in civil society and 

the economic fortunes of a region. Harriss’ (2002) lucid critique of Putnam’s use 

of the concept of ‘social capital’ has shown it to be fundamentally problematic in 

myriad different ways and claims that Putnam’s view of the relationship between 

social capital and economic success of a region is wrong. However the idea that 

social capital is a means through which economic development can be achieved, 

particularly in terms of business relationships as a form of social capital, was 

certainly employed by people during my fieldwork as a commonsense 

explanation for the need to network. In this sense, networking was seen as a form 

of participation in a kind of business focused civil society. 
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I was given various practical explanations for the existence of a link between the 

ability to network and an ability to do well at business. Often the explanations 

were framed around an idea of ‘knowledge transfer’. Networking events 

provided a means through which people could share information which could 

benefit their business. Though this seems perhaps strange in a competitive 

marketplace, the sharing of information can be understood as an aspect of the 

‘newness’ which I described in chapter four. Heydebrand & Mirón (2002) have 

looked at the relationship between innovativeness and interaction in New York’s 

new media firms. They suggest that interaction is an important feature of firms in 

the new economy because of the seeming unpredictability of the future. Although 

companies are in competition with one another, general discussions about the 

direction of change are very important to people who work for these companies 

as they are aware of the impact that change could have on their work.  The role 

of networks as a means of managing the indeterminacy of the future posits 

communication as the most important means available for bringing about change 

and ‘keeping up’ with the changes occurring elsewhere. Thus for these networks 

to be meaningful they rely on the concept of change that I have discussed in the 

context of convergence, and the structural need to constantly re-skill. In the 

information economy, lack of information is perceived to be fundamentally 

problematic. But people often feel that it is a constant struggle to be aware of the 

information that they ‘need’. One of the purposes of networking was to create 

established channels for obtaining information rather than letting people find out 

things themselves. MediaNet’s events perpetuated the notion that people need to 

be told what they need to know. This model of networks as a means through 

which knowledge could be transferred was mainly reproduced in institutional, 
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academic and public articulations of the need for networking. In this 

conceptualisation the network was reified into a tangible, albeit flexible, structure 

of nodes and channels of communication. The networks created by the practice 

of networking were conceptualised in a metaphorical way which mirrored the 

structure of technical networks like the Internet.  

 

I will call this a transactional conception of networks. In this model, people come 

to be seen as nodes and their knowledge as packets of information transferred 

between people along channels of communication. The transactional model of 

networks requires that people come to be seen as part of the network, as points 

through which information passes. When people are connected, communication 

occurs. Communication in this view becomes evidence in itself of the transfer of 

knowledge. Furthermore, greater knowledge is seen to mean a greater ability to 

make calculated decisions which lead to economic gain. By creating networks 

local development practitioners were attempting to create the conditions through 

which agents learn from one another the necessary information to be able to 

make economic decisions. This ideal of the network form, the network that 

connects people and allows people to communicate appears to give power to 

those who are connected and removes power from those who are not. 

Furthermore this view suggests that once “connected” and able to “tap in” to the 

networks, information will be able to flow freely from one person to another thus 

positing an opposition between being connected and not being connected.  

 

In this model of the network, people who are in the network come to take the role 

of gatekeepers of information, channelling knowledge and information through 
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themselves. What characterises the transactional network is the idea that the 

network exists outside the person and is something that actors can choose to 

connect to. Whilst this understanding of networks takes us some way to 

understanding the way in which they are manifested, there are considerable 

limitations to this transactional network idea which does not do justice to the 

ubiquity of networks as a cultural device. This conceptualisation of the network 

form leads to a rather emaciated theory of social action and the quality of 

personal relationships which the network is supposedly comprised of. The 

transactional view of networks is premised first and foremost on the assumption 

that the network is real. By this, I mean that the existence of any network is 

made to appear self-evident, a tangible structure through which information must 

pass. Conceptually, information cannot pass outside the network form, for the 

interaction which brings about the transmission of information becomes another 

part of the network structure. A second characteristic of a transmission model of 

networks is the centrality of communication and the flattening of meaning. By 

giving primacy to the feature of the network as an information exchange, the 

process by which information is communicated becomes veiled. The 

transactional model of networks precludes the need to consider the intricacies of 

communication, premising an assumption of shared understanding at the point of 

interaction. In the ideal network messages flow smoothly from sender to receiver 

and communication becomes the transferral of facts rather than being concerned 

with the construction or interpretation of meaning. In this model the network is a 

form through which knowledge is transmitted rather than being the site of its 

creation.  
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Another way in which people articulate the importance of networking for their 

business practices is as a means of finding people to work with. This can be in 

terms of freelancers finding new projects to work on; people who wish to change 

their jobs looking for new kinds of employment; or companies looking for 

potential collaborators. A lot of people working in new media companies 

considered themselves to be economically very vulnerable. This was articulated 

once again, in terms of a recognition that the future is unpredictable and volatile, 

combined with an awareness that the newness of the industry meant that they 

lacked expertise and business acumen. From finding a job to starting up a 

company or searching for new members of staff, a constant maintenance of 

relationships with different actors in the local setting was one way of ensuring 

that they would be able to engage in collaborative relationships, and provided a 

reason for networking. Creating products involved diverse and shifting 

collaborations over time. Collaborations between firms was explained to me by 

one business manager in the following terms: 

 

“you can’t be an expert in all these things it is impossible. So we’re an internet 

marketing company the key word being “marketing”. We understand the Internet 

we understand marketing but in amongst that, to make that work you have to 

have - the technology base is phenomenal – um, so we buy other people’s 

software, we buy other people’s expertise, we knit them all together and deliver 

them as a package to another client and say this will deliver you XY people into 

your site. That work is ours, some of it is somebody else’s. We’ll coordinate it 

all.” 
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Companies frequently positioned themselves in this way and emphasised a need 

to combine their own expertise with that of other specialists in other fields. In the 

case outlined above, the relationship with suppliers was phrased in purely 

economic terms as the buying in of outside expertise. I was frequently made 

aware of the fact that this kind of sharing of expertise, if it was to be successful, 

relied on meeting new people who might be potential collaborators.  In order to 

deal with the indeterminacy of the future alluded to above, companies engage in 

temporary collaborative relationships with other companies and individuals with 

particular skills and capabilities. Thus managers were in a constant process of re-

evaluating the relative worth of specialisation and diversity. Different people had 

different ideas about whether they should focus on being in a niche market and 

provide specialist services whereby they would have a monopoly over the goods 

that they offer, or at least as near to a monopoly as possible. Other people felt 

that they would be better off trying to bring about a situation where they could be 

flexible enough to respond to the changing needs of their customers and could 

offer a wide range of services.  

 

During my time with NUK, the managers were considering the possibility of 

adding CD-based multimedia presentations to their list of services, which could 

be linked to the client’s website. Phil and David were particularly interested in 

creating interactive presentations, especially those which included bespoke music 

as they were both musicians and wanted to make music as part of their work. 

However neither of them had experience of putting presentations onto CD-Rom 

and so sought advice as to whether they would be able to make a profit by adding 

this capability to the list of services they offered. Phil’s ex-business partner had a 
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cousin, Graham, who was already making promotional CD-ROMs for music 

companies and Phil and Graham had begun to meet up to see if it would be 

possible for them to work together.  This kind of collaborative relationship was 

explained to me primarily in terms of the benefits of sharing expertise and 

meeting new clients by drawing on the client base of your collaborator. 

 

Collaborations between members of staff within companies were considered 

important as well, although this was less of a concern amongst people who I met 

as the companies tended to be very small, employing only a few people. When 

social relations within companies were described in these small firms, people 

tended to emphasise the non-hierarchical nature of their workplaces and the 

collaborative nature of their work: 

 

“the one approach that we have got is that it is such a flat structure with what we 

do, because nobody can actually be the boss. Because if I can't program, how 

can I tell a programmer how to do their job? And for example, if I am not a 

creative in terms of like, I am not an operator in terms of visualising things, then 

how can I tell a designer how to do their job, and so it is a case of like being jack 

of all trades and master of none really and that is why, for example, the 

programmers can't complete a project without the creatives, and the 

programmers can't complete a project without an account manager who’s done 

all the liaisons and understands all the strategy behind what you are trying to 

achieve. So on a project there will be people who take a lead at certain times. I 

mean it sounds a bit like a commune doesn't it! It really has to be a team effort 

because you have all these different things going on.” 
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Typically, in larger companies people would come together in temporary 

collaborations for a project, and then break apart at the end of the project to form 

new collaborations and new allegiances for the next piece of work. To be able to 

do this, each member of the team was expected to take at least some 

responsibility for making a case for their inclusion in a particular project.  

 

During the process of organising the first Wired City, Caroline, one of 

MediaNet’s managers expressed the importance of collaboration for the success 

of this networking event. Caroline had decided that in order to make their event 

work, they needed to find enough people to attend and were hoping that a local 

solicitors would be willing to distribute an email promoting the event to their 

database of clients. This was articulated as the need to sell the networking format 

to other organisations in the regions and was considered “part of putting 

partnerships in place”. Even in the organisation of the networking event 

collaborative, networked relationships were evoked as the means through which 

success could be achieved.  

 

Networking as a form of collaboration for economic benefit thus differed 

considerably from a view which simply saw networking in terms of 

communicative transactions. Much more reminiscent of Granovetter’s (1985) 

view of social networks in business practice, this argument for networking put an 

emphasis on the relationships of “trust” and “reciprocity” between companies. 

Collaborative relationships based on trust between people with different 

capabilities offered a way of dealing with the complexities of the market and its 
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unpredictability. In individualistic terms this conceptualisation of networking 

highlighted people’s self-conscious awareness of the need to engage in networks 

of social relations as a necessary form of social interaction for successful 

participation in a market. Furthermore, in a market economic setting the idea of 

being embedded in a network was important not only as a direct means of 

making money in “the here and now”, but also as a way of sustaining one’s 

location in the market and to fulfilling the demands of an unpredictable and 

flexible economy. In this view of networking, the network was imagined as a 

pool of resources, and being part of a network required a demonstration of the 

need for or ability to provide a particular kind of expertise which would lead to a 

transformation from a potential network ‘player’ to a collaborative partner.  

 

So far I have discussed the ways in which networking was an engagement with a 

very positive view of the network, one which was articulated as emancipatory, 

democratic and profitable. But involvement in networks was sometimes 

experienced as a potentially threatening or dangerous activity. Issues over email 

monitoring by employers (Sturgeon 2003); the way in which store loyalty cards 

trace people’s purchases; and the fact that telephone calls or transactions on the 

Internet might be monitored without people’s knowing were all ways in which 

people pointed to the dangerous potential of networks. Internet based companies 

were very aware that there is a whole field of activity monitoring people’s use of 

the Internet and gathering information about visitors to particular websites. This 

informed people’s choice of firewall34, the ways in which they viewed websites 

and the extent to which they would give out information and when on the 
                                                 
34 A firewall is a piece of software or hardware that prevents people from being able to access 
information on servers or computers over the Internet and stops unwanted transfers of files which 
can include computer ‘viruses’ and ‘worms’ that can damage computer systems.   
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Internet. It was not only in relation to new technologies that networks were 

considered potentially threatening. Alliances or connections with the ‘wrong 

people’ could be potentially damaging and could ruin a company’s reputation. 

Networks were also a source of rumours, a means through which potentially 

erroneous information about a person or company could be spread.  

 

The danger ascribed to networks often revolved around a fear of surveillance. 

The potential of networks as tools of surveillance points to their materiality and 

in doing so exposes their power. Issues of power and control arise when the 

fluidity of the network form is curtailed, when the flexibility of its form is cut 

and unequal power relations are revealed. It is only in the revelation and 

materialisation of the network form that its limits can be made explicit. It is 

useful here to draw on Strathern’s idea of ‘cutting the network’. Strathern 

suggests that networks come to be ‘cut’ when the process of enumerating its 

different elements comes to an end. That is, networks are as long as the elements 

to which one can point to as being evidence of, and constitutive of that chain. 

She also notes that “the higher the degree of awareness [of the network], the 

more visible its extent (limit)” (Strathern 1996:5). In this sense, the process of 

making the network visible is also a process by which it comes to be delimited.  

 

This sits in opposition to the idea that networks are endless. The seeming 

ubiquity and universality of networks is, Strathern suggests, curtailed by the 

truncation of network relations brought about by rights of ownership. As long as 

it appears as a democratic forms of organisation, which rests on supposedly 

universal ideals of choice and freedom, the network as a form of organisation 
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that denies opposition to itself. It is radically apolitical because it is everywhere 

and can encompass everything. The descriptive characteristic of the network 

form denies that anything can lie outside it – it is a universal theory. For example 

networked view of the economy is one which sees every transaction and every 

aspect of every transaction as part of the network. This makes it very difficult to 

create opposition to the network form.  Ownership, in Strathern’s view, is a 

central means by which networks are given a length. The shortening of the 

network undermines its ubiquity and reveals where power is located. 

 

 The fear of networks which I described above however, seems to go beyond an 

awareness of ownership as the only way in which the network is cut. I agree with 

Strathern, that “people’s awareness of relationships can become articulated as an 

awareness of network” (1996:5). However it appears, if we look at the potential 

danger of networks that this awareness of relationships derives not just from 

regimes of ownership but from the realisation that incorporation in networks 

involves leaving something behind that can be read and used by others. The 

realisation that the network is a form which is potentially dangerous thus seems 

to come from the sense that the ‘wrong’ sort of incorporation can lead to 

detrimental effects on the self. This leads us to ask how it is that people know 

that they are ‘in’ a network, how they can ‘manage’ their incorporation in such 

networks and how their participation can leave their selves and travel the 

network form. To understand this I propose that we might gain insight into the 

way that people imagine their networked selves through a concept of traces. The 

network form as a means of understanding personal activities and social 

relationships can be better understood if we realise the place of trace-making in 
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the making and cutting of networks. The process of making the network form 

visible requires leaving some kind of evidence or mark of involvement. The 

problem them comes to be how to ensure that the necessity of incorporating 

oneself in a network does not mean that you leave something behind which can 

be used to your disadvantage in the future. Being part of a network thus requires 

a management of other people’s ability to enumerate your participation.   

 

So far we have seen how each of the ways in which people saw themselves to be 

engaged in networks required the imagination of a network as taking a particular 

form. This was the case whether the network was imagined in terms of nodes and 

channels, enduring collaborations and relationships or as an unwieldy and 

uncontrollable system. Whilst this network was made to appear self-evident at 

the point of participation, the question remains as to how it was able to have such 

an enduring quality beyond the point of interaction? Networking allowed people 

access to this thing called a network, but what were the means through which this 

network of which they became a part could be mobilised, imagined and pointed 

to as a structural, spatial or aesthetic form?  

 

In order to answer these questions I wish to introduce at this point an alternative 

view of networks, one which takes into account the construction and fetishization 

of the network form. I argue that the network presents us with a paradox. It 

simultaneously presents itself as structural and ephemeral, both enduring and 

fleeting, an entity which resists limitation but insists on techniques of 

measurement for the successful performance of its existence. The patterns of 

connections between people are neither necessarily visible, nor objectifiable. For 
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the network form to exist, certain events and activities have to become the 

enactment of the network itself. Like the networks of actor network theory and 

those invoked by Riles, networks are distinguished by their ability to be self 

referential, “a set of institutions, knowledge practices, and artefacts thereof that 

internally generate the effects of their own reality by reflecting on themselves” 

(Riles 2001:3).  

 

If the entity of ‘the network’ has to be enacted to be made real the question 

remains of how the pervasiveness of the network form is maintained? Through 

the idea of the leaving and reading of ‘traces’ I explore the means through which 

networks are made to appear as if they are tangible and structural patterns of 

relations through the example of a conversation that appeared on an online 

discussion list. 

 

The following discussion was a conversation which took place between one 

participant of a small networking group called Start-Up Forum, set up for new 

technology based companies in Manchester, and the organiser of one of the 

largest networking events in the region. The person from Start-Up Forum had 

been spotted on the latter’s discussion forum trying to organise dates for an 

informal get together of new technology companies in Manchester and his emails 

had been blocked by the list administrator. The following discussion ensued. 

 

My correspondence with Cool Logic regarding the closing 
down of the ABC North Discussion forum. 
 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
From: Start-Up Forum 
To: Cool Logic 
Subject: Re: OOO Cool Logic Mistake 
Date: Fri, 6 Apr 2001 14:15:58 +0100 
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Dear Malik, 
 
I've posted some messages to the ABC North forum, but they 
haven't appeared, and I have noticed that there has been no 
traffic. 
 
Has there been a change of policy in the use of this forum? 
i.e. is it now only an announcement list as opposed to 
discussion forum? 
 
Thanks in advance for your reply, 
 
-David 
 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Date: Fri, 06 Apr 2001 14:25:51 +0100 
Subject: Re: OOO Cool Logic Mistake 
From: Malik  
To: David  
 
Hi David,   
 
We are currently reviewing the whole ABC website's 
situation and the moderation of the yahoo discussions group 
has temporarily been put on hold.  A message will shortly 
be posted as to what the plans are for the re-launched ABC 
community.   
 
Thanks for your email, 
 
Regards, 
 
Malik 
 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
 
From: David  
To: Tony 
Subject: ABC North Forum? 
Date: Thu, 12 Apr 2001 19:57:02 +0100 
 
Dear Tony, 
 
Thank you for suggesting and allowing Dominic and Craig to 
organise the informal get togethers in Manchester last 
month and this month using the ABC North forum. Personally 
I thought they work quite well in keeping the momentum 
going until the next ABC event comes round. 
 
I think we would like to organise another event in a 
similar veign (sic) next month - purely informal social get 
together and general chinwag. 
 
However I and a number of people have noticed the lack of 
traffic on a forum that was previously well known and 
praised for its activity. I understand that Cool Logic are 
re-considering the use of this forum, and are currently 
blocking all but Cool Logic originated postings. 
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Is this true? And what are your plans (Cool Logic) for the 
future of this 
list? 
 
Thank you in advance for your reply, 
-David 
 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
 
Date: Fri, 13 Apr 2001 12:15:42 +0000 
Subject: Re: ABC North Forum? 
From: Tony  
To: David 
CC: Malik  
 
David 
 
We are responding to comments by members that the forum 
used to be used as a platform for business discussion but 
it now only used as a social message board. 
 
We aim to accommodate the needs of all members and are 
investigating the possibility of redesigning the website 
with message board or similar functionality to (sic) that 
all types of non-business groups can be catered for. 
 
Unfortunately in the mean time we cannot send messages 
about the social arrangements of a couple of small groups 
to over two thousand ABC Members. 
 
If you would like to invite ABC members to a business event 
you are organising then we would be happy to post this to 
the group. But this must be more than just a vague 
invitation to meet in a pub. 
 
We hope to be able to post a message to the group to inform 
of our plans within the next two weeks. 
 
Thank you 
 
Kind regards 
 
Tony  
 
 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
From: David 
To: Tony 
Cc: Malik 
Subject: Re: ABC North Forum? 
Date: Fri, 13 Apr 2001 15:04:09 +0100 
 
Tony, thanks for the prompt reply - please see my comments 
below: 
 
> We are responding to comments by members that the forum  
> used to be used as a platform for business discussion but 
> it now only used as a social message board. 
 
Yes, the initial flurry of organisation was poorly done and 
must have annoyed quite a few people with irrelevant 
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emails. I apologise for this, but in my defense (sic) I did 
not realise that so many people would respond so positively 
to the suggestion of informal get togethers while the First 
Tuesday North event was out of town. 
 
However, in my experience discussion forums have always 
been like this, where the majority of the discussion is 
irrelevant for most people - a quick look at the ABC North 
archive on Yahoo Groups shows the wide ranging discussions 
of the past. People can restrict the number of emails they 
get by going to Yahoo Groups and setting their delivery 
options. 
 
And there already exists an announcement-only mailing list: 
ABCNorthAnnouncements (which actually has 1995 members, 
more than the discussion list, but doesn't appear to be 
used as often). 
 
Blocking *all* discussion seems to be a bit of an over-
reaction. How many people complained? 
 
> We aim to accommodate the needs of all members and are   
> investigating the possibility of redesigning the website 
> with message board or similar functionality to that all  
> types of non-business groups can be catered for. 
 
I'm glad to hear it. However, is there any reason to 
cripple the current mailing list until you have completed 
the development? And worse still, not actually telling 
anyone that their emails to the list will not get through? 
 
A simple request to keep discussions focused on e-business 
issues and not on organising social get togethers would 
have been a better solution, in my opinion. 
 
But now, people who used this forum for feedback or help or 
advice have had a valuable resource taken away from them. 
For instance, I would have liked to discuss the ABC meeting 
in Leeds, which I missed but was interested in. Surely this 
is bad business from Cool Logic’s point of view? Why did 
Cool Logic take such a ham-fisted approach? 
 
> Unfortunately in the mean time we cannot send messages   
> about the social arrangements of a couple of small groups 
> to over two thousand ABC North Members. 
 
I thought ABC North had 1155 members (according to Yahoo 
Groups), do these messages get forwarded to other mailing 
lists? 
 
However, I see your point in that a lot of people may not 
be interested in the informal get togethers. But perhaps a 
lot of people *are* interested in the discussions about new 
technologies, or use the forum to get advice and help etc. 
 
If we promise not to arrange informal get togethers using 
the discussion forum, will you re-open the mailing list for 
general discussion? 
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> If you would like to invite ABC members to a business    
> event you are organising then we would be happy to post  
> this to the group. But this must be more than just a  
> vague invitation to meet in a pub. 
 
So you are saying that an event cannot be held in a bar or 
pub for it to be posted? What other criteria are there? 
 
Of course, ABC started with "vague" invitations to the pub. 
However, I'd have to disagree with you there if you are 
implying that the two informal meetings were organised in a 
"vague" manner. If you check the email archive you will see 
that there was a definite time, date and place, and also a 
commitment from the organisers to be there at that time. In 
addition, the events were both organised in modern bars 
with the latest Swedish furniture design and comfortable 
sofas, and were not at all pub-like :) 
 
> We hope to be able to post a message to the group to     
> inform of our plans within the next two weeks. 
 
Thank you, but its a bit late now, never mind two weeks 
from now. 
 
I think it was mistake to cripple the discussion forum as 
you have done without first informing the members of that 
forum of your intentions. 
 
I think it shows contempt for the existing members of the 
ABC North discussion forum who were using the list *as 
suggested by yourselves* to organise these informal 
gatherings. 
 
I think it is a mistake from a business point of view as it 
generates bad feeling locally towards Cool Logic for acting 
like this, and can generate bad publicity, which will 
jeopardise future sponsored ABC Events, which 
would be bad for everyone. 
 
Some suggestions: 
 
Re-open the discussion list. Post an explanation that you 
are re-thinking the use of the forum and invite comments. 
Take the heat that will obviously be generated, but at the 
end of it you will get respect from the existing members. 
 
Post an explanation of how to access Yahoo Groups to cut 
down on the emails. 
It's actually already written up in the ABC FAQ "Help! I'm 
getting too many emails!": 
 
http://www.abc.com/html/content/faq/ 
 
Tell people about the announcement list, and transfer 
people across to it who do not want any discussion and 
cannot use Yahoo Groups. 
 
*Use* the announcement list for announcements and the 
discussion list for discussions. 
 
Suggest that informal events need to follow these criteria: 
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- Does not clash with any ABC events 
- Definite location, time, date pre-planned *before* 
posting - no discussion 
- At least two people (the organisers) commit to being at 
the location 
 
You could call these "XYZ" events, and could be used for 
people to pass on information from people who go to the ABC 
events. 
 
And...apologise for cutting off the list. 
 
I also apologise if I come over as a bit of an asshole, and 
I understand that these decisions are taken by Cool Logic 
as a group, and perhaps you guys, Tony and Malik, are 
caught in a difficult position, taking flack from us but 
having to follow the overall strategy of the company. The 
ABC mailing list is a great marketing tool, but its a 
double-edged sword if you go about removing the discussion 
part without informing people. 
 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
From:   Tony  
To:     David  
CC:     Malik         
   Greg         
  Tim 
Subject:  Re: ABC North Forum?  
Date:  Fri, 20 Apr 2001 13:58:33 +0000  
 
David 
 
Thanks for the response, I am just acknowledging the reply 
as I am on holiday at the moment. 
 
Just to answer two points we have over 2000 people listed 
as members on the announcements group and over 1000 on the 
message board. 
 
I will post any business related event information to the 
message board, if it is well structured and clearly states 
what the objectives of the meeting are and who should 
attend.  
 
The website like I said, is the ultimate solution, but 
developing it still hinges on us securing the necessary 
resources. 
 
Tony 
 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 

 
 

This conversation clearly articulates many of the concerns which permeated 

discussions on networking. However there are a few points in particular which I 
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wish to draw out from this example, which illustrate the importance of traces to 

the practice of making networks. Firstly it is of importance to note that this email 

discussion was posted on the Start-Up Forum website as evidence of the 

intransigence and obstinacy of the large networking group and their lack of 

understanding of the purpose of networks. The tangibility of the email as a form 

of networked communication is important as it immediately posited the 

conversation as a form through which traces of the exchange could be re-

appropriated and reused. The penultimate email demonstrates a playful 

manipulation of language and reveals the way in which the points proposed were 

used against the person making them. This was only possible because of their 

very materiality. This long correspondence played with the fact that the trace of 

the original statements made could re-invoked for the purposes of manipulation 

to the advantage of one of the participants. It is telling that the final reply to this 

interchange of messages was a very short, fact oriented and de-personalised 

reply. Furthermore this final email was copied to three other people who worked 

for the same company as the sender, thus making sure that a trace of the last 

email was left in the ‘right’ places and seen by the ‘right’ people in a way which 

could be managed ‘offline’ by personal communication, qualification and 

interaction.  

 

This email exchange is reminiscent of Brown’s (1999) ethnography of 

“groupware” users. Brown looked at the ways in which the use of the groupware 

in a company setting provided a form of institutional memory. The electronic 

traces which people left held the possibility of being re-materialised in the future. 

In the email discussion above the possible re-materialisation of the email, and 
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thus the accurate remembering of past correspondences was central to the form 

that the discussion took. 

 

Another way in which the importance of traces was alluded to in this email was 

through the reiteration of the number of people who constituted the network. The 

main reason given for the banning of the original messages was that they would 

be seen by over 2000 people, most of whom would not be interested in a “vague” 

invitation to an “informal get-together”. But also implied in this assertion was 

that Cool Logic had an obligation towards the maintenance of a database of 

contacts who had signed up (another kind of trace) to the forum to gain access to 

very particular kinds of information and discussion.  In this sense the way in 

which such traces are left and subsequently used is at the heart of the way in 

which social obligation and duty is played out in the network form. 

 

In the creation and management of networks, databases were generally a very 

important resource and were a means through which certain kinds of sanctioned 

traces could be organised and accessed. In MediaNet’s decision to put on a 

networking event, much was made of the fact that it was through already existent 

and mappable networks of social relations that such an event became possible. 

The creation of a network was pursued in light of the recognition that the 

companies who were established in the city were already embedded in their own 

networks. It was in the interests of the MediaNet project to identify and 

appropriate these already existing networks into one overarching network, a 

network of networks which was then materialised in the form of a database of 

contacts. The database pointed to the network which MediaNet’s staff had made 
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through the process of categorising and measuring already existing relationships 

and by gathering them into one place.  

 

At the bottom of the email flyer which MediaNet sent out to promote their event 

there was the following request to extend and further create the network “please 

pass this email onto anyone you feel would be interested.” The email flyer left a 

particular kind of trace which transmitted certain kinds of information. Not only 

would the flyer be sent to companies but it was also hoped that the flyer would 

begin to travel the network by being forwarded to other people. Through the 

movement of the email along already existing networks, the subsequent 

attendance of these people at the event, and importantly the act of filling in an 

attendance sheet when at the event, these people would then be incorporated into 

MediaNet’s network.  

 

The networks which databases represented were so important that they were 

sometimes exchanged or sold and were often used as an indicator of success at 

being networked. Wittel (2001), in his description of the new media ‘scene’ in 

London gives an example of a famously prolific networker who had a database 

of some 14,000 “friends”. The use of the term ‘friends’ to describe these contacts 

had the effect of transforming the depersonalised, fleeting network relationship, 

into an enduring and non-market oriented relation. Friends were central to the 

experience of networking. People often attended such events with colleagues that 

they would consider their friends and important collaborative relationships 

frequently arose out of friendships rather than through a market oriented notion 

of the network relationship. Gaining friendships was not however considered a 
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reason for networking by most people. One way in which we might observe a 

difference between network relations and friendships then, is in the conscious 

necessity to leave traces as a matter of network participation and network 

creation. Friendships were much more explicitly tied to an internal and personal 

sense of self, an emotional, embodied attachment to another created through 

interpersonal relations but experienced in the self. I would argue that the network 

was on the other hand conceptualised as existing outside the self. The traces 

which I have begun to describe were a means by which people could connect 

themselves to networks that, though created by relationships, were less durable, 

more ephemeral and more intangible that friendships. These traces acted to 

solidify, materialise and actualise the network.  

 

Conclusion 

 

By incorporating the notion of traces into an understanding of networking, 

networks can come to be seen as a cultural means of ordering the world and 

making sense of particular kinds of social relations. The apparent materiality of 

networks is made at the moment at which those traces are read, rather than 

existing in a time and place as enduring structures of social relations. Privileging 

an individualised conception of the person, the network is a form which requires 

constant re-enactment and investment in order for it to become evident. The fact 

that the network can be pointed to is the effect of the activity of leaving traces, 

the effect of the network itself, rather than a side-effect of the communication of 

information or creations of collaborative relationships which the network is 

supposed to facilitate. In this way, the network has the effect of collapsing the 
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distinction between form and process, text and context, or object and theory of 

analysis.  

 

In this chapter I have tried to look at networks as a cultural form. Rather than 

using a social networks approach to understanding patterns of relations, I have 

suggested that understanding the network as a particular cultural object is 

necessary for recognising that the network form is a means through which people 

experience and enact economic relationships. Rather than taking the network as a 

tangible and objectifiable structure as my starting point, I have attempted to show 

how the process by which the network is made to appear real and measurable, 

through an analysis of the example of networking, is enacted through the leaving 

of traces. It is only through the activity of leaving particular traces and reading 

other traces that the network comes to create the sense that it exists as an 

externalised entity to which people can connect themselves. The network form 

creates the impression that it can be followed. Networks are a means through 

which people can imagine potential economic relationships to other people who 

they have not met. This is explored further in the next chapter in relation to a 

discussion on markets and audiences.  

 

I have shown how transactional networks enact a logic of communication and 

rest on the idea of an economy of knowledge as transmitted through channels and 

nodes. I also showed how networking acts as a means through which people can 

deal with the seeming indeterminacy of the future. I then proposed the idea that 

we can go beyond seeing networks as channels through which information can be 

communicated, to one which recognises the means through which networks are 
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brought into being. When people become entangled in networks, the networks 

become realised and enduring through the activity of leaving certain traces and 

trying to erase others. This might be intentional in terms of purposeful 

communication of messages etc. or it might be accidental and dangerous. 

Furthermore, by seeing inclusion in networks as the leaving of traces, no 

assumption is made as to the ways in which these traces then become read. The 

network form, made legible through a dynamic process of ‘trace’ making, is 

indicative of a particular way of understanding the world whereby network 

effects are evidenced by the traces of people actions.  

 

In the next chapter I expand this discussion of traces as a means of understanding 

the centrality of practices of marketing, branding and publicity to contemporary 

economic practice in the new media industries. Furthering the thesis on trace 

making activities I explore promotional practices as a means of deconstructing 

the way in which such traces are left and the kinds of relationships and 

imaginations about the world they imply. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

PRACTICES OF PROMOTION, THE ORGANISATION AND THE SELF 

 
“Self-description meets the criterion of auto-enabling efficacy: it effects what it 

points to.” (Strathern 2000/2001:55) 

 

“The organized market cannot be reduced to a mere system of trade and 

transaction. It is also, above all, a process in which agents who design and 

produce goods enter into competition to capture a demand which they help to 

(re)define.” (Callon 1998:44) 

 

One of the striking features of my fieldwork within Manchester’s new media 

industry was the importance of publicity and marketing to the technological and 

economic development of the city. The purpose of this chapter is to understand 

the reason why publicity and marketing were such important activities to the 

people with whom I worked both in new media companies and in the public 

support organisation where I did research. By confronting the praxis of publicity 

and marketing, I will consider the notion that operational domains like the 

“audience” and the “market” are not simply contexts upon which organisations 

and individuals act but that they become socially realised in practice. I wish to 

consider the idea that these domains are brought into being and made useful 

through the activities of everyday life. Thus this chapter focuses on the work put 

into the process of reproducing them and making them appear self-evident.  

 

Economic anthropology has long been interested in the relationship between 

economic practice and social organisation and from studies of peasant economies 
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(Kearney 1996) to anthropological studies of stock markets (Hertz 1998) the 

economic sphere has been recognised as a field of social reproduction (Narotzky 

1999) and a culturally meaningful activity (Polanyi 1992).  In the wider field of 

economic production, consumption and exchange, processes of marketing and 

publicity have classically been relegated to the sidelines in economic 

anthropology. However as such promotional practices have increasingly become 

an industry in themselves in post-industrial economies, it seems pertinent to turn 

our attention for once to these practices themselves.  

 

This chapter takes a closer looks at the processes of self-promotion and the 

promotion of others35 which I identified in the previous chapter as a particular 

kind of engagement in networks, which leaves certain kinds of traces. In the 

previous chapter I considered the kinds of networks which came to be created 

and reproduced through local activities of economic development. I looked at the 

reasons why social networks were given such importance in people’s attempts to 

stake a claim in local development agendas and how a state of embeddedness in 

networks was both a source of economic and political power, as well as a source 

of disquiet, resentment and threat. I suggested that one of the most important 

aspects of situating oneself in such networks revolves around the traces come to 

be left as a result of this engagement. The relationships around which local 

development revolves and on which they depend, are frequently described in 

reference to the traces that linger after contact. I showed that looking at the 

means by which people attempt to manipulate these traces, working to erase, or 

alternatively to further inscribe evidence of their contact with, and the quality of 
                                                 
35 In order to avoid using the terms marketing, branding, advertising and publicity 
interchangeably as catch-all categories when my interest is in what each term differently conveys, 
I will refer to these activities collectively as “promotional practices”. 
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their contact with others, helps us understand some of the ways in which the 

social and economic reproduction of organisations is achieved.  

 

In an attempt to get away from a systemic notion of the economy, Frank Cochoy 

(1998) suggests that understanding economic practice as the “performation” of 

the economy might resolve some of the apparent difficulties of understanding the 

way in which the economy is reproduced. Drawing from Austin’s notion of 

performative utterance in linguistics, Cochoy’s conceptualisation of the economy 

offers a much more dynamic way of understanding seemingly complex 

constellations of economic practice which the market is made up of. Cochoy 

explains “a performative science is a science that simultaneously describes and 

constructs its subject matter. In this respect, the ‘performation’ of the economy 

by marketing directly refers to the double aspect of marketing action: 

conceptualising and enacting the economy at the same time” Cochoy (1998:218) 

 

Callon’s quote at the beginning of this chapter is also instructive in this respect. 

Callon points to the way in which economic activity is not just as matter of 

supply and demand but a social process in which the suppliers are simultaneously 

implicated in the creation and (re)definition of demand. In this sense the market 

to which those engaged in branding and advertising direct their activities is not a 

predefined entity, rather it is made ‘real’ through various techniques of 

measurement which are now the professional tools of marketeers. The 

measurement of the market cannot be separated from the market itself as creation 

of goods which are distributed in the market which is organised around a 

prediction of demand.  
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 Promotional practices were at the very heart of the day-to-day concerns of 

MediaNet. Even late on in the project “getting known”, “getting our name on 

things” and “being seen to be doing stuff” were sentiments that characterised 

much of the work of the project. At first, my impression of this focus on image 

and visibility was that it was rather superficial, outside the ‘real’ work with 

which they were ‘supposed’ to be engaged. I found myself getting frustrated at 

the fact that the people I was working with were not seeming to ‘do’ anything for 

the companies that they were meant to be assisting. My own confusion echoed a 

similar sentiment among the staff at the project who were also frustrated by the 

way in which obstacles, both material and ideological seemed to prevent them 

from providing local companies with assistance and advice. However, as the 

work of the project proceeded in a manner that seemed to concentrate overtly on 

activities of self-promotion, it seemed that they were managing to achieve the 

targets which had been written into the project for the EU. Match Funding was 

obtained, the filing cabinet was filling up steadily with output forms from 

company directors, “e-lancers”36, and staff from new media companies and the 

number of ‘assists’ was gradually increasing. This was occurring it seemed, not 

in spite of the promotional activities, but largely because of them. However the 

functional reason for success did not derive from a simple deterministic 

relationship between the rational bureaucratic forms of audit and measurement 

that were in place to measure success, but through a much more complex and 

ambiguous process of trial, error and experimentation of method37.   

                                                 
36 This term was used by MediaNet to refer to freelance designers and programmers working in 
the field of new media, and particularly referred to those with technological expertise.  
37 Many studies have shown how audit often fails to bring about the transparency that it purports 
to engender in work practice (Miller 1998, Power 1994, Shore and Wright 1999, Strathern 2000).  
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Classically, economic anthropology has not needed to deal with promotional 

practices as a separate domain of activity from production and consumption. 

Indeed in ‘pre-capitalist’ economic formations, anthropologists attempted to 

understand the economy not as a separate sphere of activity from the rest of 

social life at all, but as an integral part of social and cultural reproduction 

(Sahlins 1972). Barter, exchange and gift giving were not understood in western 

terms as rational calculations based on a logic of profit, but rather were 

understood as activities which fulfilled particular kinds of social obligations and 

norms of reciprocity necessary for the reproduction of society (Gouldner 1960, 

Mauss 1966). Whilst the forms that these socially meaningful exchanges took 

varied considerably, from Malinowski’s classic study of the Kula Ring 

(Malinowski 1984), to an appreciation for example, of the obligations of the 

cargo or fiesta system in Mexico (Sullivan 2001) anthropologists have made 

important contributions to the study of economic systems which do not follow 

the purportedly overarching profit-driven logic of capitalism. In this way 

anthropologists have raised important questions about the status of the notion of 

homo economicus, the rational economic actor making decisions for the purposes 

of personal gain. Increasingly this questioning of the ideal economic type has 

extended from non-capitalist settings to examples of capitalist economic practice 

itself.  

 

Anthropologists have looked therefore at diverse examples of production, and in 

the context of capitalism these studies have often led to neo-Marxist 

interpretations of the experience of work as one of alienation and domination 
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(See Applbaum 1998:324). In the last decade there has also been an increased 

focus on studies of consumption which have attempted to move away from 

understanding consumption as a practice controlled by availability of goods and 

fulfilment of need and focused more on the place of consumption activities in the 

creation of identity (Miller 1992, Wilk 1995). In this way, consumption has come 

to be seen as a productive activity, a means through which people can create 

themselves through what they consume (Appadurai 1986, Baudrillard 1998, 

Slater 1997). Anthropological studies of consumption practices have focused 

variously on political economic divisions and opportunities made evident by 

consumption (Spooner 1986), on the aesthetics of consumption as a means of 

producing and reproducing cultural identities and creating distinction (Bourdieu 

1986), on ways in which the movement of goods and commodities around the 

world have affected consumption (Appadurai 1986, Appadurai 1996), and 

patterns of consumption have affected the way in which certain goods gain 

importance in different parts of the world (Mintz 1985).  

 

In opposition to deterministic understandings of marketing which make a causal 

link between the envisaged purpose of a commodity and its use in localised 

settings, anthropology has given precedence to the study of local understandings 

of commodity use in the context of cultural, economic and socio-political 

contexts. However I wish to explore what happens if we follow Narotzky (1999) 

in questioning consumption as the end point of the economic process and 

reconsider consumption as a productive activity? Narotzky explains productive 

consumption as consumption that is necessary for the production of goods or 

services. This is opposed to personal consumption, which is seen as consumption 
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for the purpose of maintaining and reproducing human life, although Narotzky 

also points out that when human life is thought of as labour, this consumption 

can also be seen as productive consumption (ibid:104).  

 

In promotional practice, promotion is a means to a particular end, where 

consumption is the final point of the economic process. It requires that 

consumption be seen as this final point for it is in understanding the finality of 

consumption that the promotional activities are separated as a domain from the 

rest of economic practice. Promotion occupies a theoretically ambiguous space 

between production and consumption, acting as a mechanism that is meant to 

increase levels of consumption to maintain a continued need for production. 

However whilst this concept may be under-theorised in anthropology, its 

importance in capitalist economic practice should not be underestimated. Whilst 

economics is frequently characterised as a purely rational form of supply and 

demand, the swathes of marketing managers and advertising executives in the 

knowledge economy are testament to the fact that economies are considered 

inherently malleable to actor’s advantages. Understanding contemporary forms 

of economic practice necessitates an engagement with these practices of 

promotion.  

 

A theory for understanding explicitly promotional activities is an area that has 

been largely ignored by anthropologists, with the exception of a few notable 

studies (Applbaum 2000, Lien 1997, Lury 2002, Lury et al. 1993). Marketing, 

advertising, branding and publicity, have tended to be sidelined in studies of the 

economy, and where they have been confronted, tend to be tarnished with the 
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highly politicised brush of subversive capitalist control over the consciousness of 

the consumer (c.f. Applbaum 1998:331). Applbaum points out the way in which 

both Lefebvre and Baudrillard have conceived of advertisers as diffusing “critical 

awareness of the capitalist colonization of consciousness through the purposeful 

manipulation of commodity-signs” (Applbaum 1998:330).  

 

Yet the practices of promotion of selves, products and places provides a 

fascinating opportunity for anthropological enquiry into contemporary forms of 

western meaning-making and the role of image and identity in the emergence and 

creation of contexts or spaces for action.  At their simplest level promotional 

practices can be seen as the means through which a product or service is attached 

to an image which embodies particular values that promoters expect will 

encourage consumers to buy the product. This view however, reproduces the 

ideal of rational decision making – even if the rationality that it is hoped the 

consumer will display is often considered to be hidden in the subconscious mind. 

The person, nonetheless, is expected to actively engage with the branded product 

in order that they will rationalise a desire for it through identification with the 

images and messages carried by the branded product.  

 

At Magnet the activity of creating promotional websites, and in particular of 

selling the idea of an interactive site to a particular customer involved the 

reification of the potential market through the gathering of facts and figures 

about the audience to whom the sites they designed would be directed. For 

example a proposal to develop a site for products aimed at children required facts 

and figures gained for free from Reuters news search or from reports published 
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by market research agencies, on how many children had access to the Internet at 

home, how many hours a day children spent on the Internet, what kinds of 

websites they visited most frequently and so on. Hine (2001) explores the 

importance of the idea of ‘audience’ in website development and sees the 

imagination of an audience as a means through which the production process is 

given meaning. Furthermore the way in which the user is imagined during 

development process comes to be integral to the final design of the site.  

 

One of the ways in which the audience is imagined is through the use of 

commonly understood ‘categories’ of person to whom a product is aimed. For 

example at Magnetic, the briefing document for the development of a site for a 

cereal manufacturer had a paragraph defining their key audiences; 

 

Primary: “Lorraine Kellys38” who don’t want to compromise health for 

taste but also don’t want to compromise taste for health 

Secondary: “Ross and Rachel”39 who want great tasting healthy food but 

in a convenient format the fits in with their lifestyle. 

Our core communication target is 24-35 year olds. In addition our target 

are likely not to have kids (either pre-family or empty nesters).  

 

As well as categorising the audience into ‘types’ of people the document also 

articulated the relationship that these groups currently had with the cereal brand 

in question. The cereal was seen by these groups of people to be a luxury item 

                                                 
38 A British morning TV presenter who is well known for her fitness routines and fitness videos. 
 
39 Two characters from the American sitcom “Friends”, who fit into the “core communication 
target of 24-35 year olds with no children”.  
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“they love the taste of <brand name> but they only buy it infrequently”, and 

furthermore the customer’s rationale for seeing it as a luxury item was put down 

to the fact that “they have been told (primarily by <cereal manufacturer>) that it 

is a treat that one should ration”. Here the relationship between the advertiser 

and the customer was clearly articulated as one where the advertiser had power 

over the consumer and was able to alter their activities through changed branding 

practices combined with an understanding of the audience as a “market” (Lury 

1993:40). 

 

All new media companies were, by the very nature of their work, engaged 

continually in promotional practices. All websites have some level of 

promotional purpose and most companies working in web development 

environments were explicitly engaged in the production either of sites that would 

act as tools to market their clients’ sites to customers, or as internal intranets 

which through publicity of company activities would create a sense of 

identification, cohesion and loyalty amongst employees of the company. The 

value of the web for being able to achieve this kind of cohesion was considered 

to be its interactivity and its ability to measure the movement of people who 

would be using the websites that were created.  

 

The internet as an advertising medium provided new forms of measurement and 

thus new ways of imagining audiences and the relationship between companies 

and their customers which was increasingly based on the idea of an ongoing 

relationship rather than an individual sale. Even with FMCG40, products which 

                                                 
40 Fast Moving Consumer Goods 
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tend to be characterised by a large amounts of consumer choice, a high turnover, 

and a series of unrelated individual transactions, websites were being 

conceptualised as a means through which a company could engage in a 

meaningful relationship with a customer through a model of interactivity. 

Interestingly however, this model did not primarily revolve around the 

communication of information rather such sites employed various devices of play 

to encourage a ‘relationship’ to develop between the consumer and the brand. 

Thus on one particular website developed by Magnetic, users were asked to 

register as a “secret agent” so that they could participate in games on the site, and 

were encouraged to communicate with the main brand character. As most of the 

users of this site were children many of them responded to the request for 

communication addressing their emails to the character. As well as creating a 

“relationship” in this way, companies like magnetic were also attempting to 

develop ways in which the websites could directly encourage people to buy the 

products that they were advertising. Whilst the number of visitors to a website 

could be measured, it was imperative for companies like Magnetic to prove a 

causal link between the role of a website as an advertising medium and the sales 

of the particular product the site was advertising.  

 

Despite the fact that more and more was known about the way in which people 

used these websites, where they were from, what time they came to the website, 

how long they used the site for, and even what they thought of the site, there was 

no way in which these web design companies could articulate the effect of all of 

this activity on the sales of goods, or seen in another way, on the consumption 

choices of the people visiting the website. Driving the logic of such activities was 
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the notion that greater knowledge or information about the market and the 

audience would inevitably allow companies to respond to and manipulate their 

markets more successfully through a process that Callon et al. (2002) call 

‘singularization’. However as the “audience-as-market” (Lury 1993:61), was 

becoming increasingly defined through the reading of electronic traces, the 

“audience-as-consumer”(Lury 1993:61) remained an elusive category beyond a 

generalised sense that consumers actions were the manifestation of some kind of 

expression of need. 

 

The formulation of the notion of a market, on which this kind of activity was 

based, is made possible due to the trace-based notion of action which I described 

in the last chapter, and a belief in the ability of the consumer to read those traces 

successfully. Rather than the link between promoter and consumer being one of 

information exchange through communication, a notion of the market was being 

brought into play which focused on relationships between producer and 

consumer which were simultaneously created and made evident through the 

leaving and reading of traces.   

 

Both new media companies and organisations like MediaNet were greatly 

concerned with their own forms of promotion and visibility. Whilst organisations 

like Magnet were involved almost entirely in the promotion of other companies’ 

products through the medium of the web, they were also simultaneously engaged 

in their own forms of self-promotion.  Rather than being a supplement to their 

other activities, I suggest here that we might fruitfully see these promotional 
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practices as absolutely central to understanding the experiences and meanings of 

working practices of those working in the new economy.  

 

Both Callon (1998) and Cochoy’s (1998) understandings of the economy fit well 

with an approach that considers the role of trace making activities rather than 

giving primacy to communication. Seeing promotional practices as an exercise in 

simple communication of an idea or image fails to reveal the importance of such 

practices to the conceptualisations and creation of fields of action.  As I 

illustrated in the last chapter, a communication or transmission approach requires 

an acceptance of the notion of a pre-existent object which can be communicated 

and puts individual choice unproblematically at the heart of the productive 

process.  I critique this idea in order to introduce the notion that promotional 

practices act as a means through which the experience of individual choice can 

be socially produced. To do this I focus my attention on the ways in which 

MediaNet and New Media companies went about promoting themselves.  

 

At MediaNet activities which could be considered promotional were absolutely 

central to their day to day work: at the inception of the project, 10,000 folders 

were printed with MediaNet’s logo on them; an exhibition stand was 

commissioned (again with the same design and logo on it); everyone (including 

me) was given a stack of personalised business cards; fliers and leaflets 

advertising different aspects of the project were printed up; a website was 

created; and for each of the project’s networking events emails would be sent 

round, the event would (if lucky) be advertised in the local press, and even more 

fliers would be printed and distributed.  
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The role of the newsletter and website as forms of publicity were purportedly to 

help companies raise their profile and to facilitate communication which would 

give the new media industry in the city an emotional and economic boost, and 

thus provide them with an edge over new media companies elsewhere in the 

country who did not have such forums for debate.  The centrality of promotional 

materials to the work of MediaNet however, was never simply a neutral forum 

for industry debate and knowledge sharing. Whilst they acted to promote 

communication between companies, the importance of communication of 

MediaNet’s own image to the companies also came to play a defining role in the 

development of such materials.  

 

When Caroline first started to work for the project she wanted immediately to 

change the publicity materials. In keeping with the tradition of calling on 

previously established relationships to get work done, Marcus, a designer who 

knew Caroline from previous projects, was brought in to create an image for the 

newsletter which would sum up the role of MediaNet and what it was trying to 

achieve. There had been a flyer printed at the time of the initial launch of the 

project, however Caroline considered it out of date and projecting the wrong 

image of the organisation. She had also said that she thought that the look of the 

early flyer had been completely inappropriate as it was poorly designed and she 

didn’t like the colours. Caroline rang Marcus to ask if he wanted some work. He 

was a designer who had worked with Caroline previously on another IRBS 

project and had designed a flyer for that, which even 18 months down the line, 
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was still considered up to date and well designed. It was on this basis that Marcus 

was brought in to design the newsletter.  

 

It had been decided at this meeting that the design of the flyers and the newsletter 

should incorporate “buzzwords” in new media at the time including a list of 

current technologies – ADSL, email, SMS, web casting, Oracle Server. Kris, the 

director of CTM was critical of this decision and said that the use of these 

technical terms would make the promotional materials far too time specific as the 

technologies would soon be out of date. CTM’s publicity materials on the other 

hand, were considered by MediaNet staff to be too stylised and ‘of the moment’ 

and they too were criticised for risking being out-of-date soon. The fact that the 

projects for whom the promotional materials had been designed and produced 

were only funded to exist for a further 18 months seemed to have surprisingly 

little bearing on this discussion. 

 

In the production of a particular aesthetic image of the organisation, the people 

working for MediaNet were partly attempting to reproduce the concerns of the 

companies that they were assisting. This was part of a wider project concerned 

with how they could make themselves appear to be viable entities within the city 

thus ensuring their own economic power and putting themselves in a position 

where they might be able to communicate with other companies. The discussions 

which took place in MediaNet around their publicity materials reflected a 

concern with appearing to be up to date and be seen to be cutting edge.  
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The situation was similar in one of the new media companies where I did 

fieldwork. Phil, the director of NUK was very concerned with the promotion of 

his company. At NUK one of the designers was working on a new version of 

their website as a sideline to their work for clients, and the managing director 

was constantly aware of the need to advertise the work his company did at any 

given opportunity. NUK had been established for three years and having 

concentrated on getting jobs predominantly from very small, local companies, 

gaining work through word-of-mouth and personal recommendation, they were 

trying to expand their range of customers. One of the problems they were facing 

was how to find ways of getting more work from outside their local area. 

Although based in Greater Manchester, the offices were located in a town on the 

outskirts of the city where all of the employees lived. Whilst this made getting 

work beyond the local area more difficult, Phil had made a conscious decision to 

maintain a close proximity between the office and people’s homes, in order to 

help maintain a “healthy work-life balance”. Staunchly against the idea of 

coming across as superior to their customers, and constantly aware of the fact 

that their expertise might mean they would fall into the trap of “blinding their 

clients with science”, Phil had very clear ideas about the importance of 

publicising the capabilities of their company in a way which would avoid 

hyperbole and exaggeration. As part of this task, Phil had decided that they 

needed a standardised information pack which they could send out to companies, 

as well as a redesigned website. I became involved in the design of the 

information pack, which began to take shape as a series of A4 printed documents 

that would outline the work NUK could offer as well as clarifying for the director 

the services which they could already provide as well as potential gaps in their 
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work. This pack consisted of eight pages outlining the company background, the 

services that they offered (web design, hosting, CD-Rom presentations), 

information on the staff and their expertise and testimonials from previous 

clients.  

 

According to Phil, the purpose of the information pack was predominantly as a 

communication device through which objective information about the company 

could be conveyed to their clients. NUK also attempted in their marketing 

materials to achieve differentiation from their competitors. In these particular 

materials this was phrased in the language of identifiable and objective 

differences in working practices and the final product, in terms of “value for 

money”, “trust” and “commitment”. However more important than anything in 

the articulation of themselves as a company, was an underlying concern with the 

creation and satisfaction of need for their services. The marketing materials were 

one of an armoury of devices through which NUK could bring about a culturally 

experienced deprivation in their customers, that is, a sense of need. This was of 

course not singularly achieved through NUK’s marketing efforts let alone simply 

through these marketing materials. However these materials did tap into the 

processes through which need comes to be imagined, as outlined in chapter four. 

 

One of the ways in which such promotional activities might be theorised, is as a 

form of identity construction. For example, Lury (2002) notes the creation of 

“naturalised relations of individuation and affinity between consumers and 

brands” (Lury 2002)  as a means of understanding the construction of self-

identity as a matter of choice. I draw here on Miller (1995) and Narotzky’s 
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critique of Miller’s work (1999) to show however, the limitations of this kind of 

approach to understanding branding and publicity. Miller suggests that a focus on 

consumption acknowledges the “potential and creative power of diverse groups 

to make of their resources what they will”. Narotzky criticises Miller for his 

uncritical assumptions regarding human will and self-construction, which she 

claims ‘enables him to speak of autonomous, creative, empowering acts of 

consumption as opposed to dependent, alienated, uncontrollable acts of 

production” (Narotzky 1999:109). From the perspective of promotional activities 

which can neither be seen as isolates of production or consumption and yet 

seemingly fit some of the criteria of both, Miller’s simple opposition between 

consumption and production is limiting. The activities of creating a promotional 

form was a kind of production whose only aim was the increase of consumption 

through an explicit engagement with the imagined ideals and images by which 

this consumption was expected to be determined.  

 

Perhaps however, Miller’s main limitation lies not in an inaccuracy of 

observation as much as a limitation in theorisation of creative and autonomous 

action. Miller seems to accept the self-determination that he observes as just this 

– a matter of choice-making that takes place on an apparently individual and 

autonomous level. He gives no indication as to the historical or social relations 

through which such an agency is realised (or not). 

 

Lury’s (1993) work on branding is much more satisfying in this respect and 

provides an insightful sociological approach to understanding the meaning of 

identity in different kinds of promotional practices. Lury looks closely at some of 
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the historical antecedents to contemporary branding practices, and follows the 

introduction of copyright laws, patent legislation and trademarks in Europe and 

the United States, in order to explore the link between aesthetic forms of 

creativity and production in the cultural industries.  

 

Lury (1993) uses Benjamin’s concept of “exhibition value” to explain the 

relationship between “practices of naming and evaluation” and “the audiences 

ability to decipher the signs of creative labour in the complete cultural work” 

(Lury 1993:54). In the case of exhibition value the creative object, for example 

MediaNet’s newsletter, is judged on its ability to create an effect. The effects 

however are reliant on an audience’s ability to recognise them. Paraphrasing 

Benjamin, Lury writes “noticing the object in an incidental fashion, in an almost 

absent-minded state of distraction, the audience can tacitly appropriate the 

material as a matter of habit” (Lury 1993).  Lury’s point is that the creativity of a 

cultural work is no longer considered to be created solely at the point of 

authorship, but rather is understood now as occurring at the moment of reception. 

This is informative for the idea of traces that I am proposing. For rather than 

considering trace making activities as being given meaning at the point at which 

they are made by the author of those traces, for example the creator of publicity 

materials, the act of creating or making visible networks requires that the traces 

that are made will be read as such by others, and read in the right kind of way. If 

not, the moment of creation becomes meaningless and the effects are lost.  

 

In terms of MediaNet’s newsletter this was a recurrent concern. How to get 

people to read the letter and to respond to it in the right way was central to the 
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ways in which it was conceptualised, designed and distributed. The object was 

not simply created and then let loose on ‘the world’, but was created with a 

vision of this ‘world’ in mind, with the intention of incorporating stories about 

the people it was aimed at as part of its content, and with the aim of somehow 

altering the feelings, ideas, sentiments of those it was aimed at in order that its 

existence, and by association all of the work, thought and energy that had gone 

into its creation, could be seen as worthwhile and enduring. 

 

The process through which the newsletter was created also provided a means 

through which the people who were involved in its production could create 

enduring relationships with the companies that the letter was aimed at. Thus 

personal working identities were inextricably tied to the activities which were 

required to create this object that could be pointed to in MediaNet’s progress 

reports as a “monthly highlight”. The meetings that people from MediaNet had 

with people working for such companies allows us to see more clearly the way in 

which promotional activities like the newsletter can be seen as implicated in the 

making of networks and what kinds of insights this can give us into people’s 

ideas about their own work.  

 

John had decided to come and visit the NUK offices to have an informal chat 

with Phil after they had got to know each other when NUK had become involved 

in designing MediaNet’s website.  John had an early meeting that morning so had 

decided to come over to the offices late in the morning, catching the train from 

central Manchester. John had not been out to visit the NUK offices previously 

and was quick to comment on the unorthodox décor in the offices, quite unlike 
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some of the more cosmopolitan companies in the centre of Manchester.  Phil 

introduced John to all the staff who he had not met already and explained to them 

that he would be in the back room if anyone needed him for anything. After 

chatting informally for a while Phil and John started to talk about business. John 

explained to Phil that he wanted to write a piece on NUK in the newsletter and 

wanted Phil to explain to him what it was they did. The discussion however 

quickly veered away from the content of “the profile” and it soon became clear 

that Phil had a somewhat reticent view of the way in which MediaNet operated 

and was unsure about what he would gain from this piece in the newsletter.  Phil 

had worked with MediaNet in the past on the creation of their website and had 

been left rather confused as to what it was MediaNet really did for companies 

like his. Whilst not openly critical of the way the organisation operated, he had 

told me previously of his confusion over what MediaNet’s role was, and more 

importantly what they could do for him as a company who was eligible to benefit 

from his services. John had caught wind of Phil’ criticisms of MediaNet’s work 

and had decided to come and talk to Phil to get some suggestions of the way that 

the organisation could change. The meeting was thus already a strange kind of 

role reversal whereby John, who was employed in an organisation which was 

supposed to be helping other people, was openly asking for business advice from 

one of the companies that was eligible for support.  

 

Though at first glance this seems somewhat odd, we might read it as indicative of 

what Callon et al (2002) call an “economy of qualities”. In the economy of 

qualities, characterised by a collaboration of supply and demand rather than their 

separation, “the beneficiary and supplier co-operate closely in the singularization 
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of the services proposed” (Callon, Meadel, and Rabeharisoa 2002:213) Just as 

Magnetic’s members of staff were eager for information on their market, John 

also wanted input from a representative of MediaNet’s audience in order to 

improve the quality of their offerings.  

 

Sitting at the computer, John suggested that the best way in which they could talk 

about the MediaNet was in reference to their website, which NUK were familiar 

with, having been involved in developing it.  One of the questions Phil started by 

asking was what the purpose of the website was and who was it aimed at? 

Despite having been involved in the design and structure of the site, Phil 

considered the information on it to be confusingly organised and could not see a 

benefit to himself in visiting the site.  John tried to respond to this question 

initially, by attempting to explain what it was that the MediaNet could do to help 

companies like NUK. Expanding the scope of MediaNet’s project away from 

individual companies, John cited their publicity materials stating that the 

organisation was working to raise the profile of the new media industry in the 

local area, in particular in the North West of England.  

 

Phil was not convinced by this answer and pushed John as to why this would 

mean he should go to the MediaNet website. John thus elaborated that 

MediaNet’s work was a way of letting large corporations, particularly those 

based in the region, know about the expertise in the North West so that they did 

not automatically think that they had to go to London to outsource work. In this 

way MediaNet were providing a form of publicity for the small companies in the 

region. Phil seemed to think this was all well and good, but said that he wanted 
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more constructive advice on how to get in contact with these type of clients in 

order to build the kinds of collaborations and relationships he was hoping to 

create. 

 

During this conversation Phil informed us that large companies often like to see a 

reflection of themselves in the people they are working with. Shared 

understanding, or more importantly the impression of shared understanding was 

essential in relations between clients. This was more on a person-to-person basis 

than a company-to-company basis. People could work for a very large company 

with an incredibly faceless corporate image, but if they were the kind of person 

who understood how NUK worked and warmed to that way of operating then 

they could act as an intermediary between the two organisations, translating the 

differences in a way that meant they could work harmoniously together. This 

same sentiment was echoed in an interview I did with the marketing manager of 

a much larger new media company than NUK. Explaining the way in which the 

company negotiated the relationships they had with their clients he told me:  

 

 “you will often see clients move into here for a week at a time, 

they’ll take a desk, some of the new recruits will think its another 

new recruit and not know that they are actually our client, and its 

nice that they can come in, and we don’t have to watch what we 

say, we don’t have to mind our Ps and Qs, we’ll brew up for 

them, they’ll brew up for us, we’ll go out for a cigarette and stand 

in the cold, and we’ll come back in and get on with the job. And 

they are very comfortable. I am thinking of one client, a typical 
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blue chip leading name in the field, maybe three or four will hit us 

for a week and they’ll be everywhere, and they’ll be in the kitchen 

and they’ll be sat arguing, and gossiping and playing on the 

Internet and its as much a reward for them to get out of their 

traditional working environments, because, and I’m not the best 

example of this, but we have a casual but smart culture here. 

We’re not insistent on shirts and ties. We will always check with 

the client to see if their business etiquette dictates that when you 

are facing someone in a shirt and tie as a client, you reciprocate. 

You know, we like to think that we would be respectful of the fact 

that they have come into the office smart and we would 

acknowledge and return that favour by saying yes, we are a 

business partner and we look like you do. Some clients…god, 

some of the clients come in wearing chinos, polo shirts, and they 

will be facing our staff wearing exactly the same kind of attire 

and they are comfortable with that, they don’t have an issue with 

it. A lot of companies we find have a dress down Friday. And they 

use that day to come in here and feel more part of the team than 

the suit the polished shoes and the cufflinks and the silk tie. So 

that’s a nice development really. And I’ve seen that happen only 

in the past three years.” 

 

Here we can see that image was considered to be something that people 

constructed not in a purely individual sense of personal predilection but rather 
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reciprocally, with an imagination of the personal desire of the other agent in 

mind.  

 

Phil’s observation of the kind of the relationship he wished to engender with the 

individuals from various companies, was not dissimilar from the way in which 

John was relating to Phil. Whilst he was there in the guise, albeit informally, as a 

representative of MediaNet, his acceptance of Phil’ ideas and understanding of 

the perceived differences between MediaNet and NUK, led him towards quite 

explicit criticism of MediaNet’s work. Phil had questioned in some depth the 

extent to which the website represented a “useful” resource, (by which he meant 

would it bring him any work), and John’s reaction acknowledged Phil’ 

apprehension as to the “real value” of the site. John’s retorted that, as he saw it 

there were two potential uses of the website. One was as a portal for new media 

companies that would provide information on seminars and happenings in new 

media. The second role of the site would be as a directory for those people, 

regardless of what sector they were in, who were looking for new media services. 

The first role was being satisfied by the site, albeit in a rather confusing way, 

however the second role was impossible to even find on the site, let alone use.  

 

During this meeting, John expressed his unease at various aspects of the work 

MediaNet were doing. He said he felt that MediaNet were “preaching to the 

converted” whenever they talked to businesses. “What people in the new media 

sector want” he explained “is more business and this business comes from 

outside new media, not from other new media companies.” Whilst aware that he 

was supposed to be involved in promoting the organisation, John was very aware 
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of the fact that companies are much more interested in tangible results rather than 

“hype”. His position meant that he was constantly reworking his position in 

relation to the environment which he was placed in and his expectations of what 

he felt companies wanted to hear from him.   

 

The criticisms that John made of MediaNet was only in the realm of certain 

aspects of its work. It would not have been appropriate for John to describe the 

day-to-day bickering within the office as a criticism of MediaNet. Thus even this 

apparent denigration of MediaNet was tempered by considerations of what is 

acceptable as publicly acceptable criticism, and what was private, information. 

Office politics was strictly to remain within the confines of the office, so as not 

to undermine the organisation by making petty squabbling clear, however the 

technologies of accountability, publicity materials, the content of events and 

facilities and to a lesser degree the management themselves were all fair game as 

objects of critique of the organisation.  

 

Harper (2000) suggests that as an ethnographer it is far too easy to make 

misleading comparisons between the “dirty facts” one finds in the “real world” 

and “what one might call the clean, tidy facts one will find in the confines of 

pure research” (Harper 2000:29). This parallels in many ways my observations 

on the production of promotional materials and the way in which the people who 

were involved in creating those materials have an understanding of their role 

within the organisation and their position within that organisation. The finished 

publicity materials should not simply be opposed to the “reality” of daily 

experience. Rather Harper’s approach opens up the possibility of recognising the 
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implications of individual’s roles in the creation of such objects and in reworking 

the usefulness of these objects in particular settings. I would also add that the 

role that someone has in an organisation is also shaped by that person as well as 

shaping the person in question and in a sense what they are, rubs off on what 

they do. Of course, what they are and what they do are in a constant process of 

renewal and reappraisal, and will be conditioned and sanctioned by the power 

dynamics of the situation in which they are located.  

 

In this sense both the development of publicity materials and the authorship of 

the image of the organisation through presentations and events, were both 

affected by and affected the personal characteristics and sensibilities of those 

directly involved, whilst at the same time being involved in and shaping local 

and cultural power relations. Focusing on the example given above, of John’s 

discussion with Phil, John with a utilitarian perspective towards ideal company 

assistance and a publicity driven perspective on how this utilitarian ideal could 

be achieved, negotiated his role as the spokesperson for an organisation which in 

his eyes was evidently failing to live up to its claims. At the same time he 

maintained his position as an authority on public funding and on the local 

industry sector as a macro unit. John managed to portray himself as subordinate 

to self-evident company expertise located in the NUK manager who he was in 

conversation with, and thus avoided the risk of appearing arrogant and self-

assuredly knowledgeable about a domain which he was, by virtue of his position, 

and untenable past experience, excluded from. From the meeting, John gained 

further insight into the opinions that companies have of support organisations, 
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having been able to gauge their reaction to his off the cuff denigrations of his 

own employer.  

 

From the point of view of the staff of new media companies who were being 

‘assisted’, their attitudes towards support organisations were largely determined 

by their experiences of the support staff who they had had contact with. The 

tendency of MediaNet staff to undermine the support organisation on the basis of 

the restrictiveness of its accountancy procedures provided a greater sense of 

openness and accountability than would have been possible if staff like John 

were to toe the line and stick to the official description of company activities and 

objectives. The auditing procedures were perceived by both commercial 

companies and staff employed in organisations like MediaNet to clash with the 

flexible and responsive attitudes of companies and thus by identifying these 

procedures as the reason why the employees could not achieve the best for the 

companies, the individuals and by association the organisation gained greater 

credibility. Herzfeld (1992) notes that the tendency to attribute limitations on 

one’s ability to act to bureaucracy is a matter of convention, a point of shared 

understanding which allows people to displace their own shortcomings on an 

unquestionably obstructive system. “everyone, it seems has a bureaucratic horror 

story to tell, and few will challenge the conventions such stories demand” 

(Herzfeld 1992:4). It was by circumventing and undermining bureaucracy 

themselves that the staff at MediaNet aimed to separate themselves from a 

‘public’ role and be able to provide ‘private’ information or advice on a one-to-

one basis, thereby demonstrating their competence and empathy with an 

imagined entrepreneurial, image conscious, profit driven and competitive 
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ideology. Trust between employees of MediaNet and the companies they met, 

acted as a much more effective way of negotiating the relationship between the 

public and private sector than a complete adherence to the rules and regulations 

which were experienced as characterising the working environment of the 

publicly funded support organisation. This was the case in spite of the fact that 

these rules and regulations were themselves supposed to be evidence of an 

adherence among public organisations to neo-liberal, market oriented forms of 

organisational accountability. 

 

In the above example, John, who was supposed to be bringing about the 

promotion of the organisation for which he worked was involved in a process of 

identity creation for the purposes of social reproduction, and found himself 

forced to create a balance between aspects of his identity as indicative of his 

private (personal) self and aspects of his private (economic) self. In fact one can 

go even further, as Adkins and Lury (1999) have done to suggest that identity 

can become a workplace resource and thus take on the character of a commodity, 

which can be exchanged in certain quasi-economic settings. The main limitation 

of their approach however, is the extent to which they ascribe agency to 

individuals in these choice making activities. There is little space for 

understanding the ways in which people come to make choices for themselves 

and how far these choices can be understood as autonomous acts of decision 

making or culturally, societally or politically constrained decisions.  

 

It appears therefore that these were much more than simply meetings where a 

transfer of knowledge was taking place, in either direction. During meetings like 
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this, staff from MediaNet had to simultaneously embody the organisation that 

they worked for and separate themselves from it. A sense of responsibility to the 

companies, led to a feeling of unease among those in face-to-face contact with 

companies, that a lack of activity and failure to achieve what they were claiming, 

would ultimately reflect on them as individuals. Thus the process of publicity 

and a complete separation between the organisation as a workplace context and 

the individuals who were employed there was untenable. Although in fact 

organisations cannot theoretically be seen as separate from the people who 

embody them as I showed in chapter three, it was the maintenance of this 

separation which paradoxically held the promise of improving outside 

perceptions of how organisations like MediaNet operated. Although ‘only’ 

employees, and furthermore the kind of employees who were not considered 

dedicated to the organisation (at least in the same way as employees of new 

media companies are often seen to consider work as part of their life), and 

despite the very rigid procedures which characterised day-to-day activities, the 

processes of resistance against such technologies and the emphasis on publicity 

was an opportunity for people to make the organisation work for them as 

employees, thus gaining back some control and ownership over their own 

identities and responsibilities as employees.  

 

It was in this way that the networks that people were engaged in were made and 

recognised through the making of certain kinds of relationships and the leaving 

of certain kinds of traces. Companies would not simply communicate their 

‘news’ to MediaNet, nor would they wish the publicity process to be one which 

simply involved creating a straightforward ‘trace’ by which they were to be 
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recognised. Rather the activity of trace-making was a dynamic and politicised 

process through which people negotiated their own personal identities in relation 

to their work, the organisations in which they worked, and the environments with 

which they were variably engaged whilst simultaneously imagining and making 

the settings on which this publicity would act. 

 

Latour (1987) makes reference to the notion of traces in his description of actor-

network theory, articulating them as facets of inscription, a cultural process 

which acts as a form through which knowledge is created through networks of 

human and non-human “actants”.  My description of traces differs however 

somewhat from the Actor-network view which fails to engage critically with 

cultural specificities of trace-making activities. 

 

The effect of encounters like that between John and Phil was often to create 

remarkably cohesive relationships between particular MediaNet staff and the 

companies they visited. This happened not just when people went to procure 

stories for the newsletter but also in meetings where assistance and advice was 

being given by MediaNet staff. These relationships proved very important in the 

long run, as it was only by having such close relationships with many companies 

that MediaNet managed to achieve the ‘outputs’ that they needed in order to 

fulfil the aims of the project. Only companies with whom MediaNet had a close 

relationship could be called on to sign forms confirming that “jobs that had been 

created” or “new products had been brought to market” as a result of MediaNet’s 

assistance.  
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Thus we can see that the processes of publicity and branding were neither simply 

a demonstration of cultural capital, nor a straightforward form of identity 

construction whereby people found themselves gaining some emotional or moral 

alignment to the organisations where they worked. Nor were they simply 

activities which would give the organisation an identity to which their clients 

would feel an allegiance. Rather promotional activities and branding 

simultaneously acted to demonstrate particular kinds of agency and identity and 

being in the world, whilst simultaneously reorganising people’s own experiences 

of that world they were attempted to affect. In this way, we can return to where I 

started, to Strathern’s assertion that “Self-description meets the criterion of auto-

enabling efficacy: it effects what it points to” (Strathern 2000/2001:55). The 

traces which people created in the process of branding were not representations 

of things (be they organisations, places or people) which were then read 

uncritically by those outside the worlds in which they were produced. Rather, 

they were part of the production of those worlds themselves41. Furthermore the 

‘singularization’ effect which I noted earlier, can be seen as a feature of what 

Applbaum calls the “radical individualism” necessary for the imagination of the 

marketplace as a form of social reality. Quoting Sahlins, Applbaum argues that 

“it is through radical individualism, achieved through fulfilling “individual 

desires”, that the “oppressive sentiment of society as a system of power and 

constraint” is transcended and “salvation” attained (Applbaum 1998). 

 

The advantage of a theory of traces rather than one of communication - either as 

the defining feature of networks or the aim of marketing - for understanding 

                                                 
41 See Harvey (1996b) for further discussion on the relationship between the ‘real’ and the ‘copy’ 
through an analysis of the Expo ’92 exhibition in Seville.  
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contemporary working relationships is that it provides us, as I have alluded to 

previously, with the possibility of going beyond an agency/structure dichotomy 

and allows us to analyse activities and relationships which can shift, as Riles 

(2001) so eloquently shows through her study of the network, between different 

scales, between global and local, between national and regional, and between the 

organisation and the individual. In this sense the global is not ostensibly of a 

different ‘sort’ to the local, both are understood through various kinds of 

measurement, different experiences and memories. The forgetting or 

remembering of different facts or truths are thus theoretically analysable as 

simultaneously cultural categories and socially experienced phenomena. A 

theory of networks which imagines communication as the organising principle 

creates a scalar effect where nearness or farness is determined by the possibility 

of interactive communication across space. It is in this way that new information 

technologies are said to have brought about a shrinking of time and space and 

allow the possibility of Castells’ idea of a global economy “an economy that 

works as a unit in real time on a planetary scale” (Castells 1994:21). A theory of 

traces creates a way of understanding not simply a local interpretation of 

economic activities as situated in a particular geographical or temporal location, 

as opposed to global or macro interpretations, but allows us a means of finding 

the global in daily practice. By this I do not mean, for example, the “Coke-bottle 

in the Kalahari” sense of globalisation, but point rather to a sense of the global 

which is produced in the same way as the sense of the local is, that is between 

people and objects in action. This then allows for the incorporation of texts and 

ideas which would previously have been situated as coming from ‘outside’ the 

day-to-day, in a way that bypasses the need to posit one as practice and the other 
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as theory. So MediaNet’s director’s occasional allusions to Baudrillard in his 

description of his own work, or the use of management techniques derived from 

academia are not separate from or at a different level from the ‘folk’ explanations 

given for why companies failed or were particularly successful. Likewise 

academic knowledge which is produced on the basis of a separation between 

their practice and our knowledge is a separation that is I would argue 

increasingly erroneous as the lines between what we know and how we come to 

know it are blurred.  

 

Furthermore, by exploring the means through which people make meaning out of 

their working lives in terms of traces, we can go some way to understanding the 

centrality of the idea of agency for work in the ‘new economy’. An 

understanding of people’s involvement with one another in terms of a network 

sociality (Wittel 2001) which demands an attentiveness to the ways in which 

people leave and read evidence of their place in the world, leads us finally to a 

form through which we might articulate anew the meaningful practices through 

which contemporary western notions of personhood are realised. In the final 

conclusion then, I take on this challenge by exploring the possibility that a trace 

based approach affords us in articulating contemporary economic practice 

through an idea of the social construction of agency.  
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

 

My aim in this thesis has been to engage in an anthropological exploration of the 

meanings and processes of economic development and capitalist economic 

practices that have been widely denoted as the facets of a ‘new’ economy. 

Although neither politicians nor the leaders of multinational organisations, the 

participants in my research were purported to be deeply embedded in the 

“knowledge economy”. They have been seen as, and considered themselves 

exemplars of post-Fordist working practices and the facilitators of a 

technologically oriented futurism where information and ideas have come to be a 

central aspect of exchange, replacing in many ways the material objects of 

industrial manufacture. People who I met that worked in new media companies 

articulated their experiences of work as some kind of break from the norm, an 

opportunity to make a living in a way which allowed them to “be themselves” 

and to have autonomy and control over their working practices. The commitment 

that people had to the ideals of the new media workplace was frequently invoked 

in discussions of what they valued about their lives and was implicated in the 

kinds of relationships that people had with one another, both within and between 

companies. 

 

In the introduction to this thesis I called for an anthropological analysis of 

capitalist economic practices as experienced by those who are proponents of such 

a system, people who are working to make their lives meaningful through the 

pursuit of profitable business or economic development. Although there have 
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been some outstanding ethnographies of working practices in anthropology, these 

frequently focus on those who bear the brunt of the exploitative side of the 

capitalist work relationship. What I endeavoured to explore was the experience 

from the other side, what the cultural aspects of capitalist practices might be if 

we looked at them from the heart of the free-market enterprise and what we 

might learn about the contemporary forms through which work is made relevant 

and given meaning. By focusing on an economic sector which was considered 

‘new’ and the practices of bringing into being a modern economic future for a 

particular place, this gave me the perfect opportunity to look at the explicit 

articulation of a kind of ‘ideal’ form of economy as it was being articulated 

within a particular locale at a particular time.  

 

‘Change’ is a hot topic and the ‘new economy’ has been theorised by people 

from many different disciplinary camps. Therefore one of the questions that I 

have attempted to answer is what difference it makes to cast an anthropological 

gaze on these workplaces. Ethnographic approaches to the study of business 

processes and activities have come into favour in business studies (Chapman 

2001) and there have been myriad contributions by economists, sociologists and 

other social scientists to changing work practices. One difference is 

methodological – a long term and in-depth focus on the day-to-day practices of 

everyday life in order to get some kind of grounded theoretical grasp on the ways 

in which this new economy is manifested. Another more important difference is 

a particular kind of anthropological reflexivity. Rather than seeing the practices 

or ideas that I came across in my fieldwork as things which I needed to measure 

in order to prove whether they were either temporally or spatially specific, I 
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argue that an anthropological gaze allows for an interpretation of those practices 

and ideas as culturally meaningful forms rather than objective categories of 

analysis. 

 

Thus the approach I have taken in this thesis has been to consciously critique a 

form of analysis which takes theoretical supposition and practice as separable 

domains (c.f. Riles 2001). Many of the phenomena which we take for granted as 

occurring around us and which inform our own decisions of what constitutes an 

important topic for research are simultaneously made meaningful in various ways 

by research participants. Furthermore we bring our own ‘folk’ understandings to 

the interpretation of our fieldnotes which are intertwined with published theory, 

stories we have been told and things we have witnessed. It has been my intention 

to illustrate how an awareness of this fact and the necessary incorporation of 

different categorically demarcated forms of knowledge into analyses must be 

central to the anthropological project of understanding capitalist economic 

practices like those about which I have written. 

 

Though I have focused on people’s actions in this research, my approach differs 

from that engendered in sociological practice theories which attempt to 

understand the relationship between structures of society on the one hand and 

practice on the other (Bourdieu 1977, Giddens 1979). In these perspectives, as 

with those which use Gramscian notions of hegemony or Foucauldian theories of 

discourse as the basis of analysis, society and the individual are necessarily 

opposed as a precondition of theorisation (Sahlins 1996). 
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The same can be said for the way in which the economy has been talked about in 

social theory. It has been common for analyses to rely on abstracted notions of 

capitalism, globalisation and markets as ‘external’ phenomena which impact on 

people’s activities in multiple ways (Appadurai 1990, Hannerz 1992, Storper 

2000). I have attempted however, to turn the assumption that things are changing 

because of global shifts on its head to look at the specific ways in which 

globalisation is conceptualised as part of the experience of economic life. The 

idea of the global against which the local is framed and made meaningful cannot 

be interpreted as existing outside the activities of economic practice or economic 

development. Rather people’s sense of existing within a global ‘context’ is 

actively mobilised in their own attempts to make their practices meaningful and 

to situate themselves as able to demonstrate self-determination and agency. 

Comaroff and Comaroff call for an “epistemic distance” in studying what they 

call millennial capitalism, a:  

“refusal … to be seduced into treating the ideological tropes and surface 

forms of the culture of neo-liberalism – its self-representations and 

subjective practices, identities and utilities – as analytic constructs” 

(Comaroff and Comaroff 2000:335) 

This goes some way to articulating that which I have been attempting to achieve 

in this thesis, however it stops short of accounting for the means by which we 

might recognise that those analytic constructs are not solely the property of 

academics but are also called upon by our research participants in their 

explanations and interpretations of their own practice. Whilst it is imperative that 

we are reflexive about our own use of such constructs, we must not ignore the 
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means by which people make powerful use of these theories in their own lives, 

and the kinds of reflexive engagement they have with such ideas.  

 

I have attempted to incorporate these abstractions into the research in the forms 

in which they were manifested and the particular ways in which they were 

mobilized in the places where I did fieldwork. In this way I have been able to 

render multiple forms of expression about the ‘new economy’ ethnographically 

pertinent and relevant to analysis. From the ways in which innovation and 

newness were discursively employed in ideas about convergence to the forms 

through which work practices were made meaningful through the employment of 

the network as an organising principle, the idea of the new economy and how it 

is constituted have been analysed as it is mobilised in practice.  

 

It is in this vein that I have tackled what emerged during my fieldwork as some 

of the core facets of economic activity. An initial focus on the city of Manchester 

and the region of the North West of England provided a way in to understanding 

the notion of locality in the practice of development. Rather than focusing on the 

city or region as lived environment I looked at the reasons and means by which 

place was rendered a context and form of justification for economic activities. 

This theme re-emerged in my discussion of networks and the dynamic process of 

making and reading traces.  

 

A focus on local development practices and on the working activities of people 

in a self-consciously new economic sector has provided an ideal setting for such 

an analysis. In economic development and new media the idea of change is 
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central to the formulation of ‘new’ working practices and people are explicitly 

attempting to figure out the ‘best’ way of working and the means by which they 

might achieve some kind of working ideal. It has thus been possible to observe in 

practice the means by which people attempt to realise normative ideals both in 

terms of wider economic prosperity and individual self-determination.  

 

This kind of approach allows us to be sensitive to the means by which people 

come to see themselves as actors in processes of change, and what cultural 

meanings they attach to this experience. In order to illustrate this, one final area I 

would like to explore in this conclusion is how we might incorporate the notion 

of agency into this kind of analysis. I have already reconfigured the importance 

of certain generalising abstractions through which we might previously have 

explained social practice, but this leaves the analysis with a lingering sense that 

we might be falling into the trap of seeing everything as determined by 

individual free will and rational economic thought. This is certainly not the case. 

Although agency figured large in the explanations people used of their own 

actions, I wish to explore the means though which we might see this agency as 

socially imagined and reinforced through an inter-subjective understanding of 

practice.  

 

Following a discussion of the importance of the notion of leaving traces for the 

demonstration of agency, I ended the last chapter with the suggestion that we 

might see agency as socially constructed. The attempts that people were making 

in my fieldwork to instigate change were not only aimed at bringing into being 

an imagined future but also worked to demonstrate people’s ability to act. In this 
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sense, working practices were not only a means through which people made a 

living but also an expression of personhood which attributed great importance to 

the ability to act and to recognise the effects of those actions on the world. 

Agency in this sense was not an attribute of a person or thing, but can be seen to 

have been something that was achieved through socially meaningful forms of 

practice. Recognition of the sociality of agency is very important to this analysis 

to avoid the charge of reproducing an individualised and rationalised view of 

economic practice. The particular practices that qualified as a demonstration of 

agency were not universal or pre-cultural givens, but were constructed in the 

processes of social interaction that is, through the various discourses and 

practices I have described.  

 

Understanding the tensions that workers experienced in their attempts to exhibit 

agency requires going beyond the observation of the western opposition between 

agency and structure (Ahearn 2001, Bourdieu 1977) or what Sahlins has 

critically labelled the opposition between personal desires and the oppressive 

power of society (Sahlins 1996). Rather it entails a direct consideration of the 

means through which people might interpret their actions and those of others as 

evidence of self-realisation. 

 

Socially Constructed Agency 

 

The people I did my research with who had found ways to make money by 

incorporating the Internet and other information technologies into the heart of 

their productive process were ambitious, well educated and predominantly young 
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people in their 20s and 30s, who put a premium on nurturing an intimate 

relationship with the work that they produced. Through the ideals of creativity, 

through flexibility and enskillment, people had found ways of realising their own 

individuality and personal sense of self. This was often more an expectation than 

a choice. Rather than simply being an ability to act, self-realisation through the 

enactment of a particular kind of agency was a certain kind of cultural 

competence which was demonstrated through the notion of creativity, personal 

forms of enskillment, the experience of risk taking and the blurring of the 

separation between work and play (Brooks and Bowker 2002).  

 

The first thing to be noted is that the right kind of agency was often not easy or 

even impossible to demonstrate. For whilst the ideal of the autonomous 

individual, the homo economicus working to benefit only themselves is still 

alluded to in economic action, the experience of work is clearly one that is full of 

personal obligations and relationships structured in ways unforeseen by the 

proponents of pure autonomy. Agency is not thus something that someone ‘has’, 

it is rather something that is collectively created. An attempt to realise a 

particular future required a constant articulation between the apparent 

demonstration of agency and the denial of the structures against which people 

could act in defiance. Clearly in this conceptualisation of working lives, the 

notion of creating agency implies an agency of its own. However, the creation of 

a shared language and practice for the enactment of agency is not a personal and 

individual enterprise but rather a form of collective and consensual action, 

whereby social norms create ways in which certain activities become possible 

means for the enactment of agency, and others do not. 
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Self-realisation was socially reproduced in new media companies through 

recourse to ideas of creativity and the creation of work places and practices 

whereby people could feel that they were able to act autonomously. The 

experience of curtailment of personal choice led overwhelmingly to a feeling of 

disenfranchisement and unease at the experience of lack of control. The moral 

value placed on an ability to recognise practice as the enactment of agency led to 

a feeling of self-denial when this was curtailed. Furthermore, there was a close 

relationship between the experience of freedom from hierarchical structures and 

the role of creativity in making work appear autonomous and self-indulgent. 

Enskillment in the workplace was not achieved by sending people on courses, 

but by allowing workers the means to pursue their own self-improvement in 

work time. Thus creative staff would spend long periods of time finding 

inspiration for their work by surfing design-focused websites, and browsing 

through magazines which reviewed the best new web-design projects. The 

‘hacker-ethic’ (Himanen 2001) which promoted the sharing of information and 

knowledge, and the freedom of code still had an influence on the use of internet 

discussion forums as a means through which employees of companies could join 

a global interest group from who they could learn programming techniques and 

resolve technical difficulties that they might be facing. 

 

The possibility for demonstrating some kind of agency in creative work and in 

the close relationship that work had to people’s sense of self, was a socially 

acceptable form of agency, one whose purpose was not considered as curtailing 

anyone else’s ability to make choices. The creative product, as Lury (1993) has 
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shown, occupies a strange position as an object without instrumental purpose. A 

sense of disenfranchisement came not from structural obstacles, but from a 

feeling that people had that they were not being allowed to pursue their own 

ideas.  

 

The expression of a need for choice and the possibility of autonomous action is a 

construction which appears to be democratising and to open the space for the 

participation of everyone. Of course this is not really the case. At Magnetic, 

when a “local scally” wandered into the offices to see if there was any possibility 

of employment, he was asked what he would want to do. ‘Anything with 

computers’ he answered but with raised eyebrows all round was told that they 

didn’t have any work going at the moment. This was in spite of the fact that they 

were always looking for new members of staff who would be ‘right’ for the 

organisation and would ‘fit in’. After the man had ambled out of the offices, 

Bruce exclaimed “so, he wanted to do something with computers? Steal them 

most likely!” Despite the apparently democratising potential of individual action, 

such encounters reveal time and time again the socially constructed nature of 

autonomy and the potential for the performance of agency. In the above example, 

the simultaneous expression of personal choice (over who they wished to 

employ) in the discriminatory attitude of Magnetic’s staff towards who would be 

the ‘right’ kind of employee, conflicted with the ability of the person looking for 

work to have the right kind of ‘cultural capital’ (Bourdieu 1986) to be able to 

fulfil his exertion of agency. 
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Another important way of understanding the role of socially sanctioned activity 

is by looking at the specific ways in which people come to recognise the 

interrelationship between their identity within and outside the workplace and the 

role that the workplace played in the organisation of people’s lives as explored in 

chapter three. Amongst the people I did fieldwork with, jobs were categories 

through which people came to be represented and understood by others, the 

expression of identity by “what you do”. But in a reversal of this view of 

identity, those aspects of identity which were traditionally seen to reside 

“outside” the workplace – music taste, political ideas, hobbies, friendships, 

where you drink and what programmes you watch, had become potential creative 

fodder. Thus not only did people’s jobs constitute part of their identity outside 

work, but aspects of life outside the workplace were now incorporated into work 

itself. This had the effect of making people very committed to the products they 

created. The sense of ownership over the product that workers had however, 

posed a challenge to the company unit, for whom the intellectual and creative 

capital of its workers was at the heart of production. Rather than being tied to 

companies because of the cost of the materials of production, new media 

company workers had ownership over the thing that was most important to their 

employers – the work that they created. Despite the introduction of new 

intellectual property guidelines and legislation, the continued importance of the 

‘author-function’ in individual creativity had implications for the relationship 

between the employer and the employee who could potentially move from job to 

job, taking not only their expertise but the source of the company’s creativity 

with them too.   
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As well as a means by which people became aware of the effects of their own 

actions, this socially constructed notion of agency also required that an 

awareness of the agency of others was incorporated into people’s activities. This 

can be seen in the ways in which people acted to leave traces of their activities 

which could be read by others, in the means by which audiences were imagined, 

and in the description of how competition involved the incorporation or 

“framing” of the idea of the agency of competitors’ activities into “calculative” 

processes of decision making. In this way, the author-function was not simply 

something attributed to the individual in terms of creative ability but also 

required an awareness that others needed to have the means necessary to 

recognise a creation as valuable, creative and an object which was capable of 

embodying the agency of the author.   

 

This focus on the socially constructed notion of agency also enables us to 

become aware of what such a process obscures. One common focus of social 

analyses of the workplace is the gendering of different forms of work. One 

reason that this is missing from this analysis is precisely because of the particular 

form through which agency was given such importance and was constructed as 

individual and egalitarian. Gill (2002) looks at the ways in which issues of 

gender are obscured, in her study of new media freelancers. Gill shows that there 

are considerable differences in income between male and female freelancers, and 

argues that the adherence among new media workers to a discourse of 

egalitarianism forces people to understand inequalities in terms of the failure of 

individuals rather than as features of socially sanctioned forms of discrimination. 

This denial of forms of differentiation was also extended to the notion of class 
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which was not explicitly articulated as a category through which people 

distinguished their ability to act in different ways from others.  

 

Another feature of the centrality of the idea of the free-agent in my fieldwork 

was the way in which issues of power and control were negotiated. The tendency 

of new media companies to promote a non-hierarchical structure and yet the need 

of managers to still make decisions which necessitated control and command, 

was often considered problematic. The freedoms that directors had often sought 

in setting up their own companies were not so utopian when they meant taking 

responsibility for things that went wrong. Ross (2003) notes how in large new 

media corporations in New York, even the top-level directors played down their 

importance in the running of the firm.  

 

Companies were conceptualised as places where people could explore their own 

expertise and creativity. The need to ensure that the ‘right kind of people’ were 

employed in the company was necessary to ensure that any employee could be 

‘left to their own devices’. The wrong kind of person might challenge the 

company ethos, and pose a challenge to the non-impositional structure. By 

creating a domain in which people could enact their own choice in such a way 

that it would not conflict with that of others, the façade of free action, resulting in 

self-realisation was most likely to be maintained. People’s working practices 

were primarily an attempt to exert a form of socially realised agency which held 

the promise of emancipation and freedom from the kinds of structures against 

which “acts of resistance” (Bourdieu 1998a) have been taken in the past.  
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This re-conceptualisation of the world as a potentially free and endless field of 

action led to a sense of freedom and self-determination, which was tinged with 

the disappointment that the demonstration of agency did not always lead to 

emancipation. Ross recognises the tensions in this position by pointing out the 

normative limitations that such an approach has on worker’s rights, manifested 

through lack of managerial support, lack of formal training, paucity of worker 

evaluation and the resultant managerial level burdens that non-management level 

employees found themselves bearing. The table-turning that had occurred in the 

re-organisation of the workplace as a non-hierarchical space resulted in 

workplaces where workers were constantly needy for recognition and assurance. 

“From the perspectives of employees, liberation management could feel like 

managers had been liberated from their obligations” (Ross 2003:251). This 

commitment to the idea of freedom and autonomous action not only brought 

about a sense of disenfranchisement as Ross understands it, but was reproduced 

through workers’ and managers’ attempts to resolve the tensions which it 

produced. 

 

To further understand the relationship between the ideas of agency that was 

being reproduced by the participants in my research and the categorisation of 

their practices as economic, it is revealing to look at the relationship between 

socially sanctioned forms of agency and the meanings attributed to working 

practices in MediaNet as a publicly funded rather than profit oriented 

organisation. This reveals ways in which links came to be made between the 

available means through which people could be seen to be demonstrating agency, 

and the categorisation of work practices as ‘economic’.  
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MediaNet employees were working with an idea of change which required that 

they measured the impact of their actions (local development) on a local sphere 

(Manchester). Successful development required moving from a ‘less’ to a ‘more’ 

developed state, whereby the changes that had been brought about could be 

measured through comparison of the state of affairs ‘before’ and ‘after’ the event 

of change. A successful realisation of change therefore required the 

establishment of some kind of measure of ‘how things were’, to act as a 

benchmark against which a shift from one state to another could be calculated. It 

was in this sense that we can understand the incessant interest in mapping and 

benchmarking which is characteristic of much public sector activity and which 

regularly raised its head as an issue in MediaNet’s work. The fact that MediaNet 

was part-publicly funded also contributed to the need to create measures by 

which the realisation of change could be objectively ascertained. The funding 

that MediaNet got from the European Union was ‘taxpayers’ money’ and the 

conditions under which it was awarded required particular forms of measurement 

to prevent wastage and fraudulent activity.  

 

This form of measurement as a means of recognising the success or failure of 

people’s demonstration of agency, should not, in principle have proved 

problematic. However whilst MediaNet’s employees were expected to find 

bureaucratic means of  measuring their sphere of influence, they also attributed 

much value to an entrepreneurial ethos which promoted the ideals of autonomous 

action and personal choice as socially valued forms of action.  
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One of the ways in which personal agency was demonstrated in this non-

commercial context was through people’s attempts to position themselves “at the 

centre of things”. In part this was a necessary activity for the process of local 

development which was by and large a very political process. But it was also a 

way of demonstrating importance in a rhetorical way, a public demonstration of 

action and a means through which self-realisation could be achieved. MediaNet 

employees and to some degree the employees of new media companies 

recognised the potential stake that they might have in the emergence of 

Manchester as a successful city, which would be able to prosper off the back of 

the kinds of work they were engaged in. This was reinforced by the local and 

regional regeneration activities of the city council and the North West 

Development Agency, and the ways in which they tied the new media industry to 

the fate of the city. Manchester, constructed as the original industrial metropolis 

and a centre of manufacture for many years, was as I described in Chapter Two, 

seen to need to recreate itself as a city, finding new channels for creating wealth 

for its population and attempting, like many other cities, to lay claim to a stake in 

the march of progress. An economically prosperous future (Deas and Ward 2002) 

and the ‘new economy’ lay at the heart of this vision for potential prosperity 

(Cornford, Naylor, and Driver 2000, Dicken 2002, O'Connor 2000, Peck and 

Ward 2002, Robson 2002).  MediaNet staff knew this, and experienced their 

activities as a potentially rewarding way of bringing this imagined future into 

being.  

 

An adherence to this entrepreneurial kind of activity was not however, a 

‘rational’ response to global change but a situated process which had 
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implications for people’s sense of self-worth. MediaNet employees dealt with it 

in an equally situated way, by attempting to find ways of locating their work 

through the organisational setting that they were situated in and in altering that 

organisational setting to make it more amenable to the enactment of this agency. 

At times this resulted in what can only be seen as the performative enactment of 

certain kinds of working practices which conformed to a standard of how the 

workplace should operate in commercial settings. As different people within the 

workplace had different ideas about the suitability of different kinds of working 

practices for an organisation like MediaNet these performances were often 

contested.  

 

Staff meetings were organised in such a way that the different roles of 

chairperson, and minute taker revolved each week though some members of staff 

did not like this formal system of holding a meeting and opted out of being a 

chairperson on their turn. The working pattern of 9-5 was frequently challenged 

much to the consternation of the management who still wished to maintain some 

kind of control over people’s working activities. Despite some attempts to keep a 

check on people’s time through the instigation of time-sheets and public access 

to people’s electronic diaries these forms of control were undermined by the staff 

to such a degree that they never worked. John’s resistance to filling out time 

sheets by putting every minute activity he had engaged in during the day on the 

time sheet including all cigarette breaks, toilet breaks, filling the kettle for cups 

of tea and finally the 40 minutes it had taken him to fill out the document, was an 

attempt to highlight the pointlessness of such an exercise. There was an extensive 

vocabulary and discourse for arguing against ‘petty’ managerial attempts at 
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control. The two managers who were primarily responsible for the imposition of 

these mechanisms of control were considered ‘out of touch’ and the tools of 

accountability they were trying to impose were considered trivial, irrelevant and 

obstructive to work. Even these managers often made recourse to a discourse of 

enterprise and personal responsibility rather than pursuing their bureaucratic and 

hierarchical responsibilities as “line manager” to other members of staff. Thus 

organisational forms of accountability and sticking to procedure were easily 

scorned at and held little sway in the face of the apparently democratising and 

levelling features of new media companies’ imagined forms of operation.  

 

This leads us some way to understanding why it was that MediaNet staff often 

appeared not to do what were they supposed to be doing in the classic modernist 

sense of ‘to do’. This can be extrapolated to wider examples as well of other 

public organisations which are caught at the moment in a tension between public 

and private interests, the greater good as emergent through a kind of humanistic 

individualism and the greater good as directed by those from above, the 

imposition of the state.  

 

A focus on the agency of the individual as an unproblematic alignment of action 

with free-will obscures the power relations implicit in the process of making 

practice seem to be the result of personal choice. The sense of disquiet that 

results is a response to the experience of power relations which people feel they 

should not be subject to, not because they are uneven or unfair, but because to be 

subjected to the relations of domination at all is a failure in one’s sense of self, of 

ones ability to act. This is generated by an interpretation of the new media 
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workplace which, on the basis of education, information and access to resources 

is supposed to free the individual from the power hierarchies so evident in 

manufacturing, and class-bound workplaces.  

 

In this way the status of autonomous action is reproduced in practice through the 

mobilisation, creation and reproduction of constantly changing cultural devices 

which seem to create the possibility for the demonstration of greater personal 

choice and freedom. These devices are very powerful, mainly because they are 

invisible and appear to adhere in the self rather than in the social settings within 

which selves act. Thus whilst such devices seem to obscure or undermine the 

modernist sources of power they in fact act to reconfigure them in new ways.  

 

We can see that the conceptual separation of public (organisations funded in 

some way by taxpayers money, state, Europe) and private (companies or 

individuals operating for the purpose of personal gain in the sphere of free 

market economics) was more than a rational and natural categorisation of 

workplaces according to their different structures and the different aims of their 

work, and their different revenue streams. Rather such categorical differences 

were maintained in practice primarily through an appeal to the potential for 

agentive action in publicly funded organisations vis-à-vis the private (read 

autonomous) company. This was reproduced in practice both by people in 

companies who came into contact with MediaNet and by the staff who worked at 

MediaNet themselves. Agency was not something straightforward, an ability or 

lack of ability to act. Rather recognising agency was like the reading and leaving 

of traces, a cultural process whereby particular actions, carried out in a culturally 
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marked out sphere, were deemed the evidence of agency and free will or not. 

Whether actions were interpreted in terms of the agency of the actor, impacted on 

the legitimacy of that action for in some spheres personal agency was an 

expectation, a sign of competence in the workplace and a source of identity and 

self-determination.  

 

In this way of thinking, publicly funded organisations represent a threat in that 

they purport to impose a structural future rather than allowing “free agents” the 

possibility of creating their own future. To reconcile this, publicity funded 

organisations have to provide assistance through models that maintain the 

possibility for the social reproduction of activity and choice. The demonstration 

of agency is thus the objective of action rather than being the same thing as 

acting. It is a matter of interpreting and transforming what people do into 

something that looks like a life that they themselves have forged. The problems 

that publicly funded organisations experience in the attempt to reduce the 

differences between their bureaucratic origins and the virtuous 

entrepreneurialism of the enterprising individuals they were hoping to assist is 

telling.  

 

Du Gay (1994) denotes this kind of reduction of different spheres of activity into 

one market governed domain, as the “gaze of enterprise”. He argues that 

contemporary managerial discourse denounces bureaucratic forms of 

organisation, blaming it for being immoral because of its separation of domains 

that in “reality” should not be artificially separated. Thus bureaucratic forms of 

work which privilege rationality do so on the basis of “the repression and 
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marginalisation of its Other – the personal, the sexual, the emotional and so 

forth” (du Gay 1994:661). Following Weber, du Gay argues however, that 

bureaucratic rationality separates these domains for practical reasons;  

 

“bureaucratic culture does not necessitate the dissolution of the 

‘emotional’ relationships in the workplace but only engenders a general 

antipathy towards those relations that open up the possibility of 

corruption through, for example, the improper exercise of personal 

patronage, indulging incompetence or through the betrayal of 

confidence” (du Gay 1994:668). 

 

However du Gay sees this enterprise culture as a managerial invention, which 

requires managers to “reconstruct the conduct and self-image of employees”. The 

power of the imagination of the future, of the network as an organisational form, 

of the primacy given to the discourse of skills and to the process of branding 

which requires a focus on creativity and the author function, is to remove this last 

bastion of control, making the responsibility for the self appear as the fulfilment 

of an ideal state of nature, in control of one’s own destiny.  However as du Gay 

warns, the application of market logic, of a feeling of ownership and personal 

moral enthusiasm in bureaucratic work, runs the risk of “coming perilously close 

to sanctioning the practice of corruption” (du Gay 1994:670). It appears that this 

new managerialism that du Gay warns against is indeed gaining strength and the 

stakes are very high. The power of the enterprise gaze lies in its ability to obscure 

the fact of its social reproduction, to collectively attribute success to those 

individuals who are able to demonstrate their own agency and failure to those 
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who cannot. Du Gay sees it as a management ideology, the result of managerial 

instruction of employees to think in this way. But I see this as much more 

pervasive, reproduced through the social reproduction of an ideology of 

technological progress, through convergence and the associated enskillment 

needed to bring about that progress, through the nurturing of social relationships 

by means of the de-politicised form of the network, and reproduced through 

traces which are acknowledged as readable in myriad different ways. An 

anthropological attempt at understanding the experience and demonstration of 

late modernity amongst the people I was working with is not about deciding 

whether or not they are as free, egalitarian and personally responsible for their 

actions as they might argue that they are as many studies about this field have 

debated. Rather it is about engaging with the practices through which such ideals 

are reproduced.  Espousal of the same ideals can have very different 

consequences in different locales. Understanding the local tensions that occur 

and are negotiated in the demonstration of seemingly universal ideals can help us 

recognise the power of such concepts to alter practice in different ways in 

different places. Analysing the experiences of people in private companies and 

public support organisations illustrates the ways in which a consensus over the 

relevance or importance of ideals such as egalitarianism, freedom and choice, is 

mediated by a need for social sanctioning of how those ideals are played out in 

practice.  The means through which this is achieved is intertwined with a 

conception of personhood that is developed through an ability to enact particular 

kinds of economically oriented agency.  
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Conclusion 

 

This analysis of the means by which agency can be seen as a socially sanctioned 

activity thus reveals an intimate relationship between work, commerce and 

contemporary western understandings of personhood. The practice of work in 

capitalist economies is not simply a “necessary evil”, a function which people 

have to fulfil in order to fund the more ‘real’ activities of life outside work. 

Rather it is intimately entwined with culturally significant notions of worth, of 

ability, of self-determination and the means through which this can be achieved. 

In order for us to gain a sensitive anthropological understanding of economic 

practice it is imperative that we neither take for granted the explanatory power of 

externalised forms of theoretical abstraction, nor assume an overly individualised 

conceptualisation of the practice of making a livelihood. This does not mean that 

claims for the individualised nature of economic decision making cannot be 

incorporated into analysis, rather it allows us to recognise the means by which 

work practices come to be seen as highly autonomous and elective activities. In 

order to understand the way in which economic practice is made meaningful we 

must thus see agency not in terms of the ability that an individual has to act, but 

in terms of the means by which that individuality might be demonstrated and 

recognised. As a snapshot of the lives of people who see themselves as being in a 

position of determining their own work experiences this study has been able to 

look at the aspirational and ideological facets of economic practice and the 

means through which people try to achieve them. It has also highlighted the 

frustrations and tensions that exist in attempting to realize these ideals.  
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Unlike those studies which posit globalisation and the economy as macro 

systems, outside the realm of anthropological analysis or only observable in 

terms of their material impacts on people’s lives, my approach to the study of 

economic development and practice collapses some of these abstractions of 

scale. The result of this kind of analysis is to enable us to observe the way in 

which abstractions like globalisation, networks, skills and cities do not have 

ethnographic relevance simply by virtue of being, but are attributed power in the 

processes through which they are measured, evidenced and thus come to be 

realised in practice. This has important implications for the role of academic 

theory as well. The way in which concepts are given meaning beyond the sites of 

their production is clear in the receptivity of business to ideas coming out of the 

social sciences. This requires that in analysing our field sites we give the same 

scrutiny to the mobilisation of these social science theories as we do to those 

which might seem alien to an anthropological eye. This critical attention to 

theory as ethnographic data is a key strength of anthropology at home and holds 

the promise of giving us great insight into our own assumptions as we conduct 

research.  
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